We are pleased to welcome you to Universitas Indonesia (UI), an Indonesian state university and consistently the best university in Indonesia.

Universities, today, are uniquely positioned to address global challenges. As a result thereof, Universitas Indonesia (UI) is fully committed to seek solutions to the century’s most pressing global challenges, enhance the education of future leaders and strengthen its academic endeavor. UI is innovative within our own institutions, in terms of how we are structured and governed and how we adapt to global change.

Having experience more than 160 years in higher education, our campus is rich in history, academic excellence and in its contribution to both Indonesian and international society. The key success for our sustainable excellence resides in our dedicated faculty and staff, strong student body, internationally well-known researchers and regularly reviewed curriculum. The intellectual resources in our university has developed distinguished community of scholars which we are proud to share at national and regional level in the fields of life science, engineering and technology, as well as social sciences.

We offer our students a multicultural study environment with the brightest students in the country, a range of regular and international classes, a great range of student and extracurricular activities on campus and beyond and fantastic employment statistics-our graduates are the most sought after in the country.

I extend my warmest welcome to international students as we value your participation in enriching the academic life at UI while contributing to the enhancement of education quality and community development.

Have a great learning experience!

Sincerely,

Prof. Dr. Ir. Muhammad Anis. M.Met.
Rector
WORLD RANKING AND REPUTATION

1. (2018 QS World University Rankings)
   • Ranks 1st in Indonesia
   • Ranks 11th in Southeast Asia
   • Ranks 67th in Asia
   • Ranks 277th in the World
   • Score 78.4 in Academic Reputation
   • Score 87.1 in Employer Reputation
   • Score 65.6 in Faculty Student
   • Score 93.3 in International Faculty
   • Score 46.6 in Inbound Exchange

2. Ranks within top 200 best universities in Asia (Times Higher Education)

3. Indonesia’s most popular university

4. Accredited A in Indonesia

5. 20+ internationally accredited studies program (AUN, ABEST)

GREEN CAMPUS
The major campus of Universitas Indonesia is located in greenery consisting of 312 hectares in Depok and 8 hectares in Salemba Campus, Central Jakarta. The university maintains the ecology conservation while developing academic facilities.

INCREASING INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION AND HIGH LEVEL LINKS
Universitas Indonesia is an active member of regional as well as international associations, such as APRIL, AUN, IIE and twelve other international associations and consortium. This opens opportunities for the entire academic community to share knowledge with the global community.

SPECIALIZED RESEARCH CENTERS
Research activities are supported by funding gained from various sources, such as government, private institutions and multinational industries.

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY PARTNERSHIPS
Universitas Indonesia has developed active cooperation with 210 top universities and institutions in more than 30 countries worldwide. The cooperation covers joint degree agreement, student exchange program and joint research.

INTERNATIONAL JOINT DEGREE PROGRAM OPTIONS
The program is run in cooperation with 23 partner universities enabling graduates to be awarded two degrees, one from UI and the other from the partner university.
WIDE-RANGE OF PROGRAMS OFFERED
Universitas Indonesia offers 62 bachelor/undergraduate programs, 68 master/graduate programs and 6 professional programs and 37 doctorate/postgraduate programs.

FREE INTERNET ACCESS FOR STUDENTS THROUGH WI-FI FACILITY

MULTICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT
The students of UI are not only from domestic region of Indonesia but also of international students from more than 26 countries.

COMPETITIVE COURSE FEES AND LIVING COSTS
With less expensive cost of living in Indonesia, international students can save financial expenses while preparing their future.
Founded in 1849, Universitas Indonesia (UI) has developed into a modern and multicultural academic environment achieving the position as one of the top ranked universities in Asia. UI aims to enhance its activities in research, development and knowledge diffusion to the highest level within regional and global area. Being one of the reputable research universities, UI is committed to endorse academic invention and research activities through various scientific programs whether in natural sciences, social sciences, engineering, or humanities.

Indonesia as a nation is experiencing changes in response to competition in the globalizing world and Universitas Indonesia acknowledges that its role and contribution to every change in the local and global levels will be determined by the university’s activities within society. In order to provide significant contribution to the nation and to the world, Universitas Indonesia sets its vision to be a world class research university.

Universitas Indonesia has, in the process, continually increased its capacity in realizing, institutionalizing and embodying varied international dimensions of research, teaching, learning and community service activities of the university’s staff and students.

The key dimensions of internationalization at Universitas Indonesia are as follows:

- Internationalized staffs and students of UI
- Mobility programs of staffs and students
- International research collaboration
- Internationally focused curricula

These dimensions are supported by the university’s active role in fifteen higher learning associations and consortium in Asia Pacific, Europe, Southeast Asia and worldwide such as APRU (Association of Pacific Rim Universities), AUN (ASEAN University Network), ASAIHL (Association of South East Asia Institution of Higher Learning).

UI has two campuses: the first one is in the central business area at Salemba, Jakarta and the second one is in the green environment of Depok, West Java. The Depok campus is set in 312 hectares of carefully maintained tropical greenery, half of which is set aside as an ecological laboratory and conservation area. Twenty five percent of the area is used for academic, research and student activities, while the remaining seventy five percent is used for forestation. UI also provides a 20 km long bicycle path. Hence, UI is a green campus which offers quality knowledge transfers and research activities for all UI’s academic community.
RESEARCH

UI has been developing research centers and enforcing more than 400 research-professors conducting academic research and publications in various scientific disciplines as well as thousands of researchers and academic-assistants. The main research activities are conducted in three clusters; health, science and technology and humanities and social sciences.

PRIORITY RESEARCH

There are five research trees from five core competences in UI which give overviews of cluster research and noble research from each core competence.

GENOME AND GENOME BASED PROTEOME RESEARCH FOR URBAN HEALTH

The research tree of Genomic Studies at UI is focused on Genome and Proteomic Studies for Urban Health. There are three main branches in the Genome tree, namely “Infectious Disease”, “Indigenous Genomes and Proteomes Sequences” and “Degenerative Studies”. These three branches will address urban health problems that are related to infectious and degenerative diseases and are aimed at finding solutions to the related problems.

INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY STUDIES (ICT)

UI is committed on conducting researches on how ICT can help solve Urban Communities and their problems by promoting scientific research into the key cutting edge technology pillars and by conducting applied research towards building tools and systems that have a direct impact on Indonesian urban life, such as e-learning systems, hospital management software and effective information retrieval applications for Indonesian language and culture.

INDIGENOUS STUDIES

The research tree of indigenous studies at UI is focused on Conservation and Sustainability of Indigenous Bioresearches and Local Wisdom Studies. There are five main research topics here: Diversity, Adaptation, Informatics, Genome Analysis and Prospecting.

NANO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES (NST)

The research topics in this NST areas are: nano particle materials, bio and chemical sensors (for food, health and environment), molecular pattern recognition, nanophotocatalytics (environmental protection, renewable energy and functional materials) and risk assessment on the occurrence of nano particles and its consequences.

POLICY STUDIES

The public policy studies are composed through multidisciplinary studies and research activities. The purpose is to stimulate world-class policy researches which extend connection between researchers and its research users and is conducted through interdisciplinary approach by pooling leading figures with expertise from many disciplines within Universitas Indonesia.

The groups of research activities in Public Policy Studies at UI have focused itself on the existing urban problems in the following eight areas: Environment, Public Health, Urban Transportation, Legal Issues, Poverty and Unemployment, Empowerment and Community Development, ASEAN Regional Cooperation and Economic Integration and Information and Communication Technology.

KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER

Universitas Indonesia emphasizes knowledge creation and knowledge management. The outcomes must be effectively engaged in the exchange of knowledge internationally with governments, industry, alumni and the community for the mutual benefit. Thus, the improvement of link and match with the private sectors and community will be prioritized.

INDUSTRIAL COOPERATION

Some forms of Universitas Indonesia’s industrial engagements are: Corporate scholarship program, marketing and educational service provider agreement, research cooperation, cyber campus development, agreement on the construction and utilization of UI’s buildings, grant agreement, insurance agreement, early recruitment program and others.

COOPERATION WITH THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT

Knowledge transfer with Indonesian local government has been practiced in many activities for many years, such as:

• Local Government Human Resources Development through studies at Universitas Indonesia
• Community Empowerment: through social programs in one area
• Assisting other university’s newly established faculty, funded by the local government

UI FACTS

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUMS

• ABEST21
• ACICIS (Australian Consortium for ‘In-Country’ Indonesian Studies)
• APL (Asia Pacific Leaders)
• APRU (Association of Pacific Rim Universities)
• ASAHL (The Association of Southeast Asian Institutions on Higher Learning)
• ASEAN-UNET (ASEAN-European Academies University Network)
• AUA (Asian Universities Alliance)
• AUAP (Association of Universities of Asia and Pacific)
• AUN (ASEAN University Network)
• Erasmus+
• FUIW (Federation of the Universities of the Islamic World)
• Global Network for Advanced Management
• GUNI (Global University Network of Innovation)
• IIE (Institute of International Education)
• JRE (International Ranking Expert Group)
• McDonnell Academy Global Energy and Environment Partnership
• SATU Presidents’ Forum
• SEAMEO (Southeast Asian Minister of Education Organization)
• SYLFF
• USIPP Consortium
INTERNATIONAL ENGAGEMENT

Collaborating with other universities and sharing knowledge and resources with universities around the world is an important part to support UI’s transformation to be a world class research university with the ultimate goal to play active roles in contributing to civilization and humanity.

University collaborations can be in the form of: Joint degree programs, students exchange, academic staff members exchange, collaborative research, exchange of academic publication materials, cooperation in training projects, development of joint-venture projects, short study tours, participation in seminars, academic meetings and thesis juries, etc.

SCALE OF ENGAGEMENT

1. Bilateral Cooperation (University to University Cooperation)
   Here you will see Universitas Indonesia’s partner institutions. Strengthening these partnerships is a strategic priority for Universitas Indonesia.

2. Regional Cooperation (through International Associations and International Forums)
   Universitas Indonesia is a member of seven prominent university networks comprising of institutional partners and also four international forums.

3. Government to Government Cooperation
   Universitas Indonesia is actively involved in implementing educational, cultural and scientific cooperation between Indonesian government and other nations.

TEACHING AND LEARNING

It is our commitment to develop highly qualified education system and graduates who are able to competence to meet future challenges of civilization. The university’s academic staffs consist of lecturers from various academic backgrounds at the forefront of their knowledge. The number of academic staff with Ph.D. degree reaches 1,000. Universitas Indonesia.confers in average of 10,000 graduates every year. UI’s programs are accredited by Indonesian Board of National Accreditation. Some programs have been assessed by ASEAN University Network (AUN). The academic programs are offered in diploma, bachelor, master, doctorate, specialist and professional programs.

The teaching and learning activities at the university is conducted in 14 faculties, 1 vocational school and 2 graduate schools.

- Faculty of Medicine
- Faculty of Dentistry
- Faculty of Public Health
- Faculty of Nursing
- Faculty of Pharmacy
- Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
- Faculty of Engineering
- Faculty of Computer Science
- Faculty of Law
- Faculty of Economics and Business
- Faculty of Humanities
- Faculty of Psychology
- Faculty of Social and Political Sciences
- Faculty of Administrative Sciences
- Vocational Programs
- School of Environmental Studies
- School of Strategic and Global Studies

INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY IN TEACHING AND LEARNING

Students will benefit from international learning and teaching they experience during their academic life. In this regard, Universitas Indonesia welcomes international students and scholars for study or research. Universitas Indonesia targets 2% intake of international students per faculty’s total students. The use of English will be implemented in each study program, so that by the end of the Strategic Plan, the percentage of class using English will reach 20%.

Among the programs are student exchange, joint degree, sandwich program and visiting scholars.

STUDENT EXCHANGE

1. Inbound Student Exchange
   Many students choose to come to Universitas Indonesia as part of their degree program in their home countries while getting experiences by living in different cultures.

2. Outbound Student Exchange
   Universitas Indonesia’s students are encouraged to study abroad as part of their learning. They are expected to have international experiences and widen their perspectives in order to take part actively in a globalized world.

Being a member of university consortiums, Universitas Indonesia establishes a strong link in the networks, giving benefits for students and researchers. Student exchange programs under AUN – ACTS (ASEAN Credit Transfer System), AIMS 7 (ASEAN International Mobility for Students) and ACICIS are among the best student mobility programs within this university consortium scheme.

SHORT COURSE AND GLOBAL INTERNSHIP

We invite international students to join our UI-CREATES program, offering a comprehensive and integrated learning on various subjects at our campus. UI-CREATES is a two or three-week credit earning short mobility program in which students can earn 3 credits or 6 credits after completion. We also invite international students and partner university to join our customized short course program covering studies about contemporary Indonesia in its different aspects, such as economy, law, arts and popular culture, history, social, and politics. Indonesian cultural aspects, such as language and traditional customs are also explored through excursions or homestay programs. Internship program is also offered in our Global Internship Program. This program allows students to have work experience at reputable Indonesian companies, locally-based international companies, and other institutions related to the subject taken. After completion of the program, the students can earn 2 credits.

JOINT DEGREE

1. 7 + 1 Single Degree International Programs
   Our Single Degree International Programs offer the best university experience in Indonesia with international and local context. The programs use English as the medium of instruction. This program allows students to complete one semester abroad at UI's partner universities as one of the curriculum requirements.

2. Joint Degree Programs with 23 partner universities
   Joint Degree Programs offer international curriculum, a center of excellence of global education. Our Joint Degree Programs are delivered in collaboration with a long-established university partners in Australia, UK, the Netherlands, and Germany, allowing graduates to obtain two degrees; one from UI and one from partner university. For the degree completion, students are required to transfer to the partner university, normally, at the final years of study. The programs use English as the medium of instruction.
VISITING SCHOLARS AND STAFF MOBILITY

1. Inbound Visiting Scholars
   Universitas Indonesia welcomes visiting scholars to do research and teaching.

2. Outbound Visiting Scholars
   Universitas Indonesia encourages its faculty members to do research and teaching at partner universities.

In addition to regular visiting scholar program, Universitas Indonesia also offers a particularly designed staff mobility program called, UI-RESOLV, to facilitate international academics and researchers to conduct various activities for two weeks at Universitas Indonesia and to support UI scholars to be at our partner university. Lecturers or researchers doing academic activities under UI-RESOLV scheme will be granted with financial support from Universitas Indonesia. The academic activities during the visiting period may cover the following:

• Designing Joint Research Proposal
• Building Teaching Material
• Building Curriculum
• Lecturing
• Curriculum Development
• Academic Workshop
• Developing Joint Publication

INDONESIAN LANGUAGE COURSE FOR NON-NATIVE SPEAKERS

This course is offered by our Faculty of Humanities’ language center. During the course, BIPA organizes a one-day field trip, in which student can have the exciting opportunity of visiting “off-the-beaten paths” such as schools, TV stations, factories, jails, or governmental offices. Beginner students will have the opportunity to practice using Bahasa Indonesia in a market setting. This is a very rewarding cultural exchange since students as participants will be selling food, drinks, and traditional souvenirs from the native countries to Indonesian buyers and interact with them using Bahasa Indonesia.
ACCOMMODATION

Students need to arrange accommodation before leaving their home country.

There has always been a great demand for vacancy at the university dormitory and as a result there is likely to be a shortage of on-campus accommodation.

ON-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION

UI has two university dormitories, located in Depok and Salemba, Jakarta. The 25,534 square meters Depok dormitory, surrounded by lakes and greenery, accommodates 400 male students and 445 female students. While the historical Salemba (Jakarta) dormitory “Wisma Rini” covers an area of 11,134 square meters and accommodates 110 male students and 115 female students.

1. Depok dormitory
   Phone: (62-21) 7661662/7661663
   Facilities: cafeteria, internet cafe, computer rental service, phone centers, etc.

2. Salemba (Jakarta) dormitory
   Phone: (62-21) 819 2834/819 5058
   Facilities: basket field, canteen, etc.

OFF-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION

Located in the suburbs, the off-campus accommodation offers easy access to the campus, city and other facilities.

CAMPUS FACILITY

TRANSPORTATION

The university provides campus buses at the Depok Campus as a means of transportation. The buses routinely start their inside campus journey at 07.00 till 20.00 to transport students around the campus. Besides, you can also use campus bicycle free-of-charge at Depok Campus. All you need to do is show your student ID to the bike rental officer and you can ride away on a bike which must be used on bike lanes and returned to the same place it was taken from. Campus bikes are available for use until 5:00 PM.

DINING

Canteen, cafés and restaurants are available close to all faculty campuses. The price is normally lower than on-campus cafeteria.

BANKING

Many bank offices and ATMs (Automatic Teller Machines) are available on campus, such as BNI at the Central Library, Bank Mandiri at the Faculty of Economics, BRI at the Faculty of Psychology, Bank Bukopin and BCA at the Engineering Center, Faculty of Engineering.
DAILY SHOPPING
Small shops are normally available at several strategic locations on campus where you can buy stationeries and other basic needs, such as cafés at the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences campus, a convenience store at the Faculty of Psychology campus and the central library, or at the cooperatives available within the faculty complex.

TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION
The university suggests that new students, who have not yet found a suitable place to live prior to arriving in Jakarta, seek temporary accommodation until they find more suitable accommodation, either on-campus or off-campus.

For temporary accommodation in Depok, we suggest two on-campus guest houses. The detailed conditions and rates are provided below for your consideration.

We will make a reservation for new students at one of these guest houses as soon as we receive confirmation.

1. **Center for Japanese Studies (PSJ)**
   Located in the area of the Faculty of Humanities (next to the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences) the guest house has 25 rooms with lake-view private terrace.

   **Facilities:**
   - Auditorium, Guest house, Cafeteria, etc.
   - Tel: 62 21 786 3547,
   - Fax: 62 21 786 3548

2. **Wisma Makara**
   Located next to the university dormitory, this guest house is about 5-to-10-minutes bus ride to faculty areas.

   **Facilities:**
   - Air conditioner, TV, refrigerator, conference room, plenary hall, restaurant, coffee shop, phone and internet center, photocopy, large parking area.
   - Tel: 62 21 7888 3670-1
   - Reservation: 62 21 7888 3672
   - Fax: 62 21 7888 3673
   - Email: infowismamakara@gmail.com
   - Website: http://wismamakara.ui.ac.id/

SERVICES

HEALTH CENTER
It is important for international students to carry medical insurance from their home country in case of illness and injury while in Indonesia. However, to cater to students’ needs, the university provides a free on-campus medical facility at the Student Health Center (PKM). Students with minor health-related problems may visit this center to check their health. It also provides consultation services during scheduled hours. Since the medical facility is equipped to provide only first aid assistance, major health problems are treated at the nearby hospitals or the university hospital at the Salemba Campus. To obtain free medication at PKM, students need to register and show their student ID card or reference letter from the International Office.

IT SUPPORT
Universitas Indonesia provides wireless campus network to support students’ requirements. The Office of Information Technology offers services ranging from full color printing to new media and database technology while simultaneously being responsible for developing various information technology facilities, which is useful for members of Universitas Indonesia.

You can obtain services for wi-fi activation at the Student Services Building (PPMT) but will be required to bring your computer device for network setting.

LIBRARY
To facilitate coordination and communication, the Central Library of Universitas Indonesia is the fusion of libraries of all faculties and provides integrated services for all students of Universitas Indonesia. The Central Library offers access to electronic resources including e-journals, databases, statistical data, images and digital maps. Supported by information technology based on digital online library, visitors can search and download the available collection directly, such as: Book Collection, Magazine Collection, Non-Book Collection, e-Article Collection, e-Book Collection and also the conference paper journals produced by the UI academic community.

LANGUAGE TRAINING
To provide language services for students of Universitas Indonesia, an academic institution is established within the Faculty of Humanities, namely LBI (Lembaga Bahasa Internasional). The institution also offers courses and other language services which includes Indonesian language courses for foreigners (BIPA/Indonesian Language Program), Program Pelayanan Bahasa (PPB/Foreign Language Program) and Program Pengembangan Penerjemahan (PPP/Translation and Interpretation Program). The program information is available at www.libfb.ui.ac.id.

STUDENT ACTIVITIES
Explore the campus and seek out fellow students with similar interest in classes or clubs. There is a wide choice of clubs and organizations representing many interests of students. You will find cultural and religious associations, sports teams and sports clubs, student government organizations, academic societies, music and theater groups and even a student radio station.

Some student organizations arrange trips to areas outside Jakarta or even Java at a very low cost with various activities like snorkeling, wildlife observation, etc. Events and trips will be announced in UI’s website.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
International students are welcome to join these organizations and take active part in the activities.

Student organizations at university level:
- University Student Senate (Senat Mahasiswa UI, SMUI)
- Student Executive Board (Badan Eksekutif Mahasiswa UI, BEM UI)
- Student activity units for extracurricular activities in certain interest (arts, sports, study groups, voluntary works, etc)

Student organizations at faculty/department level:
- Faculty Student Representative Body (Badan Perwakilan Mahasiswa, BPM)
- Faculty Student Senate (Senat Mahasiswa Fakultas, SMF)
- Departmental Student Association (Himpunan Mahasiswa Jurusan, HMJ)

Student Activity Units:

1. **Students Meeting Board (Majelis Pertemuan Mahasiswa, MPM)**
   MPM is the highest student legislative institution at the university level. Members of the institution are directly nominated by the students, as is the case with the appointment of the Chairman of the Student Executive Board.

2. **Student Executive Board (Badan Eksekutif Mahasiswa, BEM)**
   BEM is a new executive board at university level. This board needs information and input regarding deeply rooted activities and policies in order to make it work fast, efficiently and effectively.
UNIT OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES

This unit functions to accommodate various talents and interests of students and consists of:

1. **Symphony Orchestra “Mahawaditra”**
   UI Mahawaditra Symphony Orchestra, Mahawaditra meaning “Great Voice”, was established on June 11, 1983.
   
   The members of the orchestra are students who are able to play a musical instrument and those who have basic knowledge to play it.
   
   Regular practices take place on Saturday, at 2 pm, at Salemba Student Hall.
   
   For further information, please see this [website](http://student.ui.ac.id/ukm/mahawaditra/index.html)

2. **Students Choir “Paragita”**
   UI student choir (Paragita) was founded on January 13, 1983. For 18 years, Paragita has achieved prestigious national and international awards. Paragita has proven to be one of the best choirs in Indonesia because of its talented members who are able to sing classical, modern, traditional and popular music. Currently, Paragita is under management of Aning Katamsi A.
   
   Regular practices take place every Sunday, 11 am at Salemba Student Hall.

3. **Students Dance League “Krida Budaya”**
   Krida Budaya UI Student Dance League was established based on the Rector’s Decree, February 17, 1983. This is a student organization focusing on regional, contemporary and modern dances.
   
   Routine practices are conducted every Sunday, 11 am at Salemba Student Hall.
   
   For further information, please refer to this [website](http://student.ui.ac.id/ukm/ligatari/pembuka.htm)

4. **Student Theatre**

5. **MAPALA UI**
   MAPALA UI was officially established on 12 December 1964 and was initially known as MAPALA Prajnaparamita. It was a student association for nature lovers of the Faculty of Letters, Universitas Indonesia and has 600 members.
   
   For more information, please visit MAPALA UI Secretariat at Pusgiwa UI, 1st floor, UI Campus Depok.
6. **Study Group “Eka Prasetya”**

Eka Prasetya UI Student Study Club (KSM UI-EP), founded on 30 June 1983, is a university student activity unit that helps students to improve their academic discussion skills.

Some KSM UI-EP activities are:

- Writing and research courses for its members
- Delegating members to attend seminars conducted by UI or other institutions
- Conducting annual Public Relation training
- Publishing the “Dialektika” bulletin as a means for members to write articles and for communication among members
- Conducting annual social research in cooperation with DKI Local Government

7. **English Debating Society (EDS)**

Founded on 5 May 1998, it is one of the most recent student activities at Universitas Indonesia. Routine activities are conducted on Wednesdays from 3:30 pm and on Saturdays from 9:30 pm.

For more information, please visit this website [http://student.ui.ac.id/ukm/kdbi/index.html](http://student.ui.ac.id/ukm/kdbi/index.html) or visit EDS secretariat at Pusgiwa UI, 1st floor, UI Campus Depok.

8. **Voice of UI Students**

UI student magazine “Suara Mahasiswa”, founded on 27 June 1992, is a university activity unit focusing on publication and managed by the students. The magazine contains both UI-related news and also news from other university sources.

For further information, please refer to this website [http://student.ui.ac.id/ukm/suma/index.html](http://student.ui.ac.id/ukm/suma/index.html) or visit Voice of UI Students secretariate at Pusgiwa UI, 2nd floor, UI Campus Depok.

9. **Salam UI**

“Salam” UI was founded because Moslem students of UI needed an organization to independently implement Islam-oriented student activities to strengthen Islamic solidarity at the university level. A model program conducted by this organization is Salam in Action 1999/2000.

For further information, please visit Salam UI secretariat at Pusgiwa UI, 1st floor, UI Campus Depok.
10. Tae Kwon Do
UI Tae kwon Do actively participates in various university championships and has many achievements, for example a bronze medal in the women light feather class at the 1996 Java-Bali championship, the best team and favourite athlete at JABOTABEK championship conducted by IKIP Jakarta (recently named Jakarta State-owned University).

Tae Kwon Do secretariat: 1st Floor, Pusgiwa UI, Depok Tel: (62-21)7270201, Fax: (62-21) 7270017 (via Assistant to the Rector for Student Affairs)

11. Sin Lam Ba
UI Sin Lam Ba Traditional Martial Art has designed a complete curriculum as an introduction of the institution for those who intend to improve their skills, among others are reading the Qur'an, self-defense, inner power, weapon-resistance, fighting, strength building, medical treatments and physical movements.

Routine practices take place every Sunday at Balairung of Universitas Indonesia, from 8 am to 1 pm.

For more information, please visit http://sinlamba.hypermart.net/

12. Paguyuban Bangau Putih
Paguyuban Bangau Putih is an association of those with interest in traditional martial arts on the basis of spirituality and loyalty among group members.

This form of martial art has beautiful and flexible physical movements and styles, following the elements of nature. Members have very strong powers which can cure various diseases, such as asthma and hemorrhoids and organs such as the eye, the kidney, the heart, etc. PGB Bangau Putih trains its members not only physically but also mentally.

In regard to participation in championships, this unit has been active in both internal and external events and has, in addition, represented UI and the branch of the organization in those events.

Routine practice takes place on Thursday and Sunday at the Faculty of Law, from 4pm to 6pm.

13. The Association of Indonesian Kempo
The routine activities of this student unit are conducted 3 times a week, on Tuesdays, Fridays and Saturdays by the lake near Balairung from 4pm to 6pm. Besides, once a month, this unit joins Gasami, which is a joint training with other Do-Jos.

This activity takes place at the Kempo training center in Pondok Gede. Gasami also conducts evaluation to measure the progress. Registration is conducted every time during practice and is accepted at the beginning of each semester.

14. Perisai Diri
Besides regular practices, other activities conducted include gladiator, programs expressing gratitude for God's blessing, attending local, national and international championships taken to enhance togetherness and personal quality of each member.

Routine practices are conducted on Mondays and Thursday, starting at 16:00 and on Saturdays at 08:00 at Balairung UI Depok.

15. Institute Karate Do Indonesia
INKAI-UI, one of the self-defense institutes, was established on 25 April 1972. However, it was officially opened and legalized on 24 April 1982 in Jakarta. It became one of the UI student activity units after the issue of the Rector’s Decree No. 070/SK/R/UI 1987.

The members of the institute are from both UI and non-UI organizations. The routine practices are conducted at UI Student Activity Center Building and UI Balairung building in Depok.

16. Badminton Association
UI Badminton Association was established on 25 January 1990 with the Rector’s Decree No. 031/SK/R/UI/1990 because the UI Badminton Association achieved success at TIG XIX. The association aims at providing facilities and developing badminton potentials of the students.

Routine practices are conducted on Mondays and Thursday, starting from 16.00 at UI Depok Gymnasium.

17. UI Hockey Association
PHUI was established in 1987 and was implemented to accommodate students' interest in this sport.

Routine practices are conducted every Monday and Wednesday starting from 16.00 at Depok Gymnasium.
ABOUT INDONESIA

Indonesia is a vast archipelago located in Southeast Asia, between the Asian and Australian continents with five major islands; Sumatera, Java, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and Papua. Consisting of 300 ethnic groups that have been living a life of different traditions of civilization, Indonesia is rich in culture and heritage. The warm tropical climate and its fertile land make Indonesia a green home for a wide variety of flora and fauna.

In the economic development advancement, Indonesia has been taking part in the dynamic growth of economics in Southeast Asia. The country has now become one of the major destinations of tourism, socio-cultural source, as well as business investments in the region. With the blend of traditional and modern culture of its society, Indonesia is a unique country with many attractive aspects to offer.

Universitas Indonesia has two campuses; one is in Jakarta and the second one is in Depok. Depok campus is a green campus covering 320 hectares maintaining the ecology conservation by utilizing only 25 percent of area for academic, research and student activities. Most of all faculties are located in Depok Campus while Salemba in Central Jakarta has been the home for the Faculty of Medicine, Faculty of Dentistry and several graduate programs.

ABOUT JAKARTA

Conveniently located in the western part of Java, the capital of the Republic of Indonesia is a sprawling cosmopolitan city that offers more culture, entertainment, shopping and sightseeing than any other places in Indonesia.

Being the main gateway to Indonesia, Jakarta has grown into a major industrial, business and trading center and spreads over an area of more than 650 sq km (410 sq miles). It is also designated as a special territory (DKI), which means that it is administered by a governor and enjoys the same status as a province. The population of over nine million is of diverse ethnic and cultural groups.

ABOUT DEPOK

During the Dutch colonial times, Depok was surrounded by a 4,000-hectare forest, which was a perfect water-absorption area. This has made Depok into Indonesia’s first natural reserve. Now the remaining six-hectare nature conservation area plays a great environmental role especially because it is located close to Jakarta and Bogor, where air pollution is abominable.
At present sharing a border with South Jakarta, Depok is a small fast-growing and well-furnished town. As the number of private boarding houses rises, new businesses are growing almost every month, especially along the main road of Jalan Margonda Raya. Restaurants, shopping centers, bookstores, hotels, hospitals, internet and telecommunication centers are available. Private dormitories began as local people’s initiative to provide an accommodation choice for UI students from outside of Jakarta. Now students can enjoy studying without worrying too much about their accommodation and leisure.

The relocation of UI campus to Depok has undoubtedly accelerated this development. Some private universities have also confidently established their campuses in Depok or surrounding areas.

Depok is easily accessible from any direction. It is well served by road and railway, while buses and trains operate regularly. Those who enjoy taking the train from Jakarta can get off at either one of the two stations right on the edge of the campus, UI station or Pondok Cina station. Those who drive a car or ride the bus may sometimes encounter heavy traffic.

PEOPLE

The people of Indonesia come from very diverse ethnic backgrounds and are generally friendly and easy to get along with. You will find that most of them are nice and relatively tolerant of other cultures.

RELIGION

Five religions are recognized by the Indonesian government: Islam, Protestant, Catholic, Buddhist and Hindu. Mosques, churches, temples are found throughout the country. Although Indonesia has a predominantly Moslem population, some religious holidays of other religions are also celebrated as national holidays.

CLOTHING

Students usually dress informally to go to campus. Most of the time they wear jeans or trousers with casual shirts, T-shirts or blouses and sneakers. However, shorts and sandals are usually not allowed for attending classes. During the rainy season, a jumper/sweater/pullover or sweat shirt will be sufficient.

Men’s suit and appropriate dress or suit for women is commonly worn in formal functions like a graduation ceremony.

FOOD

Many people say that Indonesian food is tasty and spicy. Spices and hot chillies are the ingredients of most dishes. The staple food of rice is served with vegetables, tofu/tempe and meat/egg/fish. The popular side dish sambal - a fiery hot blend of chillies, spices and sometimes terasi (belacan), lemon juice and tomato for extra flavour - comes in an endless variety.

As the population of Indonesia is predominantly Moslem, pork is usually not served except in Chinese and non-Moslem restaurants and places serving international cuisine. Pork dishes are served in some non-moslem parts of Bali, Papua, the North Sumatra highlands and North Sulawesi.

The most popular Indonesian dishes are sate (skewered kebabs of meat or fish, grilled over a fire and served with spicy peanut sauce), gado-gado (a salad of half steamed vegetables with a peanut sauce dressing), nasi goreng (fried rice with shreds of meat and vegetables and topped with a fried egg), balami goreng (fried noodles) and Nasi Padang (hot and spicy cuisine of West Sumatra cooked in thick coconut milk curry).

DRINKS

Tap water is not safe to drink. Water coming out of taps may contain bacteria and therefore must be boiled or sterilized before it is consumed. Branded bottled water is readily available for sale in nearly all grocery stores and convenience stores.

Indonesian coffee is one of the finest in the world. You can enjoy the exotic taste of our coffee in the coffee shops commonly available in many entertainment centers or in any commercial areas of the cities.

Alcoholic drinks or local beers are available in major supermarkets and hypermarkets. Wine is sold only in major restaurants and hotels.

BANKING

There are a number of foreign banks and local banks offering various banking services in Jakarta. Many offer both Rupiah and foreign currency (usually US$) savings, term deposits, safe deposit boxes, credit and debit card accounts and foreign exchange services. Due to the variety range of services and different procedures in each bank, it is better to make inquiries directly by phone before conducting a direct visit.

TRANSPORTATION

BUS

Bis (buses) are the most common means of public transportation in Jakarta. There are a large number of bus companies servicing various routes throughout Jakarta.

TRAIN

Train service is called Commuter Line, which operates regularly from Jakarta to Bogor via Depok. A train station is available near the UI Depok campus to connect you to Jakarta and the surrounding areas. Passengers can buy a single trip or multi trips ticket at the ticket counter of every station. Trains to other major cities in Java leave from Gambir, Senen and Jatinegara stations. Tickets can be booked in advance. Trains have been a comfortable means of transportation for inter-city travel with reasonable price.

TAXIS

Taxis are easily found almost everywhere in the streets of Jakarta. Taking a taxi could be as reliable as using a personal car. At ‘flag fall’ the meter (argo) starts at Rp 5,000 (for regular taxi).

BUSINESS HOURS

• Embassies : Mon-Fri 8am-4pm
• Banks : Mon-Fri 8am-3pm and Sat 8am-1pm
• Shopping centers : Mon-Sun 10am-10pm
• Post offices : Mon-Thur 8 am -2 pm, Fri 8-11 am and Sat 8 am - 12.30 pm.
• Airline offices : Mon-Fri 8 am - 4 pm and Sat 8 am - noon.

Other celebration affecting the business hours
• (Government) offices close at 11:30 am - 1 pm on Fridays (Moslem mass prayer)
• Ramadan (the ninth Moslem month) is a month of fasting for Moslems. Food counters and restaurants are generally closed during daytime, while discotheques are totally closed. Business hours begin half-an-hour later and close one hour earlier.

TIME ZONE

Indonesia is divided into three time zones: WIB/ Western Indonesia Time (Sumatra, Java, West and Central Kalimantan) is seven hours ahead of GMT. Central Indonesia Time (Bali, South and East Kalimantan, Sulawesi, Nusa Tenggara) is eight hours ahead of GMT. Eastern Indonesia Time (Maluku, Irian Jaya) is nine hours ahead of GMT.
CLIMATE

Indonesia has a fairly even climate all year round and Jakarta's climate is quite hot and humid. The average temperature ranges from 26º C at night and early morning and up to 30º C at noon. The rainy season is usually from November to April, with some regional variations. Jakarta has the heaviest rainfall from January to February.

AVERAGE TEMPERATURE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>MAX (celcius)</th>
<th>MIN (celcius)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JANUARY</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FEBRUARY</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCH</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APRIL</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAY</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JUNE</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JULY</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUGUST</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEPTEMBER</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOVEMBER</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECEMBER</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COST OF LIVING

Depok offers a competitive standard of living at a comparatively low cost. Compared to other study destinations, Depok provides excellent value for money. The annual cost of living depends on the student’s lifestyle and type of accommodation.

Students should also have additional funds to pay for initial establishment costs, textbooks, equipment, incidentals, local transport, temporary accommodation and entertainment.

It is also important that you allow for transport costs approximately Rp. 50,000 (US$4) per week if you live off-campus. Include extra costs in your budget, if you intend to do some traveling to places like Bandung, Bali, or Sumatra while you are in Indonesia.

EXPENSES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ESTIMATED COST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in IDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSING</td>
<td>2,500K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meals</td>
<td>3,000K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRANSPORTATION</td>
<td>1,000K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION</td>
<td>500K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PERSONAL DAILY NEEDS</td>
<td>500K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INCIDENTALS</td>
<td>500K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>8,000K</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The above cost of living may vary, depending on every individual’s life style.

UI FACTS

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR STUDENTS

1. International Admissions
   - 7+1 Single Degree International Programs
   - Joint Degree Programs with 20 partner universities

2. Student Exchange Programs
   - University to University
   - AUN-ACTS (ASEAN Credit Transfer Systems)
   - AIMS (ASEAN International Mobility for Students)

3. Credit Earning (Semester Abroad)

4. Short Course and Internship

5. Indonesian Language Course for Non-native Speakers

6. Summer Sessions and Scholarships Abroad

7. Career Development Programs
Universitas Indonesia aims to create a vibrant and supportive academic environment for all students. More than 30,000 undergraduate students are currently pursuing their bachelor degrees as part of the academic community of Universitas Indonesia at our thirteen faculties.

- Faculty of Medicine
- Faculty of Dentistry
- Faculty of Public Health
- Faculty of Nursing
- Faculty of Pharmacy
- Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences
- Faculty of Engineering
- Faculty of Computer Science
- Faculty of Law
- Faculty of Economics and Business
- Faculty of Humanities
- Faculty of Psychology
- Faculty of Social and Political Sciences
- Faculty of Administrative Sciences
- Vocational Programs
- School of Environmental Studies
- School of Strategic and Global Studies

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

Undergraduate programs at Universitas Indonesia are offered in Regular Bachelor Programs and International Bachelor Programs.

REGULAR BACHELOR PROGRAMS

Regular Bachelor Programs are conducted in the Indonesian language and follow the single degree program scheme. Upon graduation, students will be awarded a degree from Universitas Indonesia.

INTERNATIONAL BACHELOR PROGRAMS

Unlike Regular Bachelor Programs, International Bachelor Programs use English as the medium of instruction. Universitas Indonesia also runs Joint degree Programs in cooperation with overseas universities, which allows students to obtain two degrees; one from Universitas Indonesia and the other from the partner university. For the degree completion, students are required to transfer to the partner university, normally, at the final years of study.
GRADUATE PROGRAMS

Graduate programs at Universitas Indonesia are offered in:

REGULAR MASTER PROGRAMS*
Regular Master Programs are conducted in Indonesian language and follow the single degree program scheme. On completion of the program, student will be awarded a degree from Universitas Indonesia.

INTERNATIONAL MASTER PROGRAMS
International Master Programs are developed under the cooperation agreement between Universitas Indonesia and our partner universities overseas. International Master Programs use English as the medium of instruction. This program offers two degrees for students; one from Universitas Indonesia and the other one from our partner university overseas. For the degree completion, students are required to transfer to the partner university.

DOCTORAL PROGRAMS*
Doctoral Programs courses are conducted in Indonesian language. Candidates of Doctoral Programs must demonstrate a good record and capability in conducting academic research as the university is committed to scientific advancement.

Note:
*) The programs are conducted in Indonesian language as the medium of instruction.
*) Candidates have the opportunity to do research in our partner university. Terms and conditions apply.
The Faculty of Computer Science, Universitas Indonesia is one of the foremost institutions in Indonesia which offers degree programs in Information Technology/Computer Science. Dating back to its roots in 1972 as a center for computer science, the Faculty of Computer Science has played a key role in developing IT in Indonesia and continuously delivers high quality education, research and services to meet the needs of its stakeholders.

The curriculum of the Computer Science Program is designed to create a balance between theory and practice by focusing on its relevance to meet public needs. Graduates will have excellent skills and the flexibility to enter the professional world or to improve their education to a more advanced level.

The faculty enjoys close links with industries and institutions, both local and overseas. Cooperation includes joint research program, lecturer exchange and academic collaboration including joint degree program with the University of Queensland and Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology. Some Research and Development activities are also undertaken under the collaboration agreement with multinational companies.

The Faculty of Computer Science is committed to excel in the area of computer and information technology by producing graduates who are able to compete in the global work market, develop knowledge in the field of computer and information technology, participate in enhancing the nation’s competitiveness through academic services and increase entrepreneurial spirits in its academic activities.

Currently, the faculty of Computer Science is considered by many to be the leading higher education institute in its field, with well-established and acclaimed degrees offered at undergraduate and graduate levels comprising of the following programs:

- Regular Undergraduate Program (B.Sc. in Computer Science and B.Sc. in Information Systems)
- International Undergraduate Program (B.Inf. Tech in Information Technology and Electrical Engineering)
- Extension Program (B.Sc. in Information Systems)
- Master in Computer Science program (M.Sc. in Computer Science)
- Master in Information Technology program (M.Sc. in Information Technology)
- Doctorate in Computer Science program (Ph.D in Computer Science)
RESEARCH INTERESTS
Research activities are enforced in computer science and information technology including innovation and capacity to enhance the quality of human life and industries.

RESEARCH CENTERS
• Computer Networks, Architecture and High Performance Computing Lab
• Digital Library and Distance Learning Lab
• Machine Learning and Computer Vision Lab
• Reliable Software Engineering Lab
• E-Government and E-Business Lab
• Information Retrieval
• Information Management

FACULTY CONTACT
Faculty of Computer Science
Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus,
West Java, Indonesia 16424
Tel. : +62.21.7863419
Fax. : +62.21.7863415
Email : humasfasilkom@cs.ui.ac.id
Website : www.cs.ui.ac.id

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Degree : Sarjana Ilmu Komputer (Bachelor of Computer Science)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Acknowledging that Information Technology triggers innovation in most aspects of human life, the Computer Science program prepares its students to become graduates who are able to meet the challenges in the era of globalization. In terms of industrial needs, the program is designed to meet the demand for young professionals in Information Technology. Academically, the students are also prepared to be able to pursue further advanced degrees.

For better knowledge in Computer Science, the program offers applied skills which are divided into three major concentrations:
• Scientific Computation consisting of image processing, machine learning, linear and non-linear numerical computation.
• Software Technology consisting of cryptography and information security, interaction system, formal method and compiler technique.
• Computer Architecture and Embedded Systems consisting of micro electronics, digital system design, embedded systems and real-time systems.

The study program offers two fields of concentration: Computer Science and Information Technology. Computer Science focuses on programming skills, software design, system application and software maintenance. Information Systems emphasizes developing intelligent solution and application of technology for business areas. The discipline puts business skills and the advancement of technology in a proportional context.

The lectures are delivered in ways which allow students to develop their soft skills, such as communication skills, team work, scientific paper presentation, creative and innovative thinking and professional ethics. These skills are integrated in a curriculum that is implemented in group work, presentation, class discussion, laboratory work and internship.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Employment tracking indicates that 90% of graduates are employed within 3 months (in average) after graduation. Most of the graduates work in multinational companies, whereas some start entrepreneurship in information technological industries.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Paper Assignments, Practical Exam, Project Assignments and Undergraduate Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to meet language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

COMPUTER SCIENCE (INTERNATIONAL CLASS)
Degree : Sarjana Ilmu Komputer and Bachelor of Information Technology (Joint degree)
Partner University : The University of Queensland, RMIT
Campus Location : Depok Campus, Universitas Indonesia; Queensland, the University of Queensland; Melbourne, Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology (RMIT)
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters (1-5 UI 6-8 The University of Queensland/RMIT)
Language : English

In 2002, the Faculty of Computer Science established collaboration with the School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering at The University of Queensland (ITEE UQ) to offer an undergraduate International Class Program in Information Technology (IT) and Computer Science (CS).

This program prepares its students to become graduates who are able to meet the challenges in the era of globalization, to compete in regional and international job markets and be able to pursue further advanced degrees. To achieve these objectives, the program is conducted by highly qualified and experienced lecturers in the fields of Computer Science and Information Technology from both institutions.

Students of international class enjoy quality education from two reputable universities in Indonesia and Australia. Graduates of this
program will obtain joint degrees: Sarjana Ilmu Komputer (S.Kom) from Universitas Indonesia and Bachelor of Information Technology (BInfTech) from the University of Queensland. In order to obtain the two degrees, students are to transfer to the University of Queensland at the 6th semester of the study. Outstanding students will have the further opportunity to enter the Honours degree program at ITEE the University of Queensland.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The employment tracking shows that 90% of graduates are employed within 3 months (in average) after the graduation. Most of the graduates work in multinational companies and some start entrepreneurship in information technological industries.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
• UI Credit Assessment
• UQ IT Course Structure

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
• Passing the Interview Test
• Passing English language requirement

MASTER’S DEGREE

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Degree: Magister Ilmu Komputer (Master of Computer Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The Master of Computer Science Program provides a two year of intensive training in computer science and research skill. This program offers the opportunity to study a wide variety of topics in depth with dedicated experts. It prepares students for a rewarding career in computing and is also suitable for students interested in a research career in the industrial or academic sector.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates contribute in a wide range of information technology fields, entrepreneurship, IT development at small, medium and large enterprises in private and government sector.

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
Degree: Magister Teknologi Informasi (Master of Information Technology)
Campus Location: SalenbaCampus
Lecture Schedule: Daytime/Night
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The Master of Information Technology Program offers graduates who have already studied some computing study in their degree. The degree prepares students for a rewarding career in computing and in information technology in general. This program also offers dual mode programs affiliated with other local partner universities, such as Faculty of Science and Technology UIIN Sultan Syarif Kasim (Riau), STMIK Mikroskil (Medan), STMIK Multi Data (Palembang), STMIK Darmajaya (Bandar Lampung), dan PT Mitrais (Bali), Sekolah Tinggi Informatika dan Komputer Indonesia (Malang), Universitas Sains dan Teknologi Jayapura (Jayapura), Universitas Dehasen (Bengkulu), Universitas Pembangunan Nasional (Surabaya).

CAREER OUTLOOK
Academic training in information technology has been considered the important key of today’s business. The graduates of this field pursue careers as professionals in the area of information technology as an entrepreneur, IT developer, a manager in private companies or government offices.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal, Paper Assignment and Presentation and Master Thesis.

DOCTORAL DEGREE

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The Doctoral Program of Computer Science is a program of Post-Graduate level in the Faculty of Computer Science. This study program aims at nurturing experts in computer science field who have high integrity in applying the science either to solve problems or to develop applications according to their expertise. The students are also encouraged to create, develop and apply the computer science to enhance the nation competitiveness through research and service in the development of human resources. This course provides several specialisations: Architecture and Infrastructure, Computational Intelligence, Software Technology, Large Scale Information Processing and Enterprise Information Systems.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as software developers, IT experts in industries or corporate, or government.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
• Master in Computer Science/Informatics, Information System, Computer Engineering or that is related to the proposed research topic with minimum GPA 3.00 (Scale 4.00).
• For candidate who does not have background undergraduate or master in related field must join one or two semester (determined by selection team on interview test).
• Have written statement from counselor candidate of a permanent lecturer of Faculty of Computer Science of UI that has a doctoral degree. To achieve an approval, the assigned lecturer may give independent task to evaluate the potential of the candidate such as making a scientific paper resume, or presenting a certain topic. The candidate must contact the counselor candidate long before the end of registration date.
• The list or detail information about the lecturer who can be a counselor can be seen at http://www.cs.ui.ac.id.
• Pass several tests such as Academic Potential Test and English test.
The Faculty of Engineering has developed into a modern and respected engineering education institution at Universitas Indonesia with a vision to become a world-class engineering education institution. The Faculty of Engineering is one of the largest faculties at Universitas Indonesia with more than sixty percent of its academic staff graduating from recognized universities with Ph.D. and Master degree. The faculty has been running undergraduate programs since 1964 and also offers graduate programs. The Faculty of Engineering consists of seven Departments and twelve Study Programs. Each department manages academic resources to implement a coherent study plan based on a relevant curriculum which ensures that learners attain a sufficient level of knowledge, skill and attitude targeted by the Study Program.

Realizing the importance of the graduates’ future career, the faculty has established a Career Development Center, which is responsible for providing information on job opportunities and placement and graduates’ career development.

In terms of international collaboration, the faculty has been developing mutual cooperation with overseas universities from all around the world in academic and research areas. The faculty is in close academic cooperation with Queensland University of Technology, Monash University, Curtin University of Technology, University of Queensland, University of Sydney, University of Duisburg-Essen, Intergroup of Ecole Centrale, University of Florida, NTUST, and Shizuoka University (to name a few) for joint degree programs at the bachelor, master and doctoral level.

The research strategic plan at the Faculty of Engineering is formulated to articulate the core principles and priorities in order to support the vision and mission. Combining this plan and Universitas Indonesia’s research priorities and national strategic areas, as well as millennium development goals (MDGs), the focus theme is then defined as “Integrated Design in Urban Eco-Technology for Quality Human Life and Environment”. This theme covers all research strength in engineering and provides spacious room for building multidisciplinary research.

In order to realize the above mentioned research strategic plan, there are three key components that play a major role in the development of research, i.e. human resources, infrastructure and facilities, and institutional capacity.
1. Civil Engineering

Focus Area:
- Green Infrastructure by Design

Environmental Engineering:
- Water supply and management;
- Liquid and solid waste; pollution control and prevention;
- Hazardous waste management; and soil surface quality;
- Water Engineering: focuses on rainwater management;
- Water related green infrastructure;
- Integrated and ground and surface water management;
- Water related disaster management;
- Water resources management; and
- Sediment contaminant and transport.

Transportation Engineering:
- Public transportation planning and development;
- Traffic impact, management, and safety;
- Master plan and policy.

Geotechnical Engineering:
- Peat soil;
- Pavement geotechnical;
- Geosynthetic-reinforced earthwork;
- Earthquake;
- Landslide;
- Unsaturated soil behavior; and
- Bio-grouting of sandy soils.

Structural Engineering:
- Concrete technology and engineering;
- Fiber-reinforced concrete;
- Polymer concrete;
- Waste and recycled concrete;
- Public building;
- Structural studies and design;
- Advanced structural analysis; and
- Masonry structures and materials.

Project Management and Value Engineering:
- The application of project management in construction
- and transportation industry.

More Information:
Phone: +62-21-727-0029
Email: sipil@eng.ui.ac.id
Web: http://www.civil.eng.ui.ac.id

2. Mechanical

Focus Area:
- Energy Conservation through Efficient Design and Manufacturing
- Advanced Manufacturing Technology and Automation:
  - Micro-fabrication and intelligent manufacturing systems.

Thermal and Fire Safety Engineering:
- Fundamental study of lifted flames;
- Downdraft biomass gasification;
- Biofuel for automotive applications; and
- Fire safety engineering such as spontaneous combustion, fire calorimetry, smoke detection, flame spread and development of water-mist technology.

Advanced Refrigeration Systems and Technology:
- Design and construction for high efficiency refrigeration and air conditioning including the works for green building, cold storage, vacuum and freeze drying, methane storage, low temperature cascade and green building technology.

High Efficiency Fluid Engineering:
- Advanced turbulent control for manufacturing processes and vehicle aerodynamics, micro-bubbles application, advanced drag reduction techniques, and micro-turbo machinery.

Advanced Heat Transfer Technology:
- Heat and relevant mass transfer in spray drying, forced and natural convection of nanofluids. Thermophoretic force, thermal measurement techniques, thermoacoustics, evaporation in small tubes and (some applications in heat exchanger, thermoelectric cooler, and cryosurgery.

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering:
- Ship resistance and power effectiveness for small ship, ship structural design; novel ship materials; and marine transportation.

More information:
Phone: +62-21-727-0032
Email: mesin@eng.ui.ac.id
Web: http://www.ee.ui.ac.id

3. Electrical Engineering

Focus Area:
- Renewable Energy, Electronics and ICT for Urban Communities

Power and Renewable Energy:
- Energy system such as solar cell, wind turbine, micro-hydro, micro-turbine, and diesel generators.

Sensor and Electronic Devices:
- Micro-electro mechanical systems (MEMS), photonics, communication electronics, medical sensors, nanodevices, optical sensors, and corrosion sensors devices.

Multimedia and Network:
- Design and realization of distributed multimedia system architecture to convey multimedia information over networks.
- Optoelectrotechnique and Remote Sensing: focuses on optics, remote sensing, and image processing.

Digital Signal Processing:
- Array processing, pattern recognition, radio software, spectral analysis, coding and modulation, and wireless applications.

Propagation and Microwave Antenna:
- Novel micro strip antenna design for cellular and satellite communications and ultra wide band (UWB) components and systems.

Mobile Communication:
- Telecommunication engineering, satellite constellation design and high altitude platform (HAP), integration of satellite and terrestrial networks, mobility and traffic management for cellular and maximum segment size (MSS) networks, cross layer optimization, network dimensioning, broadband wireless access (BWA) and UWB communications systems.

Real Time Measurement and Control:
- Nonlinear systems and control, robust control for time delay systems, neural networks, fuzzy logic, control and embedded system and decision making.

More Information
Phone: +62-21-787-0078
Email: elektro@ee.ui.ac.id
Web: http://www.ee.ui.ac.id/research.php
4. Metallurgy and Materials Engineering

Focus Area:
• Eco-based Materials Design and Processes

Advanced Materials:
• Nanostructured materials used for solar cell, cell labelling, and mesopores applications; geopolymer used as a replacement for Portland cement and for advanced high-tech composites, ceramic applications or as a form of cast stone; aluminium foams; nanocomposites; metal matrix composites; polymer matrix composites, ceramic matrix composites, materials development for high capacity battery used in electrical car; and bipolar plates for fuel cell applications.

Materials Chemistry and Corrosion Protection:
• Materials selection process and corrosion prevention through materials manipulation and engineering including natural product inhibitors; ores processing by utilizing local energy resources and reducing agents such as low grade coal and charcoal.

Materials Manufacture:
• Developing a more efficient method in materials processing such as casting, forming, and welding, especially to support industries in Indonesia; materials processing and simulation; development of high strength zero-defect nano-precipitates; high strength low alloys development through a processing and heat treatment; and processing-properties-microstructure relationship in metallic materials; development of light alloys used for body armour and combat vehicle as well as failure analysis of component and structures.

More information:
Phone: +62-21-786-3510
Email: info@metal.ui.ac.id

5. Architecture

Focus Area:
• Eco-Architecture

Ethno Architecture:
• The social, cultural, and technological aspect of hinterland indigenous building.
• Housing and Settlement: Living transformation pattern of kampong and high rise living structures as well as coastal and archipelagic settlement problems.

Building Science and Technology:
• Alternative building materials and tropical sustainable building and urban space problems.

Architectural History and Theory:
• Urban history and heritage conservation.
• Urban Design and Plan: Spatial patterns caused by migration, tropical spatial distribution of livable space, and design activism for empowering local community.
• Environmental Psychology: Crowding and sustainability of alternative utilization of space.

More Information
Phone: +62-21-786-3512
Email: ars@eng.ui.ac.id; architecture@ui.ac.id
Web: http://architecture.ui.ac.id

6. Chemical Engineering

Focus Area:
• Sustainable Chemical and Bioengineering for Energy and Product Development

Chemical and Natural Product Design:
• Natural based product, design of various chemical reactors, and performance of various chemical reactions through experimentation as well as computer based modeling and simulation.

Industrial Bioprocess:
• Conversion of biological materials into other useful forms, bioenergy, environmental biotechnology, functional food, molecular modelling, bio-catalysis and biomass.

Sustainable Energy:
• The sustainability of energy supply, greenhouse effect, energy efficacy, green and renewable energy resources; development of novel materials for energy, clean combustion, hydrogen production and fuel cells, energy storage, clean fossil fuels/coal-bed methane, bioenergy; and sustainable energy systems and policy.

Process Intensification:
• Development of smaller, cleaner, and more efficient technology that leads to lower energy and materials use in the bulk chemical industry.

More information:
Phone: +62-21-786-3516
Email: dtk@che.ui.ac.id
Web: http://che.ui.ac.id

7. Industrial Engineering

Focus Area:
Integrated Systems Design through Sustainable Service System
System Engineering:
• The optimization of vehicle and passenger queuing in a transportation process.

Industrial Economics:
• focuses on various economics model for industry and industrialization of engineering product.

Ergonomics:
• Ergonomics study of engineering products.

Product Design:
• Product and process development in manufacturing and service industry by using conjoint analysis.

Production System:
• Production system development through manufacturing simulation laboratory.

More information:
Phone: +62-21-7888-8805
Email: tiu@ie.ui.ac.id
http://ie.ui.ac.id
RESEARCH CENTERS
- Lembaga Teknologi (LEMTEK)
- Career Development Center (CDC) FTUI
- Continuing Education Program on Computer for Computing and Information Technology (CEP-CCIT)
- Pengkajian Energi (PE (Energy Assessment))
- Pusat Penelitian Sains dan Teknologi (PPST (Research Center for Science and Technology))
- Center for Materials Processing and Failure Analysis (CMPFA, Department of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering)

FACULTY CONTACT
Public Relations and Protocol Office
Faculty Administration Center Building 1st floor
Faculty of Engineering Universitas Indonesia
UI Campus Depok 16424

Tel. : +62.21. 78888430 ext 118,
Fax. : +62.21. 78888076
Email : humas@eng.ui.ac.id,
       humas.ftui@gmail.com
Website : www.eng.ui.ac.id
The Architecture Study Program is managed by the Department of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering. The department actualizes its vision and mission of architecture study by engaging knowledge of design, technical qualifications in architecture, professional skills, interpersonal skills, environmental perspectives and life-long education.

The curriculum of the program is designed by combining undergraduate qualification aspects, graduate basic competence and engagement with IAI (Indonesian Architect Association). By such curriculum design, outstanding students with particular academic qualifications will have opportunities to directly pursue a professional program in architecture for 1 year (4 + 1) or Master program with course equivalency consideration. The Department of Architecture has been assessed by the Asean University Network (AUN).

Class activities focus on problem-based learning, collaboration and student-centered works, in which lectures are mostly about on-studio designing activities. The program materials are supported and enriched with empowerment of the surrounding resources such as cultural, intellectual and regional economical aspects of Jakarta as the real benchmark of learning. Positioning the knowledge in a practical area, the study program equips its graduate in pursuing their future careers with integrity, creativity, flexibility, professionalism and personal development, cooperation and intellectual excellence.

CAREER OUTLOOK
There are many career options graduates can pursue in the field of architecture, such as construction industries, building management, project assessor, either in private or governmental sector.

The objective of the study program is to educate young engineers to achieve a comprehensive competence in the area of Bioprocess Engineering such as technology development, basic application of bioprocess technology and other related fields. The graduates must also be able to manage the design, operations, research and development of related industries.

The curriculum emphasizes the basic knowledge of bioprocess engineering, application of bioprocess engineering technology, soft skills development in a broad-based knowledge learning environment.

Students must complete courses of at least 144 credits, consisting of basic engineering courses (basic science and basic bioprocess engineering), engineering design, internship, projects and thesis.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Students have the opportunity to pursue careers in industry such as biomanufacturing, chemical manufacturing and mining which can be either at private companies or government institutions.

The objective of the study program is to educate young engineers to obtain core competence in the area of Chemical Engineering, such as basic chemical engineering application, chemical process technology and other related fields. Graduates must also be able to master the design, operations, research and development of related industries.

The teaching materials put emphasis on basic knowledge of chemical engineering, application of chemical engineering technology, soft skills development in a broad-based learning environment. The Department of Chemical Engineering has been assessed by the Asean University Network (AUN).

Chemical Engineers will have a wide range of opportunities for future development, such as research on new energy, empowerment of natural resources by synthetic material, research on solution for energy efficiency, research on sustainable environment by product recycling, etc.

Civil Engineering, in meeting current challenges, includes public as well as private sectors such as problems of pollution, development and conservation of facilities for floods, earth quakes, traffic jams and the development of urban areas. A civil engineering graduate plans, designs and develops as well as manages various facilities in an effort to meet the requirements of modern human life. Works that need the expertise of civil engineering varies in dimension and coverage, including construction of bridges, buildings and structures, power plants, offshore structures, transportation systems.

The Bachelor Program in Civil Engineering is offered in five concentrations: Structural Engineering, Water Resources Engineering, Transportation Engineering, Construction Management and Geotechnical Engineering. The Department of Civil Engineering is not only nationally accredited with an outstanding
A from the National Accreditation Board but is also internationally accredited by the Asean University Network in 2008.

The Program is designed for a four years (eight semesters) tuition providing a comprehensive foundation in the area of civil engineering. The courses are distributed into 18-20 credits or 5 to 6 subjects at each semester where each subject is worth 3 – 5 credits. In total, a student has to obtain 144 credits to complete the studies and be awarded Bachelor of Civil Engineering.

Practical aspects of civil engineering and the ability to work in a team, attitudes, ethics, professional values, communication skills and computer skills are emphasized through laboratory works and design projects. Comprehensive training models of the teaching and learning processes are a strategic approach in the development process, considering also complementary subjects such as communication skills, management and economics.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates with expertise in civil engineering have opportunities to work in property development, construction, mining industry, marine and off-shore development, either in private or government institutions.

**COMPUTER ENGINEERING**

Degree: Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

Computer Engineering covers the study of the electrical components of computers, computer circuit, devices that contain computers, hardware and software, the design of interface program with the device users and other possible devices.

The Program is designed as a four-year program (eight semesters) providing a comprehensive foundation in the field of computer engineering. The courses are distributed into 18-20 credits or 5 to 6 subjects in each semester. Each subject is worth 3 – 5 credits. To complete this program a student is required to obtain 144 credits to be awarded Bachelor of Computer Engineering.

Practical aspects of Computer engineering and teamwork, attitude, ethics, professional values, communication skills and computer skills are emphasized through laboratory works and group-work projects.

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

Degree: Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Graduates of the Faculty of Engineering are groomed to compete beyond the national employment market. As a matter of fact, many have proven their excellent performance in many industrial sectors not only in Indonesia, but also overseas. Having competent staff with international education and experience, the faculty sets itself to consistently develop and expose the staff to state of the art technology in the global community. An outstanding (A) acknowledgement from the National Accreditation Board (BAN) is concrete proof of this goal. The Department of Electrical Engineering has been assessed by the Asean University Network (AUN).

Courses are designed and taught to provide students with unlimited opportunities to develop their knowledge, not only in theoretical aspects, but also in the real world. Our cooperation with the industrial community provides invaluable support for students to keep up with the latest technology.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates of electrical engineering are able to pursue careers in construction management, manufacturing industries, power provider, electronic manufacturer, etc.

**ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING**

Degree: Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

Environmental Engineering focuses on how engineering technology contributes to environmental improvement. A degree in Environmental Engineering includes areas such as waste control, pollution control and possible technology to improve environmental quality for human life.

The Program is designed as a four-year program (eight semesters) and provides a comprehensive foundation in the area of environmental engineering. The courses are distributed into 18-20 credits or 5 to 6 subjects at each semester. Each subject is worth 3 – 5 credits. To complete this program a student is required to obtain 144 credits to be awarded Bachelor of Environmental Engineering.

Practical aspects of environmental engineering and teamwork, attitude, ethics, professional values, communication skills and computer skills are emphasized through laboratory works and group-work projects. Complementary subjects such as communication, management and economic skills are provided as a strategic approach in order to implement a comprehensive educational process.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates with expertise in environmental engineering have opportunities to work in property development, construction, mining industry, marine and off-shore development, either in private or government institutions.

**INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING**

Degree: Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A
Industrial Engineering is concerned with the design, improvement and installation of integrated systems of people, material, information, equipment and energy. It draws upon specialized knowledge and skills in the mathematical, physical and social sciences together with the principles and methods of engineering analysis and design to specify, predict and evaluate the results to be obtained from such systems.

Industrial engineering (IE) gives students the opportunity to work in a variety of businesses. The most distinctive aspect of industrial engineering is the flexibility that it offers. Whether it’s shortening a roller coaster line, streamlining an operating room, distributing products worldwide, or manufacturing superior automobiles, all share the common goal of saving the company’s money and increasing efficiency. Industrial engineering has provided a systematic approach to streamline and improve productivity and efficiency. Benefits that can be linked directly to the work of industrial engineers include:

- Improved efficiency. This improves competitiveness, profitability and reduces resource requirements.
- Good organization and productivity improvement - these improvements eliminate or reduce some of the frustrations of life and are essential to the long term health of business.
- Providing a method by which businesses can analyze their processes and try to make improvements.
- Reducing costs associated with new technologies, thus allowing more of the population to better their lives by being able to afford technological advances.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Industrial Engineering have the expertise in the business process of industrial engineering. Graduates are in demand in various manufacturing industries such as food industries, electronics industries, automotive industries, clothing, etc.

The Interior Architecture Study Program is managed by the Department of Architecture, Faculty of Engineering. In the initial years, the curriculum of the program was developed to equip students with basic knowledge of design and aesthetic aspects of an element. It was further elaborated with architectural skills, project management, environmental perspective, product design and internship.

The class activities focus on problem-based learning, collaboration and student-centered works, in which lectures are mostly of on-studio designing activities.

CAREER OUTLOOK
There are many career options that graduates of interior architecture can pursue, such as in construction industries, real estate industries and interior consultancy services.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Degree : Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

The objective of the Mechanical Engineering Study Program is to produce graduates with a systematic and logical thinking pattern while, at the same time, mastering the basic knowledge of engineering which is used to analyze and synthesize characteristics of machinery. In addition, the students are also enriched with knowledge of mechanical equipment design and plan while being able to manage a production process as well as analyze and solve problems scientifically. Graduates are expected to pursue knowledge through research activities.

The educational strategy of the Mechanical Engineering Study Program is to focus on the design of a curriculum which explores the areas of design, energy conservation, production process and manufacture and a basic knowledge in operational and industrial management. The Department of Mechanical Engineering is not only nationally accredited with an outstanding A from the National Accreditation Board but also internationally accredited by the ASEAN University Network.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The students of this study program have the options of a future career in automotive industries, petroleum and gas industries, heavy machineries manufacturers, education institutions and research institutions.

METALLURGY AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING

Degree : Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Metallurgy and Materials Engineering is a discipline that has been present literally for centuries and is concerned with the design of materials and the manufacturing of components from those materials.

Virtually every man-made material is now the subject of study at the Metallurgy and Materials Engineering Department, for example: light alloys for transport applications, foodstuff packaging, functional electronic components and the more exotic ones such as titanium and advanced ceramic used in space exploration, artificial kidney, body implants, superconductor and engineered structural composites. All reflect the dynamic advances in the development of materials and its manufacture.

Metallurgy and Materials Engineering develops and improves the characteristics of those materials – and comprehends the way those materials behave – their properties, strength, toughness, hardness, optical characteristic, corrosion resistance etc. Comprehending what materials can do, or can be made to do, is the first step to inventing and creating new materials and products while making existing materials and products stronger, safer and longer lasting. The Department of Metallurgy and Materials Engineering has been assessed by the Asean University Network (AUN).

CAREER OUTLOOK
As a result of the competitive demand for optimum materials for products, Metallurgy and Materials Engineering graduates now find themselves with an unprecedented range of job opportunities.

This strong demand for qualified people continues to outstrip supply and consequently places graduates in a highly favorable career position.
NAVAL ARCHITECTURE AND MARINE ENGINEERING

Degree: Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering is managed by the Department of Mechanical Engineering, the Faculty of Engineering. Considering that Indonesia is an archipelago, during its initial years the Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering Study Program was established to address the challenge in national demand for young engineers who master naval technology. In its further development, Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering studies was not concerned with technology alone, but also with maritime regulations within a broader scope.

In providing education the Naval Architecture and Marine Engineering Study Program emphasizes on naval design, naval production process, naval repair and maintenance, naval machinery installations and maritime regulations. It also provides basic knowledge on the management of shipbuilding yards.

CAREER OUTLOOK

Students have the opportunity to pursue careers as project managers, project supervisors and designers in naval and offshore mining industries. Sector of employment can be either in private companies or government institutions.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Degree: Joint degree*
Campus Location: Depok Campus and campus of partner university
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language of Instruction: English

These programs promote high-quality engineering education through international collaboration where students are designated to study at two institutions. The first two years are completed at the Faculty of Engineering, while the remaining two years of study are to be conducted at the selected overseas partner university (except for Bachelor of Engineering program for Electrical Engineering at University of Duisburg-Essen).

The international bachelor program in Engineering was established between the Faculty of Engineering and the following partner universities:

1. Queensland University of Technology, Australia
   *Bachelor of Engineering
   • Civil Engineering
   • Mechanical Engineering
   • Electrical Engineering
   *Bachelor of Design
   • Architecture

2. Monash University, Australia
   *Bachelor of Engineering
   • Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
   • Chemical Engineering

3. Curtin University, Australia
   *Bachelor of Engineering
   • Chemical Engineering
   • Civil Engineering
   • Electrical Engineering
   • Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
   *Bachelor of Applied Science
   • Architecture

4. University of Queensland
   *Bachelor of Engineering
   • Mechanical Engineering
   • Electrical Engineering
   • Metallurgy and Materials Engineering (Dual Majors)
   • Chemical Engineering

5. University of Sydney
   *Bachelor of Engineering
   • Electrical Engineering

6. University of Duisburg Essen, Germany
   *Bachelor of Engineering
   • Electrical Engineering
   • Metallurgy and Materials Engineering

*) Upon completion of the second stage of study, the student will be awarded a degree from Universitas Indonesia, Sarjana Teknik (Bachelor of Engineering) or Sarjana Arsitektur (Bachelor of Architecture) and a bachelor degree in engineering/design from the respective partner university overseas.

JOINT DEGREE OPTIONS AND CAREER OUTLOOK

1. Civil Engineering
   Civil engineering centers on planning, design, construction and maintenance of the world’s infrastructure. Students can major in environmental engineering in the final year. Civil engineers are employed by governments and private companies to engage in planning, designing, constructing and maintaining structures and facilities including large buildings, roads, bridges, railways, dams, water supply and sewerage systems.

2. Mechanical Engineering
   Mechanical Engineering focuses on mechanics, design, materials, manufacturing, thermo fluids, tribology and engineering management. Many graduates find employment as designers, consultants, or project managers in industries associated with the use of natural resources, including defense, power generation, sugar refineries, oil refineries, mining and manufacturing plants.

3. Electrical Engineering
   This option provides a broad technical education and develops students’ fundamental skills in electrical, electronics and computer engineering. Electrical and computer engineers design, install and maintain electrical, electronic, telecommunications and computing systems on behalf of government electricity boards and large manufacturing and engineering companies.

4. Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
   Students will receive a broad technical education while simultaneously developing their fundamental skills in metallurgy and materials engineering.
5. **Chemical Engineering**
   The Study Program delivers a high-quality basic education in chemical engineering fundamentals to develop skills required to apply these fundamentals to chemical engineering processes and system whilst fostering student’s personal development.

6. **Architecture**
   The program is designed to provide students with strong basic knowledge of architecture and its application, with the ability of applying responsive and environmentally friendly architectural design methods. The graduates are employed in construction industries as architects, interior designers, or supervisors in building construction projects.

---

**GENERAL ASSESSMENTS**
For the four semesters that the students must take at the Faculty of Engineering Universitas Indonesia, the students must maintain a minimum GPA of 3.00 and achieve an IELTS score of 6.5 (with no bands lower than 6) for he/she to be deemed eligible to continue the rest four semesters at the partner university.

**SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS**
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university.

---

**MASTER’S DEGREE**

**ARCHITECTURE**

- **Degree**: Magister Arsitektur (Master of Architecture)
- **Campus Location**: Depok Campus
- **Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime
- **Length of Study**: 4 Semesters (40 credits)
- **Language**: Indonesian
- **Accreditation**: A

Our Architecture program is one of the most favored graduate courses in our university. It covers in-depth knowledge in not only today’s architectural trend and technology but also possible future innovation in architecture. Issues of architectural engineering related to human interaction and environment will also be considered in any architectural development. There are six specializations that students can choose from: Architectural Theory and...

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have gone on to pursue careers in design industries as a design entrepreneur, in property companies as an architect or design consultant.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Degree: Magister Teknik (Master of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok and Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime for regular class, Afternoon/Evening for special class
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (41 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The Master’s degree in Chemical Engineering provides an advanced study in the area of chemical engineering with two specializations namely Gas Management and Chemical Engineering. The Department of Chemical Engineering is also well-linked with the industries, allowing students to gain practical experience in Chemical Engineering industry while doing a master’s research in the related field corresponding to the industrial application.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Students have the opportunity to pursue careers in industry such as biomanufacturing, chemical manufacturing, consultancy and mining which can be either at private companies or government institutions.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

Degree: Magister Teknik (Master of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok and Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime for regular class, Afternoon/Evening for special class
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (41 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Department of Electrical Engineering is committed to have graduates who have a high competence in analyzing engineering issues and solving problems with the right methods. Students are also trained to model and develop software and hardware and to always enhance their knowledge in electro-engineering field. This course provides our students with skills in analysis, design and assessment of electrical engineering application. There are several specializations that students can choose from namely Telecommunication Engineering, Telecommunication Management, Electrical Power and Energy Management, Electrical Power and Energy Engineering, Control Engineering, Security of Information Engineering, Multimedia and Information Engineering, Photonic and Electronic Engineering.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Electrical Engineering have the professional skills that will qualify for a more senior position in electrical engineering careers, such as in power industry, electronics, automobiles, telecommunication.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Degree: Magister Teknik (Master of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok and Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime for regular class, Afternoon/Evening for special class
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Our Master’s degree in Civil Engineering has a good reputation in Indonesia. There are several concentrations in this field, namely Project Management, Construction Management, Infrastructure Management, Environmental Engineering, Transportation, Structure, Water Resources Management and Geotechnics. These concentrations are offered to provide an in-depth knowledge of technology to our students.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates with expertise in civil engineering have opportunities to work in property development, construction, mining industry, marine and off-shore development, either in private or government institutions.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Degree: Magister Teknik (Master of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok and Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime for regular class, Afternoon/Evening for special class
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (41 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

This program aims at providing high quality education and doing research to fulfill national industry need and also implementing the industrial science for solving the problems in society. Graduates of Industrial Engineering have a high competence in modelling, operating and maintaining manufacture and integrated multi-level system and also able to analyze and synthesis process in research to enhance productivity and quality.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Industrial Engineering have the expertise in the business process of industrial engineering. Graduates are in demand in various manufacturing industries such as food industries, electronics industries, automotive industries, clothing, etc.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Degree: Magister Teknik (Master of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This study will explore the theory and core topics covering fundamental and applied mechanical engineering. The courses are designed to address mechanical engineering issues and solutions related to not only current mechanical development but also possible future innovation. There are six specialization programs offered in this area; Energy Conversion, Building Utilities and Fire Safety, Design and Product Manufacture, Automation and Manufacture System, Vehicle Engineering and Heavy Equipment, Marine Resources and Technology.
CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have gone on to pursue careers in the mechanical industries and modern applications, consulting agencies, government offices or private companies.

METALLURGY AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING
Degree: Magister Teknik (Master of Engineering)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

This course is concerned with analysis and assessment of materials. The students will also be provided with skills on how to suggest the suitable materials for specific use or purpose. It also covers topics on advanced techniques on material engineering. There are two specializations that students can choose from: Materials and Corrosion.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have gone on to pursue careers in the mechanical industries and modern applications, consulting agencies, government offices or private companies.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal, Paper Assignment and Presentation and Master Thesis.

DOCTORAL DEGREE

ARCHITECTURE
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (49 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This three-year program has objective to prepare students’ competence in architecture field. The program encourages students to create high quality research that is able to compete in international level. Moreover, the course also supports the application of basic or applied knowledge for public by empowering the society. The graduates of this program have skills in developing and finding new innovation in engineering research, especially in architecture field.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this course have a wide range career opportunity in architecture areas such as in manufacturing, construction, research institution, or education institution.

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (48 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The Department of Chemical Engineering has ultimate mission to provide the highest level of education, so the graduates have knowledge, competence and experience needed to do research in chemical engineering field. To achieve its goal, the program has been designed to train students in mastering chemical science, designing, researching, as well as developing knowledge. The students are also prepared to enhance their problem-solving skill, communication and teamwork skill.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this course have a wide range career opportunity in chemical engineering areas such as in chemistry, petrochemical, research institution, or education institution.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (48 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

Envisioned to be the leading academic and research institution in electrical engineering, the department is committed to equip students with analytical and research skill both systematically and practically. The students are trained to have competence in planning and developing software and hardware, as well as, enhancing their knowledge in electrical technology. To achieve these objectives, this course are provided with high quality education, high standard of management and organization, and high standard of competence of the teaching staffs.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of civil engineering program provides opportunities to work in any range of discipline such as Structure Engineering (Buildings, Bridges and Tunnels), Water Resources (Irrigation, Drainage, Flood Control), Transportation Engineering (Airport, Harbour, Highway and Railway), Construction Management (Planning and Controlling Construction) and Geo-Engineering (Soil Investigation, Foundation Planner).

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (48 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The objective of this course is to prepare students to be a planner, constructor and manager of civil engineering field. This department provides students a high quality education and has acquired certification with outstanding score from Quality Assurance Program of ASEAN University Network (AUN-QA). The six-semester program offers six specializations for the students who want to focus and deepen their knowledge and skills in one of the following specialized programs:

• Structure
• Management of Construction
• Transportation
• Geo-engineering
• Management of Project
• Management of Water Resources
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (48 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This course provides knowledge focuses on Energy Conversion, Product Design, Manufacture, Management and Basic Operation Industry. This combines with the potential for students to develop their ability in analyzing and synthesizing characteristic of mechanical system, designing, planning system and tools, managing the product installation, as well as researching and solving every cases scientifically. The department of mechanical engineering already received ISO 9001:2008 in 2011 for the Quality Management System and has been accredited by ASEAN University Network (AUN).

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this course have a wide range of career opportunity in many fields such as Automotive Industry, Oil and Gas Industry, Heavy Load Engine, Education Institution and Research Institution.

METALLURGY AND MATERIALS ENGINEERING

Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (48 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The program aims at training students to have high competence in planning and designing, manufacturing and controlling the character of metal and non metal. Moreover, this three-year program also equips students to have analysis skill of the material failure resulting from its usage. To achieve its objectives, this course prepares students to solve cases related to metallurgy, material, and its process to fulfill specific needs in any industry. The foundation of general area of metallurgy and material with its application will be provided in property class, material selection, computing method and planning class. The students will also acquire deeper experience of other engineering discipline from group class.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, research and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- Graduate from master program with minimum GPA 2.7
- Get a recommendation from counselor candidate from the study program related to the dissertation topic and upload it online registration
- Apply a dissertation proposal after online registration 1 (one) copy that will be evaluated by the Counselor. Candidate from the Study Program, the length of proposal is 10-20 pages (space 1,5 font 12).
- Upload documents in online registration account: copy of diploma and transcript that have been legalized, recommendation form and proposal of dissertation.

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (48 credits)
Language: Indonesian

The Doctoral Program of Industrial Engineering was opened in 2014. The program was developed to produce doctoral graduates in Industrial Engineering that contribute to the design, improvement, operation, and maintenance of a system of integrated manufacturing and services and multiple levels in order to improve productivity and quality of the system through independent scientific research results are innovative and original to uphold the values of professionalism.

The Department of Industrial Engineering has been accredited by ASEAN University Network (AUN) in 2013.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Industrial Engineering has been scattered in various industry services and manufacturing industries, public and private. Services industries such as: financial institutions, consulting services, information technology services, community services and so forth. Also in the manufacturing industry in the areas of: production management, human resources, maintenance, logistics, inventory, and many more.
The Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences consists of six departments – the Department of Mathematics, the Department of Physics, the Department of Biology, the Department of Chemistry, and the Department of Geography.

The faculty’s vision is to make it a center of excellence in education, research, services in mathematics and science and their application at national and international levels.

The management of the faculty strives not only to maintain its current good standard but it also makes every effort to improve the quality of the faculty so that it is recognized as a faculty which can achieve national as well as international criteria of excellence.

In particular, the faculty is employing all activities that contribute to the achievement of its mission as follows:

• To conduct research-based academic education professionally in order to prepare the students to become future leaders with good ethics, global insight and care for the welfare of the society as well as possessing excellent academic abilities and/or academic professionalism and are thus able to compete both nationally and internationally.

• To support excellent research contribution in science and technology development as well as to conduct excellent academic research.

• To disseminate science and new innovations that is beneficial for society.

Two Centers of Excellence (CoE) are located within the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences.

CoE Nano Science and Technology (CoE NST) conducts and develops research of both nanoscience and nanotechnology. The study of nanoscience and nanotechnology provides comprehension and control at dimensions of 1 to 10 nanometers, where the unique phenomenon enables novel applications. Nanoscience study focuses on the comprehension of properties at nanometer scale, whereas nanotechnology involves the creation and use of materials and devices by controlling shape and size at nanometer scale.

The purpose of establishing CoE for Indigenous Biological Resources – Genome Studies (CoE IBR-GS) is to promote the utilization of indigenous biological resources for industry through genome-based analysis of scientifically important and industrially/commercially useful biological resources originating from Indonesia. The development of a bioinformatics
BACHELOR’S DEGREE

BIOLOGY

Degree : Sarjana Sains (Bachelor of Science)  
Campus Location : Depok Campus  
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime  
Length of Study : 8 Semesters  
Language : Indonesian  
Accreditation : A

Biology is a challenging field of research and education which covers knowledge on life science along with basic study research for environmental conservation.

The curriculum is designed to prepare students with adequate competence and knowledge in Biology. In order to obtain the bachelor degree, students must complete credits of at least 144 which normally take 4 years of study. The featured fields of study in Biology are as follows.

- Taxonomy
- Physiology
- Ecology
- Genetics
- Microbiology
- Reproduction and Developmental Biology
- Marine Biology

Seven laboratories are established to support the education and research activities within those areas.

The students are able to choose courses offered in the above field of study, which can proceed to the final paper writing.

Facilities for academic resources such as library, green-house, orchid house, algae culture house, rodents care house and microorganism preservation and research (Culture Collection of Universitas Indonesia) are available nearby the department.

The Department of Biology is linked to the community by providing experienced experts, sufficient facilities and services such as consultation, training and sample analysis.

CAREER OUTLOOK

Graduates of this program have the theoretical and practical skills to pursue future career in ecology conservation, wild life and forestry conservation and microbiology research both in private or governmental sectors.

CHEMISTRY

Degree : Sarjana Sains (Bachelor of Science)  
Campus Location : Depok Campus  
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime  
Length of Study : 8 Semesters  
Language : Indonesian  
Accreditation : A  
AUN-QA Assessment : 5 (out of 7)

Chemistry studies molecular elements, its composition and its development for the use of human or environmental betterment. Chemistry is highly co-related with other crucial aspects that are influential to human beings such as medical science, pharmaceutical technology and sustainable environment.

The Chemistry Program of Universitas Indonesia allows students to attend practical lectures besides theoretical in-class sessions. The teaching and learning activities employ group work and problem solving in a student-centered learning environment.

The curriculum is designed to prepare students with adequate competence and knowledge in Chemistry. In order to obtain the bachelor degree, students must complete credits of at least 144 which normally take 4 years of study.

CAREER OUTLOOK

Graduates of Chemistry will have the opportunity to work in food industries, pharmaceutical laboratories, petrochemical industries, government laboratories, farm development and environment management.

GEOGRAPHY

Degree : Sarjana Sains (Bachelor of Science)  
Campus Location : Depok Campus  
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime  
Length of Study : 8 Semesters  
Language : Indonesian  
Accreditation : A

Geography is the study of human activities and the related interaction between humans and Earth consisting of its lands, features, inhabitants and phenomena in a spatial perspective which creates a particular pattern.

The Geography Study Program consists of three concentrations: Physical Geography, Regional Planning and Geographical Information System and Remote Sensing.
The department is equipped with three laboratories to support its academic activities:
- The Geographical Information System and Remote Sensing Laboratory
- The Physical Geography Laboratory
- The Regional Planning Laboratory

The library reserves more than 10,000 books, topography and landscape reference in the form of digital as well as hard copy collection.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
The study of Geography leads to the development of a comprehensive understanding and practical competence in regard to different kinds of phenomena which is applicable in various professional careers, such as regional planning and development, environment management, forestry, mining and energy exploration, transportation, etc.

**MATHEMATICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Sarjana Sains (Bachelor of Science)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campus Location</td>
<td>Depok Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture Schedule</td>
<td>Morning/Daytime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Study</td>
<td>8 Semesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Indonesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accreditation</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Department of Mathematics sets to lead graduates who have competence to contribute to the development of math in science and technology. The program is committed to provide a suitable curriculum, academic resources and facilities for the students. The students require a minimum of 144 credits, divided into core and elective courses, in order to obtain a bachelor degree. Computer laboratories and library are available in the campus complex in order to support students’ academic activities.

Keeping up-to-date with the current trend of global competency requirements in education, like many other departments at UI, the department has developed some courses with English as the language of instruction. This will also be able to stimulate international student mobility at UI through students exchange and oversea study programs.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
A bachelor degree in mathematics creates possibilities to work in the statistical field in private or government research organizations, banking, financial industries, telecommunication companies and education sectors.

**PHYSICS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Sarjana Sains (Bachelor of Science)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Campus Location</td>
<td>Depok Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lecture Schedule</td>
<td>Morning/Daytime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length of Study</td>
<td>8 Semesters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Language</td>
<td>Indonesian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accreditation</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Boasting an excellent program, the Department of Physics is a center of physics education and applied physics research. Besides contributing to the education and research activities, many graduates have contributed to the world of global industries by joining many national and multi-national companies.

The Department of Physics has a wide cooperation with a number of industries, international and government affiliations which is aimed to create a mutual partnership that enables both parties to upgrade the competency of physics graduate, develop core knowledge in physics and to actualize academic contribution for community development.

In its bachelor program, the Department of Physics has five concentrations:
- Nuclear and Particles Physics
- Material and Solid Substance Physics
- Electronic Instrumentation Physics
- Geophysics and
- Medical Physics and Biophysics

**Nuclear and Particle** concentration focuses on developing analytical skill with competency in elementary particle and nuclear theory and competency in analyzing and predicting natural disasters. Competency in this area includes Nuclear Technology and Application, Quantum Mechanical and Non Relativistic, Numerical Analysis and Computer Programming.

**Material and Solid Substance** emphasizes on identifying and modifying material engineering with good quality in practical experience and strong basic science comprehension in Competency in Material Nanotechnology, Chemistry Physics, Special Material, Material Engineering and Special Competence according to fields of interest.

**Electronic and Instrumentation** concentration is set to develop competencies in analyzing, duplicating, modifying, developing, designing and making prototype of tools for scientific electronic instrumentation and industry. The area of competency covers Sensor and Application, Measuring and Interfacing, Microprocessor, Computer (Hardware and Programming), Metrology, Digital and Analog Signal Processing and Instrumentation for Measuring Physics Unit.

**Concentration in Geophysics** is to develop students’ competency in geophysics exploration (data acquisition, processing, analysis and data interpretation) that focuses on strengthening aspects of basic concepts of geoscience, numeric computation and direct application in the natural field of petroleum and gas exploration, coal, mineral, environment and disaster mitigation. The competency areas include Geology and Geodesy, Numeric Computation, Geolectric and Electromagnetic Method, Gravitation Method, Seismic Method, Geophysics Instrumentation, Petroleum Exploration, Geothermal Exploration, Environmental Geophysics.

**Medical Physics and Biophysics** is concentrated to optimize application in the health sector that relates to nuclear radiation, X-ray, ultrasonic, magnetic and laser resonation especially for diagnostic interpretation and oncology therapy. The students will obtain competencies in the field of Radiotherapy, Medical Diagnostic Interpretation, Nuclear Medicine, Radiation Biology and Medical Instrumentation.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
A degree in Physics offers many career prospects in education and academic research, laboratories, meteorology and geophysics agency and air transportation companies.

**GENERAL ASSESSMENTS**
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal, Paper Assignment and Undergraduate Thesis.

**SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS**
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.
BIOLOGY

Degree : Magister Sains (Master of Science)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (41 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

This study aims to nurture researchers, academists, biology experts who are able to create new innovation in conservation biology. To reach its goals, our program works hand in hand with other national and international institutions. Our program has four specialization programs: Conservation Biology, Community Biology, Applied Microbiology and Reproduction Technology.

CAREER OUTLOOK
This master program graduates pursue higher careers or specialized field in education and academic research, ecology and wildlife conservation, forestry, farm products development, environment management.

CHEMISTRY

Degree : Magister Sains (Master of Science)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

The Master Program of Chemistry aims to nurture chemists with special ability. Also chemists who are advanced at applying chemistry and actively involved in efforts to increase public service. The curriculum is oriented to chemical research and its application.

CAREER OUTLOOK
This master program graduates pursue higher careers or specialized field in education and academic research, food industries, pharmaceutical companies, petrochemical industries, farm products development and environment management.
The graduates of this program are expected to have the ability to apply and develop spatial analysis for any aspect in regional perspective. This course provides an advanced study in the area of geography and this two-year program have been accredited (A).

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

This master program graduates pursue higher careers or specialized field in regional planning and development, environment management, forestry, mining and energy exploration, transportation management, etc.

---

**MARINE SCIENCE**

**Degree**: Magister Sains (Master of Science)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 4 Semesters (42 credits)

**Language**: Indonesian

**Accreditation**: B

In the event of developing ability and competitiveness in marine science, the master program of Marine Science aims to enhance the knowledge and ability of its students in specialization of marine science. The graduate students of this study are expected to be able to conduct research, able to manage and conserve marine resources and have abilities to cooperate in planning and developing marine science.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

This master program graduates pursue higher careers or specialized field in education and academic research, marine ecology conservation and marine resource management.

---

**MATERIAL SCIENCE**

**Degree**: Magister Sains (Master of Science)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 4 Semesters (42 credits)

**Language**: Indonesian

**Accreditation**: B

The graduates of Master of Material Science program are trained to solve problems in material by science methods and also have competence in developing material characteristic which is needed for certain purposes. This program also provides students the knowledge of science and material engineering focused on metal, ceramic, composite, polymer, electric material and also magnetic in order for students to be able to do research and implement them in society. This course also combines education and research as the pillar of innovative research. It offers the following concentrations: Polymer and Composite, Metal and Alloy, Ceramic and Glass and Electric and Magnetic Material.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

This master program graduates pursue higher careers or specialized field in academical research, laboratories, manufacturing companies, transportation companies, heavy machinery or construction industries.

---

**MATHEMATICS**

**Degree**: Magister Sains (Master of Science)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 3-6 Semesters (42 credits)

**Language**: Indonesian

**Accreditation**: A

The Department of Mathematics provides this master program as a response of the increasing demand of Mathematicians in manufacture and service industry. The objective of this study is to provide students to have high competence in mathematics, able to conduct research in mathematical field and also to contribute their ability in science, technology and any other fields.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

This master program graduates pursue careers in related work such as statistical field in private or government research organizations, banking, financial industries or education and research sectors.

---

**PHYSICS**

**Degree**: Magister Sains (Master of Science)

**Campus Location**: Salemba Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 4 Semesters (40 credits)

**Language**: Indonesian

**Accreditation**: A

The Department of Physics has an objective to provide high quality education for students who wish to deepen their knowledge of physics. We provide five specialization programs:

1. **Pure Physics and Applied Physics**
   - This study is tailored to BSc graduates to enhance their physics ability and are looking to pursue a research career in industrial, national research laboratory, or within university. The Master Degree also provides students to pursue career as lecturers for undergraduate program in physics. This study also aims to nurture world-class graduates who are highly innovative and competent in scientific, academic and industrial environments.

2. **Medical Physics**
   - Opened in 2002, Medical Physics graduate program serves the nationwide demand of academically-qualified medical physicists. The two-year program is emphasized on learning process on Radiation Therapy, Diagnostic Radiology and Nuclear Medicine in preparation of students’ future career as Medical Physicists in hospitals, academician and other related professions.

   - The curriculum is designed to provide the knowledge and experience needed for careers that involve independent scientific investigation mainly in medical physic. The curriculum is conducted by class meeting, laboratory works, field trip, seminar and research project and using English and Indonesian language as the communication languages.

3. **Reservoir Geophysics**
   - The course are planned to provide the knowledge and experience needed to pursue careers that involves independent scientific investigation. Research opportunities allow student to design scientific programs which often include considerable experience at exploration seismology, geology, geophysics and reservoir characterization. The graduates are well prepared for teaching, research
work, the universities lecturer and local government, technical staff and for position in the research institutions, laboratories and oil and gas industry.

The curriculum is designed to provide the knowledge and experience needed for careers that involve independent scientific investigation mainly in reservoir geophysics, which is based on the computing problem. The curriculum is conducted by class meeting, laboratory works, field trip, seminar and research project. The communication language is English and Indonesian language.

4. Geothermal Exploration
UI Master Program in Geothermal Exploration is intended to provide deepening of knowledge and expertise (skill) for the geothermal exploration sector in human resources who are currently or will be working in the geothermal industry or other government institutions. The knowledge given are specialized and applicative, strengthen by the fundamental concept and the practical application of the geothermal exploration on field. The students are given the strengthening of geothermal system and the technology used for its exploration, exploitation and utilization, by emphasizing on the exploration field, the stressing of the Master Program of Geothermal Exploration.

The curriculum is emphasized on the understanding of fundamental concept, advanced geoscientific knowledge and skills, strategic exploration management, investment and risk analysis and environmental responsibility. Supported by advanced geoscientific research laboratories: Geothermal Laboratory of UI and Exploration Geophysics Laboratory of UI, that have been developing technology for advanced geothermal exploration (Advanced Geothermal Exploration Technology). UI Master Program in Geothermal Exploration is also supported by BATAN’s Laboratory of Geochemistry and Isotope Technology, Geological Resource Center’s Laboratory of Geology, as well as the geothermal industry’s facilities.

5. Instrumentation Physics
The department is intended to produce graduate students who are advanced in preparing and conducting research in Instrumentation Physics, also students who well prepared as universities lecturer and as experts in Instrumentation who have ability in quantity and quality control and to expand the diversification of instrumentation.

CAREER OUTLOOK
This master program graduates pursue higher careers or specialized field in education and academic research, laboratories, geophysics agency, manufacturing companies and transportation companies.

The objectives of this course are to equip students who pursue career in academic or industrial research with the required knowledge and skills. The study prepares students to have competence in solving problems in chemistry field, able to invent or be innovator in chemistry, as well as able to develop their knowledge and skills in their field by conducting research for industry such as quality control or assurance, management process and production, research and development, technical representative, as well as service in academic or business. This program offers several specializations such as biological chemistry, non-biological chemistry and biotechnological industry.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program have a wide range career opportunity in chemistry field in academic or industries and as lecturer in universities.

The course is aimed at preparing students to solve problems in material science and is equipped with specific training to satisfy demands of material industry. The students are provided to choose one of the three specializations: Metal and Alloy, Polymer and Composite, or Ceramics. The graduates are expected to have competence in conducting research in related field by using general physics concept and finding new material.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program have a wide range career opportunity in material field in academic, research institutions or industries, as scientists, or as lecturer in universities.
GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
• Graduate from magister program of equivalent discipline
  Material Science: Engineering (Material, Civil, Electro, Machinery, Industry, Metallurgy, Nautical, Mining, Chemistry, Oil); Engineering Physics; Aeronautics; Geology; Geophysics; Physics; Chemistry; and Biology.
• Have ability in reading and speaking in English
Faculty of Pharmacy is a newly established faculty at Universitas Indonesia in 2012. Before having its own management, Faculty of Pharmacy was under the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. Although the organization of the faculty is relatively new, Faculty of Pharmacy is rich of experience in the discipline. It specializes in medicinal treatment and studies of drugs, medicines and their development, the use and the effects mainly from the view point of natural sciences, health sciences as well as social aspects.

The Faculty offers bachelor, master and doctorate degrees. The Faculty also provides professional education in industrial pharmacy for those with a Bachelor or Master’s degree.

FACULTY CONTACT
Faculty of Pharmacy
Universitas Indonesia
Depok Campus, 16424, Indonesia

Tel. : +62.21.7270031, 7864049, 78884557, 78849001-3
Fax. : +62.21.7863433
Email : secretariat@farmasi.ui.ac.id
Website : www.farmasi.ui.ac.id

FACULTY OF PHARMACY
PHARMACY

Degree: Sarjana Sains (Bachelor of Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Pharmacy focuses on the knowledge and skills of prescription dispensing used in medical treatment so that medication is used effectively and safely. A pharmacist works closely with hospital paramedics and the community in ensuring that patient treatment is appropriate.

The Bachelor Degree in Pharmacy is administered by the Department of Pharmacy, the Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. Students have to complete a minimum of 144 credits to obtain a degree. In the final years, students have the option to take courses according to their preferred concentration. The main academic activities consist of in-class lectures, lab practice, seminar and final project.

The discipline is divided into several concentrations as follows:
- Chemical Pharmacy
- Biological Pharmacy/Natural Substance
- Pharmaceutical/Biopharmaceutical
- Pharmacology and Toxicology

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates will have the opportunity to work in hospitals, pharmaceutical industries and public health services.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal, Paper Assignment and Undergraduate Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

HERBAL

Degree: Magister Herbal (Master of Herbal)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (40-42 credits)
Language: Indonesian

This course is intended to nurture human resources who are competent and able to promote Indonesian herbs in international level through their researches. Also, the students have the ability to promote the benefits of Indonesian herb to public for wellness and beauty purposes. Moreover, this program also supports development of knowledge of Indonesian herbs and helps the students produce herb medicine and herb cosmetics based on Good Manufacturing Practice (GMP).

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates will have the opportunity to work in pharmaceutical industries, health and fitness industries, public health services or open their own business in health and beauty services.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal and Master Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- Have Master degree from equivalent field such as Engineering of Chemistry, Chemistry Science, Chemistry and Biology
- Have ability in reading and speaking in English

PHARMACY

Degree: Magister Farmasi (Master of Pharmacy)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 3-4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian

This course provides our students with skills in analysis, research and assessment of pharmacy application. This program nurture students who have advanced ability in understanding the core concept and theory of pharmacy and utilize the knowledge to solve any issues including issues in other fields and able to communicate and present their research for public purposes.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates will have the opportunity to work as pharmacists, lecturer in universities, as researcher in research institutions or industries, or as manager of Pharmacy industries (drug, cosmetic, food supplement(nutraceutical), herbal medicine).

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar, laboratory research and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- Have Master degree from equivalent field such as Engineering of Chemistry, Chemistry Science, Chemistry and Biology
The Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Indonesia (FKUI), as one of the faculties within UI, was in fact established before the establishment of UI itself. The Faculty of Medicine was the continuation of two previous institutes of medical education:

1. Pergeruan Tinggi Kedokteran Republik Indonesia and
2. Geneeskundige Faculteit Nood Universiteit van Indonesia.

Both were merged and bear the name of Faculty of Medicine Universitas Indonesia, the oldest faculty of medicine in the country.

Being in the forefront of medical science in the country, the Faculty of Medicine offers Bachelor, Master, Doctoral and Specialist programs in numerous medical areas. It also manages 32 departments where research and education activities are its focus. The faculty’s research activity in health is high, conducted in almost all departments with the support of 43 laboratories. There are numerous collaborations with institutions and associations, both local and overseas. The faculty is closely linked to the University of Melbourne, Monash University and University of Newcastle (UK). Partnerships between the Faculty of Medicine, Universitas Indonesia and those two reputable universities results in a valuable opportunity where students are able to pursue a Bachelor Degree in Medical Science with a joint degree scheme. With more than a hundred years of experience in medical education, the Faculty of Medicine will remain a center of excellence for quality education and research.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
The six integrated research and service centers not only conduct international-scale research, but also contribute in determining research direction in the respective fields in Indonesia as well as providing service to the public according to evidence-based medicine. The services offered include reproduction health and infertility, stem cell technology, transfusion medicine, virology and cancer pathobiology, education service and drug review. FKUI commits to continue various researches up to the functional application stage to the end-user of medicine and healthcare service.

RESEARCH CENTERS
- Research and Healthcare Service Center of Reproduction and Infertility
- Paradis: Research and Healthcare Service Center of Medical Stem Cell Technology
- Paradis: Research and Healthcare Service Center of Transfusion Medicine
Universitas Indonesia's Bachelor of Medical Science program is recognized as the oldest and most prestigious in Indonesia. The study program is designed to provide students with an in-depth understanding of medical science aspects. The program employs a competence-based curriculum which is maintained to accommodate the current progress in medical science allowing students to gain medical knowledge and practical competence. The curriculum consists of three phases; general education and medical science delivered during the 1st to 6th semester and clinical practice in the 7th to 8th semester.

Students will engage in in-class theoretical lectures and practical works at Cipto Mangunkusumo Hospital; teaching and learning activities include:

- Students' Active Learning
- Problem Based Learning
- Integrated Teaching
- Community Medicine
- Early Clinical Exposure
- Evidence Based Learning
- Advanced Teaching Technology
- Professional Attitude
- Research

In the final year of study, students are required to conduct medical practice or internship in medical clinics and public health areas with elective posting.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates can pursue possible careers in the medical field, such as a general physician in private practice or public service centers such as hospitals or dental clinics. They also have opportunities in more specialized medical areas or public health, such as cardiology, neurology, dermatology, epidemiology, etc.

The international class in Medical Science is designed to accommodate the growing advancement in medical treatment and the need for professional physicians who are qualified and competent in international curriculum standard. The international program in Medical Science is offered in a joint degree scheme in cooperation with the University of Melbourne and Monash University. The students are to transfer to one of these universities at the 7th and the 8th semester. To complete the joint degree program, students have to complete the credits required by both universities (Universitas Indonesia and partner university). Upon graduation, graduates will be awarded with Sarjana Kedokteran from Universitas Indonesia and Bachelor of Medical Science from the University of Melbourne or Monash University.

After completing the scientific basis of medical practice and obtaining the Bachelor Degree in Medical Science, students have to undertake a medical internship program for one year, in which students are able to comprehensively interact with professionals in health care as well as patients through general practice at the hospital or health promotion programs in rural areas. This program is part of the medical doctor program.
CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates can pursue possible careers in the medical field, such as general physicians in private practice or public service centers such as hospitals or dental clinics. They also have opportunities in more specialized medical area or public health, such as cardiology, neurology, dermatology, epidemiology, etc.

The Biomedical Science Graduate Study Program has a mission to shape the mindset of young scientists who are logical, creative and innovative. Students enrolled to this program are trained to search and develop science to explain the phenomenon of life in the level of molecular, cellular, organ and organism. With an exclusively designed curriculum, students are not only encouraged to understand about molecular biology, but also to apply scientific theory to prevent, treat as well as provide rehabilitation for the diseases.

Biomedical science is branch of medicine that use basic principle and knowledge of natural science (biology, chemistry and physics) to explain the phenomenon of life at the level of molecule, cell, organ and organism, in relation with disease as well as find and develop the suitable material to prevent and treat the destruction because of the disease.

The aim to study biomedical science is to handle health/medicine problem that has not been solved with clinical approach, not only supporting clinical approach. As the scope of biomedical science is very large, there are plenty of chances for those who are not doctor with qualification of natural science to develop their interests in this field. Approaches in Biomedical Science is done through laboratory method, be it biological tests from patient, environment or animal experience.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have the opportunity to pursue higher careers in academic and research activities, industries, laboratories, or proceed to Ph.D. degree.

MEDICAL EDUCATION

Degree : Magister Pendidikan Kedokteran (Master of Medical Education)  
Campus Location : Salemba Campus  
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime  
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (42 credits)  
Language : Indonesian  
Accreditation : B

Medical education develops professionals in medical teaching who own special characteristics with integrated knowledge on science, skills, ethics, morality while understanding law and culture. While developing high scientific and ethical standard in medical education, medical education study also initiates new learning methods, medical education curriculum and innovative management of medical education.

The graduates are expected to have skills, knowledge and high standard of professionalism in their expertise while mastering curriculum design skill, research skill, curriculum delivery skill, student evaluation and program evaluation skill. Future career of the graduates include medical teacher, innovator, researcher and educational leader.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have the opportunity to pursue higher careers in academic as a lecturer.

NUTRITION

Degree : Magister Gizi (Master of Nutrition)  
Campus Location : Salemba Campus  
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime  
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (42 credits)  
Language : Indonesian  
Accreditation : B

Nutrition is defined as a discipline that learns about the relationship of food intake with health of the body as well as the related factors. Nutrition has become one of key role in promoting good quality human resources who are able to compete in globalization era. The graduates of this program are expected to be able to:

- Identify, formulate and determine priority in Community and individual nutritional issues
- Plan, coordinate, control and evaluate intervention program for the community or individuals, as well as collaborating with professionals from other fields of study and institutions to overcome the nutritional problems.
- Give recommendations on nutritional policies to solve nutritional problems from the scientific, economical, or social perspective.
- Generate research ideas on nutrition, plan and evaluate a research program and collaborate with professionals from other field of study and institutions in doing research.
- Plan, formulate and maintain educational or research program on nutrition.
- Develop a good appearance and professionalism, be an open minded individual who is responsive to the development of science and technology related to nutrition in particular.

SPECIALIZATION
This program has two choices of specialization:

- Clinical Nutrition  
- Community Nutrition (regional program conducted in English)

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have the opportunity to pursue higher careers in academic as a lecturer.

OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE

Degree : Magister Kedokteran Kerja (Master of Occupational Medicine)  
Campus Location : Jl. Pegangsaan Timur No. 16, Cikini, Jakarta Pusat  
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime  
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (42 credits)  
Language : Indonesian  
Accreditation : B

Occupational Medicine study tries to actively address the development of occupational medicine and work safety issue. It maintains engagement to the latest update in response to change and advancement of science and technology related to occupational medicine and work safety. The program study aims also
to develop occupational medicine specialists who are capable of developing science and technology in occupational medicine, improve their professional service through researches and able to formulate problem solving in occupational medicine and work safety through scientific approach.

SPECIALIZATION
This program has three choices of specialization:
- Occupational Medicine
- Aviation Medicine
- Naval Medicine

The normal length of study is 4 semester and it takes at least 42 credits including thesis which weighs 4 credits. Upon the completion of study, graduates will be awarded with a degree, Master in Occupational Medicine.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have the opportunity to pursue higher careers in academic and research activities, industries, health clinics, or government offices.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid test, Final test, Task, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Proposal and Undergraduate Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

DOCTORAL DEGREE

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Degree : Doctor
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study : 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)
Language : Indonesian

Envisioned to be the leading institution of biomedical sciences, this doctoral program prepares the students for a career in biomedical research by emphasising on a research-oriented approach and comprising both theoretical and practical elements.

Equipped with knowledge of modern molecular and cell sciences, the study aims at graduating students who have high integrity, are able to conduct independent and group research to find solution for health and biological problems, as well as socializing their findings to public.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as lecturer in universities, as researcher in research institutions or industries, or as manager of laboratory.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar, laboratory research and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- Acquire master degree in equivalent field with minimum GPA ≥ 3.00
- Have ability in English with TOEFL ≥ 500
- Make a proposal for research

The doctoral program of medicine has been designed to train students in developing their knowledge in medicine and to have high competence in solving problem in medical field by conducting research with interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approaches. This course provides further academic clinical training combined with research experience.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program havea wide range career opportunity in medical field and as lecturer in universities.

NUTRITION

Degree : Doctor
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study : 6-10 Semesters (47-48 credits)
Language : Indonesian

The doctoral program of nutrition of UI aims at providing an opportunity for healthcare professionals and scientists to specialise in nutrition. This course offers two specializations such as clinical nutrition and nutrition community. Both specializations are under and follow the same academic rules. Moreover, according to the history of both programs, the administration of academic is conducted by the Department of Nutrition FKUI for clinical nutrition, as for community nutrition is held by the South East Asian Ministers of Education Organization Regional Center for Food and Nutrition (SEAMEO RECFON) UI. Therefore, the staffs of both programs are from those institutions.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program have career opportunity as nutritionist in clinics, community or industries, or as lecturers in universities.
The Faculty of Dentistry, Universitas Indonesia, is distinctive in offering a full range of academic programs including comprehensive undergraduate and graduate programs. This faculty is a leading dental research and education institution in Indonesia with an international reputation for scholar activities, in both the clinical and biological sciences.

The Faculty of Dentistry offers several full-degree programs such as bachelor, master, doctoral, professional and specialist programs. The Faculty of Dentistry is dedicated to a lifelong education of its students so they may excel as dental professionals and ensure high quality of dental care in Indonesia and beyond.

Once every two years, the Faculty of Dentistry conducts a refresher and dental knowledge enhancement course which has attracted hundreds of participants from all over Indonesia. The faculty also manages to formulate The Faculty Education Target necessary for dental training. To enhance professionalism, faculty staff are encouraged to continue their study both domestically and overseas. Along with the improvement in education system and addition in facilities, the number of new student enrollment indicates an increase annually.

RESEARCH INTERESTS

RESEARCH CENTERS
Research in the Faculty of Dentistry UI is an integrated activity involving the students of S1 (undergraduates), the specialist program, S2 (Mster) and S3 (PhD). These activities include basic and clinical research of various specializations. The Faculty of Dentistry has positioned itself as a faculty that has a research tradition of international level in many areas from the cellular, molecular until biotechnological level in engineering the substantial molecules to restore various deformities of the tooth and mouth. Research in FKG UI is supported by various grants of competitive research from both Universitas Indonesia as well as external sources, such as the Ministry of National Education of Indonesia, the Ministry of Health of Indonesia (Risbin Iptekdok), the Ministry of Research and Technology of Indonesia, the Japan Society for the Promotion of Science (JSPS) and other institutional/company/industrial sponsorship. These researches have resulted in many publications at both national and international level and also Intellectual Property Right and Patent.
Topics of researches in FKG UI are in the following areas:
- Oral/dental bio-film researches
- Mouth cavity cancer
- Molecular pathogeneses and experimental research for medication
- Geriatry and osteoporosis
- Cell and tissue engineering
- Analysis of proteomic and genomic saliva
- Epidemiology
- Dental material
- Clinical field
- Analysis of proteomic and genomic saliva
- Epidemiology
- Dental material
- Clinical field

FACULTY CONTACT
Faculty of Dentistry
Universitas Indonesia, Salemba Campus
Jl. Salemba Raya No. 4, Jakarta 10430
Tel. : +62.21.31930270, 3151035
Fax. : +62.21.31931412
Email : fkg@ui.ac.id
Website : www.fkg.ui.ac.id

BACHELOR’S DEGREE
DENTISTRY
Degree : Sarjana Kedokteran Gigi (Bachelor of Dentistry)
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 10 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Dentistry is an area of science which is concerned with treatment to humans’ oral area including care, evaluation of the condition, preventive action for oral disorder and rehabilitation.

The Faculty of Dentistry has formulated a Faculty Education Target necessary for dentist training at Universitas Indonesia. The faculty also conducts additional education for dentists from other institutions. The degree program was established in response to the continuous demand for professionals of dental health care.

The Faculty of Dentistry Universitas Indonesia implements its academic activity by dividing dentistry into eleven departments according to its field/branch of science in order to make the learning process easier. The departments within the Faculty of Dentistry Universitas Indonesia are responsible for the field of science within its scope and consists of the following eleven departments:
- Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery
- Oral Medicine
- Oral Biology
- Dental Public Health and Prevention
- Conservation Dentistry
- Paediatrics Dentistry
- Periodontics
- Prosthodontics
- Orthodontics
- Dentomaxillofacial Radiology
- Dental Material

Service in dentistry aims to provide not only optimum service but also to support education as well as to play a role in research to meet public demand and development of dentistry science and technology. Services are provided in the Dental and Oral Educational Hospital (RSGM-P FKG UI), whereas specialist services are available at the Special Pavillion or RSGM-P FKG UI. Both clinics provide professional services using selected dental material, providing a comfortable place with full supporting facilities such as minor operation area, digital radiographic facility, laser dentistry service.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Careers for graduates are as dentists in private practice or in public service centers, such as hospitals or dental clinics.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Test, Final Test, Project Proposal and Undergraduate Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

COMMUNITY DENTISTRY
Degree : Magister Kedokteran Gigi (Master of Dentistry)
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (40 credits)
Language : Indonesian

The objectives of this program are to allow students gain knowledge on community dentistry; be exposed to ethical issues in dentistry; understand regulations, organization and management of dental practice; and actively participate in oral health promotions.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Careers for graduates are private practice or in public service of oral health, hospitals and dental clinics.

DENTISTRY
Degree : Magister Kedokteran Gigi (Master of Dentistry)
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (40-42 credits)
Language : Indonesian

This program study offers three concentrations; Oral Biology, Dental Material and Forensic
This course provides an advanced academic, laboratory and research training in dentistry. It provides ideal training for students wishing to pursue a career in related field. The graduates of this doctoral program are expected to have high competence in producing new concept or methods by conducting innovative study with a goal to enhance the welfare and life quality of individual and society.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Careers for graduates are private practice or in public service of oral health, hospitals and dental clinics.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, individual assessment, discussion, seminar and research.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- TPA (minimum score 500), or GMAT (minimum score 570), or GRE (minimum score 500), or LSAT (minimum score 150), TOEFL (minimum score 500)
- Submit a research proposal with format provided by secretariat of Dentistry Study Program
- Graduate from Magister program in equivalent field, or unequivalent by joining matriculation program with minimum GPA 3.00;
- The availability of promotor who has speciality in the preferred field by the participant

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

SIGOURNEY ZOMER
VU UNIVERSITY AMSTERDAM

“The partnership between my university, VU University Amsterdam and Universitas Indonesia gave me the chance to participate in an exchange program to Indonesia. This exchange program gave me the opportunity to discover the country, where some of my ancestors come from, in a more deeply way than I would, by simply taking a vacation over here.

An opportunity that I could not miss out on, as I also can say now, that I really went to Faculty of Economy, UI. Living and studying in a country so different from my home country, the Netherlands opened my mindset in various ways. My conclusion for you: if you are looking for nice weather, delicious foods, friendly people, new knowledge and a beautiful country which offer you great traveling opportunities, I could really recommend you to go to Universities Indonesia!”
The Faculty of Nursing consists of six departments based on science groups:
- Department of Basic Nursing,
- Department of Medical Surgical Nursing,
- Department of Maternity Nursing,
- Department of Pediatric Nursing,
- Department of Mental Health Nursing,
- Department of Community Health Nursing.

Besides offering undergraduate programs, the Faculty of Nursing expands its programs by offering a graduate program to accommodate the complexity of excellence in nursing services. The first master program offered was a Master Program in Leadership and Nursing Management. Later, a specialized program in Maternity Nursing and Community Health Nursing was established. In 2005 the specialized programs in Medical Surgical Nursing and Mental Health Nursing were opened for admission.

Along with the university’s objective to achieve its vision, the faculty is also striving to actualize its vision to be at the forefront in the development of higher education in the field of nursing in Indonesia, to be responsive to the development of nursing science, both at national and international level and to produce professional nurses who possess the ability to compete at national and international level.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
- Basic Science and Basic Nursing
- Pediatric Nursing
- Maternity Nursing
- Medical Surgical Nursing
- Community Health Nursing
- Mental Health Nursing

RESEARCH CENTERS

FACULTY CONTACT
Faculty of Nursing
Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus
West Java, 16424

Tel. : +62.21.78849120, 78849121
Fax. : +62.21.7864124
Email : humasfik@ui.ac.id
Website : http://www.fik.ui.ac.id
Universitas Indonesia's Bachelor of Nursing degree combines knowledge, professional skills, nursing practices and caring. The student nurses are trained to be able to demonstrate reliable nursing skills within the settings of holistic health care service towards individuals, families and community. In addition, the study program is concerned with the education of graduate nurses who are able to promote health recovery, engage in leadership over health issues and maintain activities in basic nursing research.

There are six featured subjects in nursing science, namely Basic Science and Basic Nursing, Medical Surgical Nursing, Maternity Nursing, Pediatric Nursing, Mental Health Nursing and Community Health Nursing.

**Basic Science and Basic Nursing** focuses on the knowledge of the underlying ideas which form the paradigm of comprehending the nursing profession, human development, comprehension of nursing theories, depression theory, dynamic group, system concept, approach concept and nursing ethics. It also observes the ability to think critically to solve problems, while focusing on basic skills to meet human requirements. This subject emphasizes on the introduction of nursing methods as approaches to problem solving, application of basic nursing concepts in meeting the clients’ requirements, influence of nutrition towards health and human life cycle at various levels and the grip of socio-cultural factors towards required nutrition supply.

**Medical Surgical Nursing** focuses on the underlying concept and principle of medical surgery in the application of nursing science and technology in conforming to an adult client's needs, which undergoes physiological changes with or without structural disorder; for example, the respiratory system, cardiovascular system and musculoskeletal. In addition, this subject prioritizes on research activities for medical surgical recovery nursing, identification of health issues and analysis of relevant information from various sources with regard to cross-cultural perspectives.

**Maternity Nursing** focuses on integrated care given to mothers during prenatal and postnatal phases. The maternity nurse assists the mother and the family during their pregnancy and afterwards. The program also provides the student nurse with relevant issues on the recovery of maternity health for both mother and baby, knowledge of psychological support and counseling for mother and family to cope with pregnancy and post birth. Student nurses are also given knowledge to coordinate all integrated maternity aspects to be conferred to the clients.

**Pediatric Nursing** work closely with, not only children, but also parents and family as part of the influential factors in a child's growth and development. Disorders, accidents and any unpleasant incidents are prone to affect a child's growth and development, both mentally and physically. A Pediatric Nurse is there to help provide specific care to meet the child's particular needs. In this program student nurses are provided with the theory and foundation of pediatric nursing, child care models, child's growth and development and governmentally standardized child care.

**Mental Health Nursing** focuses on how to care for people of all ages suffering from various types of mental health disorders. The program provides knowledge and training in psychological therapies, liaising with psychiatrists, building therapeutic relationship and coping with the patients' behavior. The student nurses will also receive education on preventing mental illness in individuals with bio-psycho-socio-spiritual problems.

**Community Health Nursing** emphasizes the basic concept of community health care, health promotion programs and comprehensive disease prevention, managing community health problems, community health maintenance and rehabilitation practice.

In order to obtain the degree, student nurses have to complete two phases, namely, the academic phase and the professional phase. The academic phase is designed to be completed in 8 semesters, comprising of 144 credits and 2 credits of additional elective courses. Professional phase is set to be accomplished within a 42-week period worth 36 credits. After graduation, graduate nurses have to undertake a practical program as prerequisite to a professional program in nursing. Upon completion of the program, student nurses have the opportunity to practice as professional nurses.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Nursing graduates are in demand for employment in hospitals, community health centers, community clinics in national and international organization. Graduates of nursing science can also pursue further studies for master degree specialising in the associated discipline and or be engaged in research activities.

**GENERAL ASSESSMENTS**
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Assignments, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Assignments and Undergraduate Thesis.

**SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS**
- Having neither color vision deficiency nor color-blindness.
- High school graduates of science group subjects with satisfactory grades
- International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

The Faculty of Nursing as a leading institution of nursing in Indonesia prepares students to be a professional nurse who have a high competence and are competitive in regional, national and international level. This program also encourages the discovery and development of technology in nursing. This master program has six specializations, such as Leadership and Nursing Management, Community Health Nursing, Maternity Nursing, Pediatric Nursing, Medical-Surgical Nursing and Mental Health Nursing.
NURSING
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6-9 Semesters (50 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The Doctoral program of Nursing was established in academic year of 2008/2009 and is the first nursing doctoral study programs in Indonesia. Nursing Doctoral Studies Program was officially opened in 2008. The doctoral program of nursing covers basic nursing science, clinical and community nursing with several disciplines in basic nursing, medical-surgical nursing, maternity nursing, mental health nursing, community health nursing and pediatric nursing. All of these disciplines can be the research area to finish the doctoral program. This course prepares students to have main competencies such as having ability to do basic and applied research in nursing field, inventing new theory or technology, sharing their skills to the community (students, client, nurse, or relatives) according to their expertise. Furthermore, the students are trained to apply an advanced approach through technology and nursing science to solve patients’ health issues.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as a researcher, a lecturer, a manager, a nursing consultant, or a nurse leader.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
Master of health with a background in nursing or must join matriculation class with 6-12 credits and pass the test for maximum two semesters before the semester begins.

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

LEO
SOUTH KOREAN STUDENT, ENGLISH LITERATURE, BACHELOR DEGREE PROGRAM
“I think it’s a great opportunity to study here in Indonesia, even it is very challenging when I have to study both Bahasa Indonesia and English. At first, I am worried to live in foreign country, but my brother who has moved before, told me Indonesia along with its people are mesmerizing. Moreover, when I meet a lot of my friends, they help me understanding the course and make me feel like living at home.

I also love various Indonesian foods, such as fried rice, meat ball, meat skewer, etc. it tastes delicious and satisfy my hunger! Last but not least, hopefully UI will become more internationalized and the best world class university one day!”
The Faculty of Public Health consists of health science disciplines that offer applicable methods and approaches to comprehend current public health issues. The Faculty of Public Health consists of 7 departments: Department of Health Policy Administration, Department of Biostatistics and Health Information, Department of Epidemiology, Department of Public Health Nutrition, Department of Environmental Health, Department of Occupational Health and Safety, Department of Health Education and Behavioral Study and Cross Departmental Programs.

The faculty offers full-degree programs as Bachelor, Master and Doctor. The faculty has also been nurturing a master degree program for international students and part time programs.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
The management of the Faculty of Public Health is strengthening its research in public health programs. Indeed, since the faculty was established, it has engaged in many research activities either by the faculty in a department or under a research center. In the last five years, there were hundreds of studies conducted by the Faculty of Public Health, funded by various national and international institutions. The faculty also reported studies in national and international scientific journals as well as in national health seminars and conferences. However, forecasting future needs for research, the Faculty of Public Health has developed more Research Centers.

RESEARCH CENTERS
- Center for Health Research (CHR)
- Center for Family Welfare (PUSKA)
- Center for Health Economics and Policy
- Center for Assessment and Application of Occupational Health and Safety (CAAOHS)
- Center of Education and Public Services (CEPS)
- Center for Environmental and Industrial Health
- Center for Biostatistics and Health Informatics
- Center for Epidemiology and Surveillance
- Positive Deviance Resources Center
- Center for Health Administration and Policy Studies (CHAMPS)
- Center for Nutrition and Health
- Health Research Center for Crisis and Disaster
- Public Health Training Center
FACULTY CONTACT
Faculty of Public Health
Public Relations
B Building 2nd Floor, Faculty of Public Health
Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus
West Java Indonesia 16424

Tel. : +62.21.7864975, +62.21.7863471
Fax. : +62.21.7863472, 7864975
Email : fkmui@ui.ac.id
Website : http://www.fkmui.ui.ac.id

BACHELOR’S DEGREE

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
Degree : Sarjana Kesehatan Lingkungan (Bachelor of Environmental Health)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters (144 Credits)
Language : Indonesian

Environmental health science studies dynamic interaction of any exposures or environmental agents (physical, radiation, chemistry, biology, and behavior) through air, water, waste water, food and beverages, vector or animals carrying disease, and humans in residential areas, workplace or school, public places and trips with risks affecting on health (disease incidence) among groups of human or community. Teaching, research and community service activities at this department are conducted based on concentration on seven major studies: air pollution, water pollution, vector and animal carrying disease, food and beverage contamination, environmental toxicology, environmental health epidemiology and health risk estimation.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates can pursue career in environmental health-related department of the government, manufacture industry, Environmental NGO

NUTRITION
Degree : Sarjana Gizi (Bachelor of Nutrition)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : B

Nutrition is the study of food nutrients and how they contribute to human body for health improvement. Nutrition study gives students knowledge and substantial skills in nutrition science for the identification, comprehension and information related to nutrition problems to be implemented in community or individual health service.

The study program curriculum includes professional organization setting consisting of the following cores:
• Biomedical Science

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have many future career prospects such as nutritionists for hospitals, food industries, pharmaceutical industries, private practice for nutrition consultancy and government public health service.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY
Degree : Sarjana Kesehatan dan Keselamatan Kerja (Bachelor of Occupational Health and Safety)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters (144 Credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Occupational Health and Safety Science that is part of Public Health Sciences is a study and art in management of dangers (anticipation, recognition, evaluation and control) at work place that potentially decrease workers’ prosperity and health levels.

There are five studies of this study program that are multidisciplinary:
• Occupational health
• Occupational safety
• Ergonomics
• Industrial Hygiene
• Human Factor and behavior in occupational health and safety

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates can pursue career in environmental health-related department of the government, manufacture industry, Environmental NGO (Non Government Organization), and so on.

PUBLIC HEALTH
Degree : Sarjana Kesehatan Masyarakat (Bachelor of Public Health)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Public Health study focuses on disease prevention and health promotion through
Health Information System emphasizes on the analysis of a situation by using health indicators, analyzing health information system, developing database and implementing information technology for health promotion program.

Environmental Health focuses on the identification, measurement, analysis and control of physical, chemical and biological hazards influencing environmental health for the prevention of and protection against disease.

Reproductive Health focuses on finding efficient problem solving for the human reproduction systems covering identification, priority-based problem listing and selection of problems that require intervention for solution. The activity involves choosing the appropriate intervention method, implementation management and evaluation of reproduction health promotion program.

Occupational Health and Safety focuses on the engagement of basic health science and methodology of occupational health and safety. The objective is to provide education resulting in graduates who are able to demonstrate competence in managing risks at work and formulate strategies to solve problems dealing with occupational health and safety issues.

Health Insurance Management gives in-depth understanding and implementation of health management insurance, either in traditional or managed care service.

Health Information Management gives students skills to analyze medical records as the basis in decision making in health service and in developing electronic health records.

Health Service Management is targeted to provide skills in designing, implementing and evaluating public health program management.

Hospital Management is emphasized on planning and implementing hospital management that will also correlate to the evaluation of health program implemented in a hospital.

Health Promotion emphasizes on how to analyze, plan, implement and evaluate health education strategy. Students are also given knowledge and skills in using health education methodologies which are efficient for problem solving in health issues.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in all areas open to public health, such as public health care givers and public health practitioners, either in private or government community health centers.

PUBLIC HEALTH (JOINT DEGREE)
Degree: Magister Kesehatan Masyarakat (Master of Public Health)
Partner University: Curtin University
Campus Location: Depok Campus and Curtin University Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters
Language: English

This UI Master of Public Health is offered in joint degree scheme with Curtin University Australia. The students will spend the first year studying at Curtin University and will need to return to Universitas Indonesia at the second year to finish their joint degree program. Upon graduation, students will be awarded with two degrees; one from Universitas Indonesia (Magister Kesehatan Masyarakat) and one from Curtin University (Master of Public Health). This programme is designed to enhance students’ professionalism in public health field globally. This study prepares students to widen their career opportunity in health sector as manager, administrator, consultant, lecturers, and also researchers in government and private institutions.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in related field such as public health service in government offices, social welfare agencies, hospitals or proceed to higher education in public health as researcher or lecturer.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Assignments, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Assignments, and Master Thesis

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Degree: Magister Epidemiologi (Master of Epidemiology)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The graduates of Master of Epidemiology have high competence in analyzing and utilizing the principles, methods and the application of epidemiology to solve health cases with multidisciplinary research in national and international level. This program is continually improving its graduates competency according to international standard and also encouraging researches in epidemiology field and consistently doing social service as an effort to enhance public health in Indonesia.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in related field such as public health service in government offices, social welfare agencies, hospitals or proceed to higher education in public health.

OUTREACH TO SOCIAL COMMUNITIES OR INDIVIDUALS.
Students have the opportunity to choose one out of eleven available study concentrations as follows:

Biostatistics emphasizes on skills in research design, research management and research data analysis by utilizing biostatistics method while developing accuracy of the research result interpretation.

Epidemiology focuses on skills in the design, surveillance and evaluation of health programs by employing quantitative approach while measuring health problems encountered in a local area and finding the corresponding factors that are applicable for prevention.

Health Information System emphasizes on the analysis of a situation by using health indicators, analyzing health information system, developing database and implementing information technology for health promotion program.

Environmental Health focuses on the identification, measurement, analysis and control of physical, chemical and biological hazards influencing environmental health for the prevention of and protection against disease.

Reproductive Health focuses on finding efficient problem solving for the human reproduction systems covering identification, priority-based problem listing and selection of problems that require intervention for solution. The activity involves choosing the appropriate intervention method, implementation management and evaluation of reproduction health promotion program.

Occupational Health and Safety focuses on the engagement of basic health science and methodology of occupational health and safety. The objective is to provide education resulting in graduates who are able to demonstrate competence in managing risks at work and formulate strategies to solve problems dealing with occupational health and safety issues.

Health Insurance Management gives in-depth understanding and implementation of health management insurance, either in traditional or managed care service.

Health Information Management gives students skills to analyze medical records as the basis in decision making in health service and in developing electronic health records.

Health Service Management is targeted to provide skills in designing, implementing and evaluating public health program management.

Hospital Management is emphasized on planning and implementing hospital management that will also correlate to the evaluation of health program implemented in a hospital.

Health Promotion emphasizes on how to analyze, plan, implement and evaluate health education strategy. Students are also given knowledge and skills in using health education methodologies which are efficient for problem solving in health issues.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in all areas open to public health, such as public health care givers and public health practitioners, either in private or government community health centers.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Assignments, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Assignments, and Master Thesis

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Degree: Magister Epidemiologi (Master of Epidemiology)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The graduates of Master of Epidemiology have high competence in analyzing and utilizing the principles, methods and the application of epidemiology to solve health cases with multidisciplinary research in national and international level. This program is continually improving its graduates competency according to international standard and also encouraging researches in epidemiology field and consistently doing social service as an effort to enhance public health in Indonesia.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in related field such as public health service in government offices, social welfare agencies, hospitals or proceed to higher education in public health.

OUTREACH TO SOCIAL COMMUNITIES OR INDIVIDUALS.
Students have the opportunity to choose one out of eleven available study concentrations as follows:

Biostatistics emphasizes on skills in research design, research management and research data analysis by utilizing biostatistics method while developing accuracy of the research result interpretation.

Epidemiology focuses on skills in the design, surveillance and evaluation of health programs by employing quantitative approach while measuring health problems encountered in a local area and finding the corresponding factors that are applicable for prevention.

Health Information System emphasizes on the analysis of a situation by using health indicators, analyzing health information system, developing database and implementing information technology for health promotion program.

Environmental Health focuses on the identification, measurement, analysis and control of physical, chemical and biological hazards influencing environmental health for the prevention of and protection against disease.

Reproductive Health focuses on finding efficient problem solving for the human reproduction systems covering identification, priority-based problem listing and selection of problems that require intervention for solution. The activity involves choosing the appropriate intervention method, implementation management and evaluation of reproduction health promotion program.

Occupational Health and Safety focuses on the engagement of basic health science and methodology of occupational health and safety. The objective is to provide education resulting in graduates who are able to demonstrate competence in managing risks at work and formulate strategies to solve problems dealing with occupational health and safety issues.

Health Insurance Management gives in-depth understanding and implementation of health management insurance, either in traditional or managed care service.

Health Information Management gives students skills to analyze medical records as the basis in decision making in health service and in developing electronic health records.

Health Service Management is targeted to provide skills in designing, implementing and evaluating public health program management.

Hospital Management is emphasized on planning and implementing hospital management that will also correlate to the evaluation of health program implemented in a hospital.

Health Promotion emphasizes on how to analyze, plan, implement and evaluate health education strategy. Students are also given knowledge and skills in using health education methodologies which are efficient for problem solving in health issues.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in all areas open to public health, such as public health care givers and public health practitioners, either in private or government community health centers.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Assignments, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Assignments, and Master Thesis

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Degree: Magister Epidemiologi (Master of Epidemiology)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The graduates of Master of Epidemiology have high competence in analyzing and utilizing the principles, methods and the application of epidemiology to solve health cases with multidisciplinary research in national and international level. This program is continually improving its graduates competency according to international standard and also encouraging researches in epidemiology field and consistently doing social service as an effort to enhance public health in Indonesia.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in related field such as public health service in government offices, social welfare agencies, hospitals or proceed to higher education in public health.

OUTREACH TO SOCIAL COMMUNITIES OR INDIVIDUALS.
Students have the opportunity to choose one out of eleven available study concentrations as follows:

Biostatistics emphasizes on skills in research design, research management and research data analysis by utilizing biostatistics method while developing accuracy of the research result interpretation.

Epidemiology focuses on skills in the design, surveillance and evaluation of health programs by employing quantitative approach while measuring health problems encountered in a local area and finding the corresponding factors that are applicable for prevention.

Health Information System emphasizes on the analysis of a situation by using health indicators, analyzing health information system, developing database and implementing information technology for health promotion program.

Environmental Health focuses on the identification, measurement, analysis and control of physical, chemical and biological hazards influencing environmental health for the prevention of and protection against disease.

Reproductive Health focuses on finding efficient problem solving for the human reproduction systems covering identification, priority-based problem listing and selection of problems that require intervention for solution. The activity involves choosing the appropriate intervention method, implementation management and evaluation of reproduction health promotion program.

Occupational Health and Safety focuses on the engagement of basic health science and methodology of occupational health and safety. The objective is to provide education resulting in graduates who are able to demonstrate competence in managing risks at work and formulate strategies to solve problems dealing with occupational health and safety issues.

Health Insurance Management gives in-depth understanding and implementation of health management insurance, either in traditional or managed care service.

Health Information Management gives students skills to analyze medical records as the basis in decision making in health service and in developing electronic health records.

Health Service Management is targeted to provide skills in designing, implementing and evaluating public health program management.

Hospital Management is emphasized on planning and implementing hospital management that will also correlate to the evaluation of health program implemented in a hospital.

Health Promotion emphasizes on how to analyze, plan, implement and evaluate health education strategy. Students are also given knowledge and skills in using health education methodologies which are efficient for problem solving in health issues.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in all areas open to public health, such as public health care givers and public health practitioners, either in private or government community health centers.
HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION

Degree: Magister Administrasi Rumah Sakit (Master of Hospital Administration)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (42 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

Envisioned to be a research-based hospital administration as a national standard reference, this program provides a high quality education as an effort to enhance hospital and public health service. With a curriculum based on Tri Dharma (Three Principles of University) and evidence-based, this master program aims to improve the quality of hospital administration and support the health service quality in Indonesia. Moreover, this program nurture graduates who have analytical thinking skill and research skill which are useful for the development of hospital administration in Indonesia.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in related field in government sector and hospital management.

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY

Degree: Magister Keselamatan dan Kesehatan Kerja (Master of Occupational Health and Safety)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (40-42 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

This program undertakes high quality science which underpins the understanding of occupational health and safety. This course nurtures its students to sharpen their analytical and thinking skill as well as competence in formulating an outline system to integrate health and safety management system to company management system and also public system. Moreover, it also encourages the implementation of health and safety management to these sectors.
CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in related field such as in government offices, research and education areas and public or private companies.

PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCE
Degree: Magister Kesehatan (Master of Health)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (40 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Master of Social Health Science Program is designed to enhance students’ professionalism in social health field. This study prepares students to widen their career opportunity in health sector as manager, administrator, consultant, lecturers and also researchers in government and private institutions. This course also has a lot of specialization programs, such as Health Insurance, Biostatistics, Health Economics, Environment Health Epidemiology, Public Health Nutrition, Reproduction Health and other specialization programs. This study aims at encouraging researches in public health as well as social services and coordination with Ministry of Health, Health National Department and government and private health institutions and with other universities in national and international level.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Public Health can pursue careers in related field such as public health service in government offices, social welfare agencies, hospitals or proceed to higher education in public health.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Assignments, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Assignments and Master Thesis

DOCTORAL DEGREE

EPIDEMIOLOGY
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (50 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

The course is designed for students to develop the knowledge and methods of epidemiology that are suitable for the standard and needs required by the external and internal stakeholders, including market demand in national or international. This program prepares students to develop problem solving skill in health issues especially related to epidemiology through its concept, theory and methods and able to do advocacy towards policy makers related to the result of the research. The graduates are also encouraged to present their researches in both national and international forums, as well as publishing their scientific work in epidemiology.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as researcher in research institutions or industries, as manager of Public Health industries, or as lecturer in universities

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- Acquire master degree or equivalent from local or overseas university with accreditation and approved by the department of education (Depdiknas)
- Make a proposal for research
- Pass from several tests and interview held by University

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as researcher in research institutions or industries, as manager of Public Health either private or government institution, or as lecturer in universities.

PUBLIC HEALTH SCIENCE
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (50 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

The doctoral program in public health science aims at preparing a high quality graduates who have high competence and capability in doing research and analyzing public health issues. The program is also designed to train students to understand local culture and appreciate local wisdom as a way to solve health issues. Moreover, the students are taught to have skills in planning and managing natural resources to solve problems and have the ability as leaders.
During more than 50 years since its establishment, the Faculty of Economics and Business, Universitas Indonesia has managed to maintain its reputation as a center of education excellence in Indonesia. High performance achievement is reflected in the ability of the faculty to attain an A accreditation - the highest official accreditation for education given by the government - for all fields of majors at the Bachelor Program.

The Faculty of Economics and Business, Universitas Indonesia consists of three departments: Department of Accounting, Department of Economics and Department of Management. The faculty is committed to providing a fulfilling education for the students through its study programs and is in continuous pursuit of making the department a center of excellence for its academic research and education.

The faculty offers Bachelor, Master, Doctoral degrees and Professional programs in various areas of Accounting, Economics and Management. The curriculum is designed to stimulate students to be active participants in class activities. The faculty enjoys close cooperation with industries and a number of overseas universities such as the University of Queensland, the University of Melbourne, the University of Groningen, the University of Amsterdam, Tilburg University, Vrije Universiteit, Institute of Social Studies, the University of Adelaide and IAE de Grenoble-Universite Pierre Mendes through which students are able to study in International Joint degree Programs while gaining international education experience. The faculty also engages in mutual cooperation with many universities worldwide in areas of research, students exchange programs and quality education programs.

The faculty is highly respected nationwide for its reputation. The academic staff is known for their research and expertise in economics areas. The superior achievement standard in education set by FEUI equips its graduates with a high level of competitiveness and prestige that, combined with self-discipline and motivation, enable many graduates to earn key positions both in the private and public sector.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
Research and consultation are the main activities of the research centers at the Faculty of Economics and Business covering areas such as institutional problems, regional economics, international economic relations, international trade, finance and banking, fiscal and monetary economics, agriculture, industry, tourism, rural development, demography, labor, poverty, income distribution, small-scale enterprises and cooperatives.
RESEARCH CENTERS

- Institute for Economic and Social Research
- Institute of Management (Lembaga Manajemen)
- Institute of Demography (Lembaga Demography)

FACULTY CONTACT

Faculty of Economics and Business, Dekanat Building, 1st Floor (Dean’s Office Building) Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus, 16424, Indonesia

Tel. : +62.21.7272425, 7272646
Ext. 143, 144
Fax. : +62.21.7270024
Email : weboffice@fe.ui.ac.id
Website : www.fe.ui.ac.id

ACCOUNTING

Degree : Sarjana Ekonomi (Bachelor of Economics)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Accounting presents financial information of an enterprise through financial statement and is the reason that modern business will always show a high demand for good resources in accounting. In that case, Universitas Indonesia is responsible for educating young professionals who are ready for employment, both in public and private sector.

The program has been designed to assist students to develop theoretical and practical skills in accounting in the progressive development of information system. The focus of the curriculum design is on the associated aspect of information system and technology implementation in accounting, finance, communication skill and students’ interest on particular subjects by providing various elective courses. In order to obtain the degree, students have to complete at least 144 credits.

The study program offers a number of specializations as follows:

- Public Accounting
- Management Accounting
- Internal Auditing
- Financial Accounting
- Tax Management
- Accounting Information System
- Public Sector Accounting
- Islamic Accounting

CAREER OUTLOOK

Graduates can pursue a career as accounting administrators, financial accountants, public accountants, tax consultants, financial auditors, financial analysts and financial planners. Career opportunities are open in private companies, consulting companies and public enterprises.

ECONOMICS

Degree : Sarjana Ekonomi (Bachelor of Economics)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Economics is the study of placing resources to optimize welfare in a society. In concrete application, it may relate to production, distribution and consumption of goods or services.

UI’s Bachelor of Economics is offered to meet the demand of qualified human resources in the field of economics, either at macroeconomics or microeconomics level, to play an important role in the economic decisions applied to individuals, private organizations and the government.

There are seven concentrations that students can choose from, namely, Industrial Economics, Regional Development Economics, Human Resources and Labor Economics, Monetary Economics, Public Economics, Natural Resources and Environmental Economics and International Economics. In order to obtain the degree, students are required to complete 145 credits, consisting of 97 credits of core courses and 48 credits of elective courses.

CAREER OUTLOOK

The variety of concentration that UI’s Bachelor of Economics offer, provides graduates with the possibility to work in many economic areas in public or private sectors, such as financial advisors, stock market practitioners, investment advisors in banking industries and regional economics development planner.

MANAGEMENT

Degree : Sarjana Ekonomi (Bachelor of Economics)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language of Instruction : Indonesian
Accreditation : A
AUN-QA Assessment : 5 (out of 7)

Management encompasses activities related to the process and effort of an individual or organization to achieve a particular objective. Currently, management is closely
associated with business activities, which involves leadership, planning and organizing, controlling and evaluation.

This program is designed to develop graduates with specialization in management analysis of an organization and its functional application. In order to obtain the degree, students have to complete a minimum of 144 credits. Students are to choose one out of four offered concentrations in the field of management as follows:

- Financial Management
- Marketing Management
- Human Resource and Organizational Management
- Operations Management

CAREER OUTLOOK
Career opportunities are available in many areas of management, including project management, production management, marketing management, business consultancies and financial management in either private or public sectors.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal and Undergraduate Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS

Degree : Sarjana Ekonomi (Bachelor of Economics)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 8 Semesters
Language of Instruction : English

The Joint degree program consists of two stages. The first-two years are completed at the Faculty of Economics Universitas Indonesia while the second-two years are to be taken at selected overseas partner university. Students are exempt from taking selective subjects already taken at Universitas Indonesia.

To continue study abroad, students should apply to the partner university. The respective university reserves the right to reject an application if it does not fulfill the entry requirements set by the university as stipulated in the joint degree agreement between the faculty and the respective partner university. In the event that a student cannot be admitted to a particular university, the student is free to choose another university to apply to.

While at the Faculty of Economics, students are required to complete a minimum of 72 compulsory credits. Specialization is to be taken during the second stage of study overseas. All subjects required to complete specialization should be fulfilled considering the respective subjects are exempt from the faculty. The subjects taken overseas are equivalent to 72 credits from the Faculty of Economics.

*) Upon completion of the second stage of study, the student will be awarded a degree from Universitas Indonesia, Sarjana Ekonomi (Bachelor of Economics) and a bachelor degree from the respective university overseas.

Joint degree programs are available for the following courses.

IN COOPERATION WITH

1. The University of Queensland, Australia
   *Bachelor of Commerce (BCom)
   - Accounting
   - Business Information Systems
   - Finance

   *Bachelor of Business (BBus)
   - Accounting
   - Event Management
   - Food Industry Management
   - Hospitality Management
   - Online Business
   - Sustainable Enterprise Management
   - Sport and Leisure Management
   - Travel and Tourism Management
   - Advertising

   *Bachelor of Economics (B Econ)
   - Business and Industry
   - International Trade and Finance
   - Quantitative Methods

   *Bachelor of Business Management (BBusMan)
   - Business Economics
   - eBusiness
   - Human Resources
   - International Business
   - Physical Activity
   - Real Estate and Development
   - Marketing

2. The University of Melbourne, Australia
   *Bachelor of Commerce (BCom)
   - Accounting
   - Business
   - Economics
   - Finance
   - Management
   - Marketing

3. The University of Groningen, the Netherlands
   *Bachelor of Science (BSc)
   - Business Studies
4. The University of Amsterdam, the Netherlands
   *Bachelor of Science (BSc)
   • International Economics and Finance
   • Business Studies
5. Tilburg University, the Netherlands
   *Bachelor of Science (BSc)
   • International Economics and Finance
   • International Business

CAREER OUTLOOK
The variety of concentration that UI’s Bachelor of Economics offers, provide graduates with the possibility to work in many economic areas in public or private sectors, such as financial advisors, stock market practitioners, investment advisors in banking industries and regional economics development planners.

MASTER’S DEGREE

ACCOUNTING SCIENCE
Degree: Magister Sains Akuntasi (Master of Accounting Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This two-year full-time program aims to develop research in accounting in global, regional and national contexts. With main research on: Capital Market Based Financial Accounting, Management Accounting and Corporate Strategic Issues, Corporate Governance, Auditing and Attestation, Taxation and Information System. This program equips student with good analytical thinking skill and research skill. This program also has been accredited A by the Department of National Education. Students also have an opportunity to choose double-degree program affiliates with VU Amsterdam, Netherlands with an academic title M.Sc (Master of Accounting and Control).

CAREER OUTLOOK
Accounting is a key of a business. Graduates pursue careers as professionals or managers in the accounting area at national and multinational companies, private or public institution.

ECONOMICS
Degree: Magister Ekonomi (Master of Economics)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-7 Semesters (41 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Developed for economics graduates, the Master of Economics Science is one of UI leading programs in Faculty of Economics. This study offers six specializations: Monetary Economics, International Economics, Economic Trade and Industry, Urban and Regional Economics, Public Economics, Economics of Human Resources and Labor. UI also provides several double-degree programs affiliated with some partner universities in several countries in which students will spend one year in UI and one year in partner university, such as Australia (Australian National University and Adelaide University) for Master in International and Development Program, Netherlands (Vrije Universiteit, Universiteit van Amsterdam, Tilburg University, Institute of Social Studies) and Japan (Kobe University, Yokohama University, International University of Japan, Keio University, Ritsumeikan University).

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates pursue careers as professionals or managers in a wide range of fields at national and multinational companies, private or public institution.

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE
Degree: Magister Sains Manajemen (Master of Management Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Afternoon
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This two-year full-time prepares recent non-business graduates for a wide range of careers in management, providing them with a competitive edge in today’s job market. Master of Management Science has five specialization programs: Marketing, Finance, Strategic Management, Banking and Human Resources. This program also provides double-degree program affiliates with Adelaide University, Australia in which students study in UI in semester 1 and 4 and semester 2 and 3 in partner university.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates pursue careers as professionals or managers in a wide range of fields at national and multinational companies, private or public institution.

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
Degree: Magister Akuntansi (Master of Accounting Program)
Campus Location: Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Regular/Special Class
Length of Study: 4 semesters (Regular) / 5 semesters (Special Class) (41 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Designed for those wishing to accelerate their career in Accounting, this program provides a professional education in Accounting. Students have the opportunity to choose from one of seven specializations: Management Accounting and Control, Attestation and Financial Statement, Auditing and Internal Consultation, Taxation, Information System, Finance and Strategic and Government Accounting.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates pursue careers as professionals or managers in the accounting area at national and multinational companies, private or public institution.

MASTER OF MANAGEMENT
Degree: Magister Manajemen (Master of Management)
Campus Location: Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 semesters (42 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian/English
Accreditation: A

As a pioneer of Management Program in Indonesia, Department of Management has brought forth outstanding graduates who served high level in business either national or multinational companies. With a good reputation as a leading business and management institution in Indonesia, Master of Management Program consistently maintains and develops its academic values based on the growth of management science in the world and supported by good facilities and technology. Combining Participant Centered Learning which focuses on active learning.
process, discovering and sharing of knowledge, equips high quality graduates with balance theory and business application abilities. Master of Management also affiliates with Global Network of Advanced Management initiated by Yale University and achieves international accreditation by Abest21 Japan.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates pursue careers as professionals, business practitioners and managers in a wide range of fields at national and multinational companies, private or public institution.

**PLANNING AND PUBLIC POLICY**

- **Degree**: Magister Ekonomi (Master of Economics)
- **Campus Location**: Salemba Campus
- **Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Afternoon
- **Length of Study**: 4-6 semesters (40 credits)
- **Language of Instruction**: Indonesian
- **Accreditation**: A

Program of Master in Planning and Public Policy is a pioneer and the only Public Policy program in Indonesia. Students have opportunities to choose from one of seven specializations: Economics of Urban and Regional Planning, Economics of State and Local Finance, Business Economics, Economics of Finance and Banking, Globalization Economics and Economics of Infrastructure and Property and Public Sector Management. This program is eager to give its best efforts to provide the best education for economics practitioners and young professionals in planning and public policy sector.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates pursue careers as professionals in a wide range of fields at central and local administrative of government organizations, private companies or social welfare agencies.

**GENERAL ASSESSMENTS**
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal, Paper Assignment and Presentation and Master Thesis.
DOCTORAL DEGREE

ACCOUNTING
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok and Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (50 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The program focuses on preparing students to be expert in accounting with high competence and are acknowledged in national and international level. The students are expected to actively participate in developing the latest accounting science, developing research and publication of scientific works for significant contribution for the development of accounting science and profession in accounting fields.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Career opportunities for graduates of this program include accountants and auditors either in government or private sector or in academic teaching and research.

ECONOMICS
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This course has been designed for students to achieve an advanced and deeper theory of economics, as well as needed skill to create an independent and original research as a solution for crucial economic issue that is faced by nation or society. The students are offered to choose one of the following specialized Economics programs: Monetary, International, Trading and Industry, Urban and Regional, Public, Natural Resources and Environment, Natural Resources and Energy.

Matriculation Scheme. The candidate of students who are not from Economics discipline or have finished the graduate program of Economics two years ago must follow for maximum eight subjects of matriculation in magister level for two semesters through the scheme of Credit Earning Program before the semester of doctoral program begins.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The doctoral program of economics prepares professional economists to have career in academic, business, as well as government.

MANAGEMENT
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters (50 credits)
Language of Instruction: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This course trains students to master science and the latest practice in finance, or banking, or marketing, or strategic-management, also the relation to other disciplines. Moreover, the students are also prepared to have conceptual skill according to their expertise for the improvement of the company. The students are also equipped with integrity and care toward the society and environment, as well as the desire to build cooperation to give positive effect to the business world. This program offers three specializations such as finance, marketing, strategic-management and banking.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The career opportunities provided for the graduates of doctoral program of management science are:

- Finance: financial consultant, financial analyst, teaching staffs and financial policy makers
- Marketing: marketing consultant, marketing analyst, teaching staffs and marketing policy makers.
- Strategic Management: consultant, company strategy analyst and teaching staffs.
- Banking: banking consultant, banking analyst, teaching staffs and banking policy makers.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar, dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- Master degree from one of the following institutions: 1) Public university, 2) Private university with a diploma equated by Kopertis, 3) Overseas university with a diploma that has been approved and equated by the education department of Republic of Indonesia.
- Pass Academic Potential Test or TPA and English test
- Pass interview test
- Submit proposal of dissertation
The Faculty of Humanities, Universitas Indonesia is one of the oldest faculties among the thirteen faculties at Universitas Indonesia. Founded in 1940 by the Dutch colonial administration, it has undergone several changes in its naming before retaining its current name: Fakultas Ilmu Pengetahuan Budaya (Faculty of Humanities), which was formally adopted in 2002. For years, it was previously called Fakultas Sastra (Faculty of Letters). Having years of experience in education, the Faculty of Humanities is a leading, internationally-recognized center of excellence in teaching, research and community services in the area of culture.

Currently, the Faculty of Humanities manages six departments which administer 24 regular programs, both at the undergraduate and graduate levels. This faculty also has a Lembaga Bahasa Internasional (LBI), which is an academic venture unit within the faculty, serving Indonesian Language Course for Non-Native Speakers (BIPA Program), Foreign Language Service Program and Translation and Interpretation Program.

In its effort to carry out its missions, the Faculty of Humanities has established partnership and cooperation with other domestic and international research or education institutions, as well as foreign representatives of other countries in Indonesia.

**RESEARCH INTERESTS**
- Indigenous culture
- Gender in development
- Art and modern society
- Language and literature
- History
- Health ethnography
- Social psychology
- Tourism in cultural history

**RESEARCH CENTERS**
Pusat Penelitian Kemasyarakatan dan Budaya (Research Center for Society and Culture)

**FACULTY CONTACT**
Faculty of Humanities
Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus
West Java, 16424

Tel. : +62.21. 7270009, 7863528, 7863529
Fax. : +62.21. 7270038
Email : humas1@ui.ac.id
Website : http://www.fib.ui.ac.id
ARCHEOLOGY

Degree: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: B

Archeology studies the result of human cultures as part of human civilization development or a history-related setting. This science provides information about past human civilization through artifact remains of past civilizations that archeologists explore and analyze.

This program is aimed at providing comprehension about dynamic human culture, including Indonesian historical artifacts, culture conservation, epigraphy, paleography and culture resources management.

ARABIC STUDIES

Degree: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Accreditation: A

The Study Program of Arabic is a center of excellence for quality research and education and the application of knowledge and technology in the associated area with regards to the current mainstream and demand of professionals in the Arabic language.

The study program is designed to provide students with an intellectually suitable approach to Arabic Studies. Students will be given lectures covering the fundamentals of philosophy, cultural changes, Arabic phonetics and phonology, morphology, semantics, Arabic literature, Arabic journalism, correspondence, Arabic history and Islamic history.

CAREER OUTLOOK

Graduates can pursue possible careers in a variety of posts in education sectors, religious institutions, language and translation services, publication companies, religious services.
Practical projects engaging laboratory work will be part of the education students will have to perform. As a conclusion to their study, students must conduct a thesis project as a requirement to obtain the degree of Bachelor of Humanities.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates who have competence in archeology are in demand in socio-cultural and tourism areas, education, cultural sites, museum and cultural conservation. Graduates can also choose a career path in archeological research.

### CHINESE STUDIES

**Degree**: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 8 Semesters

**Accreditation**: B

The Chinese Study Program is developed to provide sufficient courses necessary for competence in the Chinese language. Attention is also given to analytical skills applicable for literary works and research purposes. The study program is engaged in a continuous effort to gain recognition for research and community services at local, national and international levels.

Students are introduced to approaches in the study of the Chinese language, research skills and competence for critical analysis by providing them with theoretical foundations and methodologies for research activities. The Program also provides courses covering the fundamentals of philosophy, Chinese literary studies, general Chinese phonetics and phonology, morphology, semantics, as well as classic and contemporary Chinese history.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates can pursue a career path in a variety of job positions in education sectors, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.

### DUTCH STUDIES

**Degree**: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 8 Semesters

**Accreditation**: B

Dutch Studies develops a series of courses that covers mastering the Dutch language, Dutch history, Dutch literature and socio-cultural studies. The program also enforces research and community services at local, national and international level.

The study program introduces students to approaches in studying the Dutch language which enables them to develop their research skills and competence for critical analysis, while at the same time providing them with theoretical foundation and methodologies for research activities. Students will also be provided with courses covering the fundamentals of philosophy, cultural changes, Dutch literary studies, public speaking, Dutch phonetics and phonology, morphology, semantics and Dutch history.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates can pursue a career path in a variety of positions including the education sector, language and translation services, publication companies, etc.

### ENGLISH STUDIES

**Degree**: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 8 Semesters

**Accreditation**: B

The English Study Program is developed to provide sufficient courses necessary for competence in English language skills and communication mastery in English, both in formal and informal setting. Attention is also given to skills applicable across literary works and research purposes.

The courses provide students with theoretical foundations and methodologies for research activities. Emphasis is also given to introduction approaches to the study of the English language, English history, English culture, research skills and competence for critical analysis.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Career opportunities are available in the areas of education, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.

### GERMAN STUDIES

**Degree**: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 8 Semesters

**Accreditation**: B

The German Study Program develops a series of courses that enables students to master the German language, German history, German literature and socio-cultural studies. The

### FRENCH STUDIES

**Degree**: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location**: Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study**: 8 Semesters

**Accreditation**: B

French Studies is developed to provide sufficient courses necessary for competence in French language skills and communication mastery in French, both in written and spoken discourse. Attention is also given to skills applicable across literary works and research purposes.

The courses provide students with theoretical foundations and methodologies for research activities, approaches to language study of French, French history, French culture, research skills and competence for critical analysis.

Students are given courses covering the fundamentals of philosophy, French literary studies, French phonetics and phonology, morphology, semantics, lexicology, lexicography, French culture and history studies. Students can enjoy interesting subjects by enrolling in elective courses including French correspondence, French cinema study, film criticism, media in French, francophone literature.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Career opportunities are available in the areas of education, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.
study program also enforces research and community services at local, national and international level.

The courses provide students with theoretical foundation and methodologies for research activities, approaches to German language study, German history, German culture, research skills and competence for critical analysis.

Students are given courses covering the fundamentals of philosophy, German literary studies, German phonetics and phonology, German culture and history studies. Students can enjoy interesting subjects by enrolling in electives courses including Holocaust theme in German culture and German popular culture.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Career opportunities are available in the areas of education, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.

**INDONESIAN STUDIES**

**Degree:** Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location:** Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study:** 8 Semesters

**Language:** Indonesian

**Accreditation:** A

The Indonesian Studies Program is a center of excellence for quality applicable skills covering Indonesian language skills, literary works and research purposes. The study program is engaged in a continuous effort to gain recognition for research and community services at local, national and international level.

The study program is designed to provide students with an intellectually suitable approach to Indonesian Studies. Students will be given courses covering Indonesian language studies including Indonesian phonology, morphology, syntax and Indonesian literature. Students can enjoy interesting subjects by enrolling in elective courses of Indonesian traditional literature, gender studies in literature, Malay traditional art, Thai language and popular literature.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Career opportunities are available in the areas of education, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.

**JAPANESE STUDIES**

**Degree:** Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location:** Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study:** 8 Semesters

**Accreditation:** B

The Japanese Studies Program is a center of excellence for quality research and education, application of knowledge and technology in the associated area with regard to the current progress of Japanese studies.

The study program is designed to provide students with an intellectually suitable approach to Japanese Studies. Students will be given courses covering the fundamentals of philosophy, cultural changes, Japanese phonology, morphology, syntax, Japanese literature and Japanese history.

Students can enjoy interesting subjects by enrolling in elective courses including Japanese in business correspondence, women in Japanese culture, Japan culinary tradition, Showa history, Zaibatsu history, Japanese business ethics, Okinawa culture and society, Meiji restoration and industrialization in Japan.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Career opportunities are available in education, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.

**JAVANESE STUDIES**

**Degree:** Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location:** Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study:** 8 Semesters

**Language:** Indonesian

**Accreditation:** B

The Javanese Studies Program is a center of excellence for quality applicable skills covering Javanese language skills, literary works and research purposes.

The study program is designed to provide students with an intellectually suitable approach to Javanese Studies. Students will be given courses covering the fundamentals of philosophy, cultural changes, Javanese phonology, phonetics, ancient Javanese language, Sanskrit and Javanese history.

Students can enjoy interesting subjects by enrolling in elective courses including Indonesian puppetry art, Javanese arts, paleography, traditional folklore, Javanese culture appreciation and culture research methodology.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Career opportunities are available in the areas of education, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.

**KOREAN STUDIES**

**Degree:** Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location:** Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study:** 8 Semesters

**Accreditation:** C

The Korean Studies Program is a center of excellence for quality applicable skills covering Korean language skills, literary works and research purpose. The study program is engaged in a continuous effort to gain recognition for research and community services at local, national and international level.

The study program is designed to provide students with an intellectually suitable approach to Korean Studies. Students will be given courses covering the fundamentals of philosophy, cultural changes, Korean phonology, morphology, syntax, Korean literature and Korean history.

Students can enjoy interesting subjects by enrolling in elective courses including Korean business ethics, Korean popular culture studies, Korean political system and Korean corporate culture.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Career opportunities are available in education, language and translation services, publication companies, governmental offices for foreign affairs.

**RUSSIAN STUDIES**

**Degree:** Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)

**Campus Location:** Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study:** 8 Semesters

**Accreditation:** B
The Russian Studies Program designs a series of courses that facilitate students to master the Russian language, provide students with knowledge of Russian history and in depth understanding of Russian literatures and socio-cultural richness. The study program also enforces research and community services at local, national and international level.

The study program introduces students to approaches of Russian language study, enables them to develop their research skills and competence for critical analysis and provide them with theoretical foundation and methodologies for research activities. Upon completion of this program, graduates are expected to gain academic authority while having competence necessary to produce qualified works, such as books, articles and scientific papers in history areas.

The taught subjects include the fundamentals of philosophy, cultural changes, Russian literary studies, Russian phonetics and phonology, morphology, syntax and Russian history. Students can also enjoy electives such as Russian folklore studies, Russian media and society studies and democracy in Russia.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates can pursue careers in various positions in the education sector, language and translation services, publication companies.

---

**HISTORY STUDIES**

- **Degree**: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)
- **Campus Location**: Depok Campus
- **Lecture Schedule**: Morning/Daytime
- **Length of Study**: 8 Semesters
- **Language**: Indonesian
- **Accreditation**: A

History is the study of events and human life in the past. The study may involve chronological analysis and exploration of recorded sources. The study program is designed to lead students to obtain academic authority while having the competence necessary to produce qualified works, such as books, articles and scientific papers in the field of history.

This program teaches fundamental knowledge in history at the first semester and proceeds to broaden coverage of history studies including Indonesian history and world history. The taught subjects include philosophy, man and art in Indonesia, historiography, South East Asia history and historiography, American history, Australian history, Indo-China history.
**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of the program can expect employment in education, gallery and art exhibition industry, governmental and non-governmental offices, librarianship and museum management and tourism industry.

**LIBRARY AND INFORMATION STUDIES**

Degree: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The Library and Information study focuses on the study of all aspects engaged in the management system of information resources. In this study program, there is a focus on the relationship between information resources itself and a person or an organization possessing tools of information recording.

Students of the program will be able to develop their understanding and competence in library and information management which will lead them to applicable contribution in the related field in society through research and development.

Students gain comprehensive knowledge of the core primary courses in management and methodology of information organization, presentation and preservation in various forms including, audio-visual, internet-based and printed versions.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of the program can expect employment in business and administration management, education management, gallery and art exhibition industry, governmental and non-governmental offices, librarianship and museum management.

**PHILOSOPHY**

Degree: Sarjana Humaniora (Bachelor of Humanities)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Philosophy is the study about the underlying foundation of a subject. In the understanding of common people, philosophy employs deep analysis of a particular subject either physically or non-physically, including its coinage, existence, value and concept.

Students are given knowledge of Middle-Age philosophy, metaphysics, modern philosophy, paradigm of feminism, epistemology, ethno philosophy and language-related philosophy. The practical skills on philosophy are delivered through class seminars and thesis project where students have to undertake a research on philosophy at the end of the study.

**GENERAL ASSESSMENTS**

Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal and Undergraduate Thesis.

**SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS**

International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since some courses may be delivered in the Indonesian language.

**HISTORY**

Degree: Magister Humaniora (Master of Humanities)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (41 credits)
Accreditation: B

This two-year program aims to prepare student to be a historian with a high ability in theory and application. It encourages students to increase their research skills and to deepen their history knowledge. The graduates will have the ability to categorize and develop concept, theory and also methodology in the field of history.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of this program may work as professionals in the area of education and research, curatorship, government offices, historical tourism industries and related areas.

**ARCHAEOLOGY**

Degree: Magister Humaniora (Master of Humanities)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (41 credits)
Accreditation: A

This program aims to train graduates with good analytical thinking and research skill combined with wide knowledge and professional ethics. This study also aims to develop education in archeology as an effort to enhance nation’s dignity and socialize archeology in Indonesian society. Moreover, increasing the number of research in archeology also becomes one of the missions of this study.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of this program may work as librarians or professionals in the area of education, government offices, publishing industries and related areas.
**LINGUISTICS**

**Degree** : Magister Humaniora (Master of Humanities)

**Campus Location** : Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule** : Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study** : 4-6 Semesters (41 credits)

This program aims to be a leading center of excellence in developing theory of linguistics and its application and enhance researches in the field of linguistics either national or foreign languages. This course also has a mission to widen international network in both national and international level. The students are trained to do research by using interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches and also equipped with a strong analytical thinking and strategic skill, such as linguistics, translation, humanities and language education.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of this program may work as professionals in the area of education, translating, government offices, language consulting offices, publishing companies and related areas.

---

**PHILOSOPHY**

**Degree** : Magister Humaniora (Master of Humanities)

**Campus Location** : Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule** : Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study** : 4-6 Semesters (41 credits)

**Accreditation** : B

This course equips students with a good analytical thinking and research skill combined with a good ethics in order to solve humanity issues with interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches. The students will be trained to analyze philosophers’ thoughts using philosophical methodology in connection with issues in science and contemporary culture.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of this program may work as a writer or professionals in the area of education, government offices, art and publishing industries and related areas.

---

**LITERATURE**

**Degree** : Magister Humaniora (Master of Humanities)

**Campus Location** : Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule** : Morning/Daytime

**Length of Study** : 4-6 Semesters (41 credits)

**Accreditation** : A

With a mission to enhance the quality of literary science, especially in literature, philology, art performance and cultural studies, this program aims to be a leading institution that supports the development of research in literary science. This course trains graduates who have a strong research skill in literature and cultural studies. Moreover, students are trained to do innovative research to solve issues in literature and cultural studies with interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of this program may work as professionals in the area of education, publishing companies, art work production industries and related areas.

---

**HISTORY**

**Degree** : Doctor

**Campus Location** : Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule** : Morning/Daytime/Evening

**Length of Study** : 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)

**Language** : Indonesian

**Accreditation** : A

Envisioned to be the center of education and research institution of history in regional, national and international level, to reach its objectives, the course prepares students to be experts with high competence both in theory and its applications. Moreover, students are trained to create a scientific work in history field to share and develop their skill and knowledge, as well as giving contribution to institution either government and non-government to enhance the public awareness of history studies in society.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

The graduates of this program have career opportunity in history field either in government or private sector, or as lecturers in universities.

---

**LEGAL ASSESSMENTS**

Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal, Paper Assignment and Presentation, Seminar and Master Thesis.

---

**ARCHEOLOGY**

**Degree** : Doctor

**Campus Location** : Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule** : Morning/Daytime/Evening

**Length of Study** : 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)

**Language** : Indonesian

**Accreditation** : A

The doctoral program in Archeology has objectives to train students to have high competence in evaluating Archeology by managing, leading and developing research by multidisciplinary approaches to create creative works that are original and proven to solve cases in Archeology field. This study program has missions to increase research in developing archeology science and also cooperate with many institutions in both national and international level.

---

**LINGUISTICS**

**Degree** : Doctor

**Campus Location** : Depok Campus

**Lecture Schedule** : Morning/Daytime/Evening

**Length of Study** : 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)

**Language** : Indonesian

**Accreditation** : B

The study program has visions to be a leading institution in developing theoretical linguistics and its application in Indonesian language, local languages and other foreign languages, by encouraging the education and research, as well as professional interaction in national and international level. The students are trained to evaluate theory and methodology in linguistics to create a creative, original and innovative work by using multidisciplinary approaches.
**WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY**

**Rudy Banse, VU University Amsterdam**

“I had never been to Indonesia before and wanted to experience the real Indonesian life. In my opinion, doing an exchange to UI gives you a good opportunity to experience this. My exchange to UI got me in touch with a lot of Indonesian students who could show and tell me about Indonesia. Traveling and doing things with the students from UI made me feel like I was really experiencing the country. Coming to Indonesia as a tourist wouldn’t give you the same insights into Indonesia and its people as the exchange did for me. I can tell from experience that the Indonesian students are open and friendly to foreign students. They will try to help you in any way they can if you have a question. But it can take a moment before they will approach you, so try to approach them sometimes by yourself.”

**LITERATURE STUDIES**

**Degree:** Doctor  
**Campus Location:** Depok Campus  
**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime/Evening  
**Length of Study:** 6–10 Semesters (50 credits)  
**Language:** Indonesian  
**Accreditation:** A

The study program has missions to enhance the quality of Literature Studies, especially Literature, Philology, Cultural Performance and Cultural Studies. Moreover, this course trains students to develop research in Literature Studies. Students are prepared to have high competence in explaining the theory and methodology developed in Literature and Cultural Studies, as well as able to evaluate the issues in Literature Studies and Cultural Studies from Indonesia perspective.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of this program may work as professionals in the area of education, publishing companies, art work production industries and related areas.

**PHILOSOPHY**

**Degree:** Doctor  
**Campus Location:** Depok Campus  
**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime/Evening  
**Length of Study:** 6–10 Semesters (50 credits)  
**Language:** Indonesian

This course trains students to have a high competence in categorizing the theory and methods of Philosophy and developing research in Philosophy field by multidisciplinary approaches to create a creative, innovative, original and proven scientific work. Moreover, students are taught to be able to compare the methods in philosophy and other science methods. The program also prepares students to be able to explain the fourth basic science paradigm and able to compare the logics and methods from each paradigm. Furthermore, students are trained to criticize the cultural issue by developing the theory and methods of humanities.
The Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia, is one of the largest and the best law faculty in Indonesia. The faculty has been a center of development for law enforcement and law studies in Indonesia and has been widely recognized as the home of many distinguished national figures.

Its academic degree programs have been designed to reflect the development of legal studies in accordance with the legal application and system in Indonesia. The faculty offers Bachelor, Master and Doctoral degrees in the area of legal studies. Along with academic quality development, the faculty offers an international bachelor program in law studies.

Research activities are enforced within the faculty by the establishment of the Djokosoetono Research Center (DRC) which is dedicated to studying the history, development, operations and effects of legal systems and legal policies.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
The emphasis is on normative and empirical study of different areas of law. The main areas of research include: public law, public administration, the state and the citizen; the social foundations of public law; dispute resolution, law in transition societies; regulation in various contexts; environmental law; media law and regulation; civil justice; courts and public policy. Although these areas of study are diverse, the methodology by which they are studied is similar.

RESEARCH CENTERS
- Center for Civil Law Studies
- Center for Law, Society and Development Studies
- Center for Procedural Law and Justice System Studies
- Human Rights Center
- Center for Law and Good Governance Studies
- Center for International Law Studies
- Center for Constitutional Law Studies
- Center for Law and Technology Studies
- Center for Natural Resources Law Studies
- Tax Law Center
- Center for Law and Economics
- Center for Trade Competition and Policy Studies
- Center for Islam and Islamic Law Studies
- Indonesian Court Monitoring Society
Universitas Indonesia’s Bachelor degree in Law focuses on the knowledge and practice of law system in Indonesia which is based on a civil law system influenced by customary law and Roman Dutch law.

Attributed as the best law school with an A category from the National Accreditation Board of Higher Education, the bachelor program of the Faculty of Law, Universitas Indonesia offers an academic environment enabling students to master Indonesian law and legal system, have in-depth knowledge of law science and skills, have a sense of awareness towards social justice, able to accurately analyze current issues in law and able to employ law system as a problem solver.

In order to obtain the degree, students are required to complete a minimum of 144 credits, which can be completed within 4 years and maximum 6 years of study.

This program offers seven concentrations that students can choose as follows:
- Law of Public Interaction
- Law of Crime Prevention and Rehabilitation
- Law Practice
- Law of Economics
- Law of Public and State Interaction
- Law of Transitional Interaction
- Law of Social Problem and Welfare

CAREER OUTLOOK
Expertise of legal system is required in many areas of law-related occupations including business, education and research, politics, non-governmental organization, government legal institution, law firms and law practice for individual consultancy. The possible careers include law consultant, legal officer, in-house lawyer, judges, attorney, lawyer, legal planner, etc.

**LAW**

**Degree:** Sarjana Hukum (Bachelor of Law)
**Campus Location:** Depok Campus
**Lecture Schedule:** Morning/Daytime
**Length of Study:** 8 Semesters
**Language:** Indonesian
**Accreditation:** A

**BACHELOR’S DEGREE**

**GENERAL ASSESSMENTS**
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal and Undergraduate Thesis.

**SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS**
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

The International Class at the Faculty of Law was held as an innovation to enhance the quality of graduates in law, maintaining the recognition of the Faculty of Law Universitas Indonesia as one of the best law schools in Indonesia.

This international class is a result of an academic cooperation between Universitas Indonesia and the University of Groningen, the Netherlands. Therefore, the students can enjoy quality education from two reputable universities in two countries. Graduates of this program are encouraged to pursue their Master degree (LL.M.) in International Economic and Business Law at the University of Groningen. This program allows students to accelerate bachelor degree in 3 years and complete the master degree 1 year afterwards.

**OTHER PARTNER UNIVERSITY**
The International Class of the Faculty of Law has also been developing joint cooperation with several universities in the Netherlands, including:
- University of Groningen, Faculty of Law, the Netherlands
- Erasmus University Rotterdam, Erasmus school of Law, the Netherlands
- Leiden University, the Netherlands
- Universiteit Utrecht, Faculteit Recht, Economie, Bestuur en Organisatie, Department Rechtsgeleerdheid, the Netherlands
• University of Canberra, Australia
• University of Kobe, Japan
• University of Technology Sydney, Australia
• NUS, Singapore

CAREER OUTLOOK
Expertise of legal system is required in many areas of law-related occupations including business, education and research, politics, non-governmental organization, government legal institution, law firms and law practice for individual consultancy. The possible careers include law consultant, legal officer, in-house lawyer, judges, attorney, lawyer, & legal planner.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to have a good understanding of English and meet the English language requirement set by the university as the courses are delivered in English.

MASTER'S DEGREE

LAW
Degree : Magister Hukum (Master of Law)
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

The Faculty of Law has both a local and global focus, offering a wide range of concentration in graduate studies and maintains its position as the best law school in Indonesia. The program includes lectures, class discussion, guest lectures, as well as conference or video-conference.

There are several concentrations within the Master of Law program such as Economics Law, Transnational Law, Natural Resource Law, Intellectual Rights and Technology, International Trade Law, Human Resource Law, Human Rights and Good Governance.

You will need to obtain 42 credits for this program which can be completed in 3 or 4 semesters.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this program pursue further career related to law and legal systems, taking positions at law firms, public institutions, international agencies and companies, or open their own legal consultancy offices.

DOCTORAL DEGREE

LAW
Degree : Doctor
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study : 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

The doctoral program of law is designed to prepare students in mastering theoretical and conceptual approach related to their expertise, using their knowledge and skills to overcome complex problems, able to communicate his thoughts and works to peer group and also society. (roup). There are two kinds of programs in this course such as:

• By Course Program
In this program, the doctor candidate must follow and pass several subjects and at the end of the program, the student must finish and pass dissertation, as well as create for minimum 1(one) article that is feasible to be upload in international journal.

• By Research Program
The candidate does not need to follow or pass several subjects. However, the candidate must create at least an article that has been accepted in international journal.

The students of doctoral program must choose one of the available specialized field as the focus of their research and dissertation. Beside, students who choose By Course Program have to choose Theory of Law that is related to his specialization area.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program have career opportunity in law field either in government or private sector, or as lecturers in universities.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar, dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
• Have background of undergraduate and master program in law.
• For those who does not have background in master program of law must join certain subjects related to theory and methodology of law research at the beginning of semester.
• Pass  Potential Academic Test or TPA
• Pass English test
• Submit a proposal of dissertation 4 (four) copies in English to the Secretariat of Graduate Program (for Research Program)
• Pass interview test of the dissertation proposal

NOTARY
Degree : Magister Kenotariatan (Master of Notary)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Students will have the opportunity to study with professionals in this area. You will study in-depth knowledge and practical law study, which are emphasized in this study such as Contract Law, Banking Law, Corporate Law, Notary and Tax Law and many other courses.

You will need to obtain 42 credits for this program which can be completed in 3 or 4 semesters.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this program pursue further career related to law and legal systems, taking positions at law firms, public institutions, international agencies and companies, or open their own legal consultancy offices.

The doctoral program of law is designed to prepare students in mastering theoretical and conceptual approach related to their expertise, using their knowledge and skills to overcome complex problems, able to communicate his thoughts and works to peer group and also society. (roup). There are two kinds of programs in this course such as:

• By Course Program
In this program, the doctor candidate must follow and pass several subjects and at the end of the program, the student must finish and pass dissertation, as well as create for minimum 1(one) article that is feasible to be upload in international journal.

• By Research Program
The candidate does not need to follow or pass several subjects. However, the candidate must create at least an article that has been accepted in international journal.

The students of doctoral program must choose one of the available specialized field as the focus of their research and dissertation. Beside, students who choose By Course Program have to choose Theory of Law that is related to his specialization area.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program have career opportunity in law field either in government or private sector, or as lecturers in universities.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar, dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
• Have background of undergraduate and master program in law.
• For those who does not have background in master program of law must join certain subjects related to theory and methodology of law research at the beginning of semester.
• Pass  Potential Academic Test or TPA
• Pass English test
• Submit a proposal of dissertation 4 (four) copies in English to the Secretariat of Graduate Program (for Research Program)
• Pass interview test of the dissertation proposal

NOTARY
Degree : Magister Kenotariatan (Master of Notary)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Students will have the opportunity to study with professionals in this area. You will study in-depth knowledge and practical law study, which are emphasized in this study such as Contract Law, Banking Law, Corporate Law, Notary and Tax Law and many other courses.

You will need to obtain 42 credits for this program which can be completed in 3 or 4 semesters.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this program pursue further career related to law and legal systems, taking positions at law firms, public institutions, international agencies and companies, or open their own legal consultancy offices.
The Faculty of Psychology’s vision is to become the leader in the education, development and application of psychology with urban and indigenous cross-cultural orientation. In particular, the faculty runs targeted programs in advancing its academic quality by producing psychology findings and publications with urban and indigenous cross-cultural orientation, developing psychology study centers, developing electronic data center on psychology researches, applying psychology to empower the society and developing the Psychology Testing Development Center (Research, Intellectual Rights and Distribution).

Currently there are six areas of development in the Faculty of Psychology, including Developmental Psychology, Education Psychology, General and Experimental Psychology, Clinical Psychology and Social Psychology. In response to the society’s needs toward experts in psychology, the Faculty of Psychology now offers undergraduate programs and graduate programs, which include Master Program in Psychology, Master Program in Applied Psychology and the Doctorate Degree Program.

The Faculty of Psychology is closely linked with the University of Queensland. The partnership between two universities results in the award of a joint degree bachelor program which enables students to obtain degrees from Universitas Indonesia and the University of Queensland.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
Urban, indigenous and cross cultural psychology related to the six areas of development.

RESEARCH CENTERS
• Psychological Research Institute (Pusat Riset Psikologi)
• Crisis Center (Pusat Krisis)

FACULTY CONTACT
Faculty of Psychology
Universitas Indonesia, Depok Campus, 16424, Indonesia

Fax. : +62.21.7863526
Email : fpsiui@ui.ac.id
Website : www.psikologi.ui.ac.id
Psychology is the study of human behavior and its applicable solutions to human problems. By studying psychology, students will have opportunities to develop in-depth exploration on knowledge as well as practical psychology.

The Faculty of Psychology offers a Bachelor Degree in six fields of study programs, namely Clinical Psychology, Developmental Psychology, Industrial and Organizational Psychology, General and Experimental Psychology, Educational Psychology and Social Psychology.

The study process engaged in the current teaching and learning techniques focuses on student-centered learning, class discussion, collaborative learning and problem based learning.

CAREER OUTLOOK
After graduation, students will have an expansive future career in psychology areas including research, human resources, marketing, journalism, advertising, training and development, public relation and education. Students who wish to practice as psychologist must continue their study to Master of Professional Psychology in a specific area of psychology.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Project Proposal and Undergraduate Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

The International Class Program at the Faculty of Psychology UI is an educational program held by the Faculty of Psychology, Universitas Indonesia in conjunction with the School of Psychology, Faculty of Social Behavioral Science, University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia.

The duration of the program is 4 years, during which students will spend two years at Universitas Indonesia and two years at the University of Queensland. Students who complete all courses and requirements will graduate as Bachelor of Art (BA) in Psychology from the University of Queensland and Sarjana Psikologi (S.Psi) from Universitas Indonesia.

At the 1st until 4th semester at Universitas Indonesia students study courses such as Social Psychology, Industrial and Organizational Psychology, Philosophy, Research Method and Cross Cultural Psychology. At the 5th until 8th semester, the subjects given include Child Development, Neuroscience for Psychologist, Learning and Cognition and Psychopathology.

CAREER OUTLOOK
A graduate degree in psychology opens possibilities to many career options in at least most common areas of employment include research and education, business, government sector, mental health services, social works or private psychology consulting service.

Designed for Psychology graduates who aim to pursue professional career as professional psychologist and in the end of the program, students have the opportunity to obtain a license from Himpunan Psikologi Indonesia (HIMPSI) or Community of Indonesian Psychology. This program provides students with specialized programs that can be chosen one out of four, such as Psychology of Adult Clinic, Psychology of Children Clinic, Psychology of Education and Psychology of...
Industry and Organization. The students are trained to do research by using principles and methodology of Psychology, also to use psycho-diagnostic tools to do consultation and/or psychotherapy.

CAREER OUTLOOK
A graduate degree in psychology opens possibilities to many career options in at least most common areas of employment include research and education, business, government sector, mental health services, social works or private psychology consulting service.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Semester Test, Final Semester Test, Assignments, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Assignments and Master Thesis.

DOCTORAL DEGREE

Sung Ho Choe, Sociology, Seoul National University

"UI is the most prestigious university in Indonesia. By interacting with students here, I could easily sense that all of the UI students have high pride as being a part of UI community. If you have any questions, concerns, or problems they are always here to help you anytime. By coming to Indonesia for the third time, I can proudly assure you that I have never disappointed by the ‘friendly’, ‘warm-hearted’ and welcoming culture of Indonesian people, anywhere in the archipelago. Although it might require huge courage and decision for you to come here, you will never regret once you interact and hang around with Indonesian people here."

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program have career opportunity in Psychology either in government or private sector, industries, corporate, or as lecturers in universities.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
- Graduate from a master program in local or overseas universities that have been accredited by the Department of Education of Republic of Indonesia with minimum GPA 3.00
- Have background knowledge in Psychology, by submitting one of the diploma (undergraduate/master) published by Faculty of Psychology that has been accredited by BAN PT
- Pass registration tests such as Academic Potential Test, English Test and Interview test according to the dissertation proposal.

WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY

PSYCHOLOGY
Degree: Doctor
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6-10 Semesters (50 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

The doctoral program of Psychology is organized in by course concept, which is the student must join several class before he or she is appointed as a doctor candidate and able to do research. This course aims to prepare graduates in Psychology who have high capability and competence in understanding philosophical foundation and state of the art of Psychology that is relevant to the research, finding out the strengths or weaknesses of the theory, evaluating the theory, as well as make a new theory in Psychology. Moreover, the students are trained to create original works and sharing or publishing their thesis in forums or journals.
The Faculty of Social and Political Sciences is one of Indonesia’s leading faculties in social subjects constituting of 8 Departments: Administration Science, Communication Studies, Criminology, International Relations, Political Studies, Social Anthropology, Social Welfare and Sociology.

Research in departments is encouraged through the development of 13 research centers working on four research clusters: Global Awareness, Democracy and Governance, Social Integration, Ethnicity and Poverty and National Industry. Many of these concentrated research areas attract international scholars to conduct a joint research as visiting scholars.

Most departments are closely linked with national and international institutions and universities. Through such partnership, the faculty and students can enjoy possibilities for student and lecturers exchange, joint research, continuing education, symposium, conference and curriculum improvement programs.

In addition to its quality research, the faculty also offers a tightly planned study program with the total number of 35 study programs with 52 concentrations in Bachelor, Master and Doctoral degrees which are taught in departments. Through concentration programs, students have the flexibility to take subjects that suit their interest.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
Research activities are enforced in every core of study at the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences, including international relations, politics and governance, social issues, communication, gender issues, crimes and social issues.

RESEARCH CENTERS
- CERIC (Center for Research on Inter-group Relations and Conflict Resolution)
- CEACoS (Center for East Asia Cooperation Studies)
- PACIVIS (Center for Global Civil Society Studies)
- Anthropology Laboratory
- Political Science Laboratory
- Sociology Laboratory/ Center for Sociological Studies for Administration Science Studies
- Center for Social Welfare Science Studies
- Center for Social Welfare Studies
- Center for Criminology Studies
- Center for Social and Political Development Studies
- Center for Political Studies (Puskapol)
- Center of Communication Studies
COMMUNICATION STUDIES

Degree: Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Accreditation: A

Communication studies offers knowledge in information interaction and transfer process that occurs between two parties. In the process of communication, there is a medium of communication which is also studied as part of the communication area. The object of communication may deal with public opinion, ideas and business interest.

Universitas Indonesia’s Communication Studies is recognized as the best communication studies in Indonesia based on a survey conducted by the Data Research and Analysis Center of a leading Indonesian magazine. The bachelor degree in Communication Studies encompasses study in media and mass communication, from theoretical comprehension to practical skills. Students will be equipped with relevant knowledge and skills on audio visual and printed media such as radio and television broadcasting, journalism and advertising. Besides, students will also study the underpinning knowledge in communication such as media ethics, media regulations and media relations.

There are four specific study programs that students can choose from in the area of communication studies: journalism, mass communication, public relation and advertising. To support academic activities, several laboratories consisting of audiovisual, radio, multimedia and photography laboratories are available.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates with skills in communication can work at mass-media companies, advertising and media placement agency and photography. Possible jobs are as journalist, news-anchor, reporter, photographer and audio visual as well as printed commercial designer.

COMMUNICATION STUDIES

(INTERNATIONAL CLASS)

Degree: Sarjana Sosial and Bachelor of Art (Joint degree)
Partner University: The University of Queensland, Curtin University, Deakin University
Campus Location: Depok Campus, Universitas Indonesia and partner university’s campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters (1-4: Universitas Indonesia 5-8: partner university
Language: English

The International Class of Communication studies at the Faculty of Social and Political Sciences is established to enhance the academic capacity of Universitas Indonesia and its graduates in the international level. The department ensures that the graduates of this program continue to be at the leading position of communication field, possessing professional ethics, both in academic role or in industrial world.

This program is offered in joint degree scheme with partner universities. Upon graduation, students will be awarded two degrees, Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science) from Universitas Indonesia and Bachelor of Art from partner university.

Students of this program are given opportunities to choose one of the two offered concentrations as follows. The concentration selection is done at the second year after completing general courses at the first year.

- Public Relations, in partnership with University of Queensland
- Advertising, in partnership with Curtin University of Technology and Deakin University

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates with skills in communication can work at mass-media companies, advertising and media placement agency and photography. Possible jobs are as journalist, news-anchor, reporter, photographer and audio visual as well as printed commercial designer.

CRIMINOLOGY

Degree: Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Criminology involves the understanding of human and social behavior while observing tendency to negative behavior. It corresponds to a wide range of disciplinary areas of modern society: law, psychology, sociology and information technology. Criminologists help policy makers in shaping regulations for crime prevention and rehabilitation.

Universitas Indonesia’s criminology study program is one of the most prestigious criminology programs in Indonesia. Students study the basic knowledge and methodology in criminology and the formulation of regulations in crime prevention, rehabilitation and social problems. Students will also have to keep themselves updated with current social issues, trends and phenomena that affect social behavior.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The skills and knowledge in criminology gives graduates the opportunity to pursue a career in various areas and occupations including police corps, public service, rehabilitation centers, research and education.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Degree: Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

International relation deals with the policy of how a nation responds to foreign affairs and international issues. In a concrete aspect, it may correspond to how a nation determines its position among world society. It covers many aspects of human interests, such as social economy, international law and human rights.

Universitas Indonesia’s International Relations program is a reputable program offered by the Faculty of Social and Political Science.
students of International Relations are very motivated and talented students, willing to pursue outstanding achievements both in academic and non-academic performance. The study program allows students to have in-depth understanding on International Relations areas ranging from the underlying theory of International Relations and the methodology of implementation, international politics, security and international economics. Students are also exposed to current issues corresponding to terrorism and international law.

Students need to complete at least 144 credits in order to obtain the Bachelor degree. The amount of credits is normally completed in eight semesters or four years of study.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of the program have the opportunities to pursue careers in Indonesian diplomatic missions, international Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), public interest agencies and mass media. The graduates can also have the option to develop careers in educational institutions as lecturers and researchers.

POLITICAL STUDIES
Degree: Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Political Studies teaches political policies and systems, its practical implementation and the characterized behavior. It is generally correlated with a ruling government system of a nation.

The objective of this program is preparing students to have academic abilities in implementing and developing political science to improve community life. This will lead to the outcome of graduates who possess competence in basic scientific skills of political science, applied knowledge and skills in accordance with political science and constructing a strategy of political science development which fits the current circumstances.

There are two concentrations in the Political Studies program: Politics and Democratization in Indonesia and Comparative Politics. Politics and Democratization in Indonesia focuses on political problems in Indonesia, in which students are able to analyze the current political issues at local or national level. Comparative Politics allows students to study political systems of many different countries. It gives students the opportunity to develop their critical thinking and analytical skill regarding the world’s political issues.

CAREER OUTLOOK
A degree in political studies can lead to a number of promising careers in governmental offices for both home and foreign affairs, political parties, law firm, journalism and mass media, research and education.

SOCIAL WELFARE
Degree: Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Social welfare study is correlated with the relationship between people and their circumstances. It studies social management in which people are able to create and deliver effective social service, improve social policies and programs within the context of individuals, families and communities.

The study program covers significant theoretical knowledge, social methodology and applicable skills. Theoretical knowledge is given to provide a basic yet sufficient understanding of the underpinning concept of social welfare. Social methodology provides students with analysis tools to study the current social issues. Meanwhile, applicable lectures are delivered to provide basic skills on the prevention and rehabilitation of social problems and cases.

The Social Welfare program enables students to study social policy and planning, service-based organization management, drugs abuse problems and social impacts of developing globalization.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Social Welfare practice are encountered in many areas where graduates can pursue their future career including in community health services, non-governmental organizations, government service offices, regional development consultancy and youth development.

SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Degree: Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Social Anthropology is a field of study in anthropology that engages in the study of a variety of human behavior in a social context. It is viewed as a comprehension of how people relate to each other in contemporary live of various life aspects.

Students of Social Anthropology develop skills in coping with various cultural forms flexibly. Hence, tolerance and an open-minded way of thinking are generated.

Attention is given to knowledge and skills applicable in critical thinking and appreciation of the dynamic human socio-culture within local, national and international scope. The program study will also enable students to employ research methodology in Social Anthropology to conduct associated research.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates may expect to pursue careers in social services in governmental and non-governmental organizations, education and training industry, mass-media and journalism, research and survey companies.

SOCIOLOGY
Degree: Sarjana Sosial (Bachelor of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 8 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Sociology is a study of social characteristics and human social behavior. Sociologists study all aspects of human life in a collective context, including social stratification, social problems, social trends, etc.
Students of this degree program will be able to study sociology in combination with multidisciplinary areas including urban sociology, educational sociology, economic sociology, political sociology and health sociology. Students will also be given basic knowledge of research methods on sociology. At the final years of study, students gain the necessary practical skills on sociology through internship and social research projects.

Besides core subjects, students have the option to choose elective subjects that match their interests. The electives cover social demography, gender sociology and social conflict.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Study in sociology provides a foundation for future opportunity in many sociology-related occupations including government and public services, non-governmental organizations, research organizations, social consultancy agencies and mass-media companies.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Test, Final Test, Assignment, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Proposal and Undergraduate Thesis.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
International applicants are expected to meet the language requirements set by the university and to have an understanding of Indonesian Language in order to be admitted to the program since the courses are delivered in the Indonesian language.

MASTER’S DEGREE

ANTHROPOLOGY

Degree: Magister Sosial (Master of Social Science)
Campus Location: Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (42 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This program provides a wide range of study with specialization, such as: Anthropology Approach on Politics, Religion, Gender, Economy, Ecology, Health, Education, Language, Art and etc. The graduates of this study are expected to employ
critical thinking and to value diversity in social and culture in local, national and global contexts. This program also trains students to have a strong analytical thinking skill and encourages them to do independent as well as collaborative research by using interdisciplinary and/or multidisciplinary approaches to analyze the diversity and the dynamic of social-culture life.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have opportunities to pursue higher careers in social services in governmental and non-governmental organizations, education and training industry, mass-media and journalism, research and survey companies.

COMMUNICATION
Degree: Magister Sosial (Master of Social Science)
Campus Location: Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language: Indonesian

This program was established in 1982 and now it has become one of the leading communication institutions in Indonesia. This program gives students opportunity to enhance their knowledge and prepares them a wide range of career in communication. This study has two specializations: 1) Communication Science focusing on media and communication studies and 2) Management of Communication which provides students with knowledge of media management, management of promotion and packaging, management of corporate communication and management of political communication.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates with skills in communication have opportunities to pursue higher career at mass-media companies, advertising, media placement agencies and government offices.

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS
Degree: Magister Sosial (Master of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This prestigious program is designed for those who want to master theoretical understanding and problem-solving ability in the field of International Affairs. It aims to develop the next generation of leaders in international affairs sector. This master program will nurture student's competence to utilize their analytical thinking skill in analyzing international affairs by formulating research-based recommendations. It is a demanding program and competition for places is intense.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of the program have the opportunities to pursue higher careers in diplomatic missions, international Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), public interest agencies, mass media and education field.

SOCIAL WELFARE
Degree: Magister Sosial (Master of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters (41 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This course is encourages the development of education in social welfare. This study is designed for students to utilize their analytical thinking skill in order to solve any social issues, including poverty in Indonesia by using principles and methodology of social welfare science.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this study have opportunities to pursue higher career in government sector, education and research, political parties, political research agencies, mass media or international organizations.

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Degree: Magister Sosial (Master of Social Science)
Campus Location: Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4-6 Semesters (40-42 credits)
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

Master of Political Science Program is a leading political science institution focuses on research, publication and social service in regional and
national level. The students are equipped with several competences, such as planning, management, and social construction program. Graduates of this program are also trained to solve any kind of social issues and are encouraged to involve in social activities.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this study have opportunities to pursue higher career in many sociology-related careers including government and public services, research organizations, social welfare agencies and mass-media companies.

TERRORISM IN INTERNATIONAL SECURITY

Degree : Magister Sosial (Master of Social Science)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 Semesters (42 credits)
Language : Indonesian

This program is a pioneer of terrorism in international security program in Indonesia. This course aims to nurture students' competence in analyzing terrorism and ability to formulate and implement counter-terrorism and antiterrorism policies to develop understanding of international security in 21st century. Students are also trained to identify and investigate several terrorism cases and radicalism development in Indonesia and other regions which form an international terrorism network.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this field have opportunity to pursue higher career in various areas and occupations including police corps, national defense-related institutions, public service, rehabilitation centers, research and education.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Test, Final Test, Assignment, Seminar, Practical Exam, Project Proposal and Master Thesis.

DOCTORAL DEGREE

ANTHROPOLOGY

Degree : Doctor
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study : 6 Semesters (49 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

The students are nurtured to think critically and valuing the diversity, as well as the dynamics of socio-cultural life in local, national and global context. This course also trains students to be able to do research in anthropology field either independently or collaboratively by using interdisciplinary or multidisciplinary approaches. The graduates of this program will be able to have competence in creating and developing theory or methodology especially in anthropological studies, social sciences, or humanity in general.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as lecturer in universities, as researcher in research institutions or government.

COMMUNICATION

Degree : Doctor
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study : 6 Semesters (50 credits)
Language : Indonesian

This course is the pioneer of doctoral program in communication science. It was established since 1991. The doctoral program is established as a response to high demand of doctoral graduates in communication field. The course prepares students to be an expert with high competence in developing communication science in teaching field as well as research and have managerial skill as planning, executor and evaluator of communication program in any communication industry. Moreover, the program also encourages the publication of research that fulfills the standard of international journals.

CRIMINOLOGY

Degree : Doctor
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study : 6 Semesters (49 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : On Going

The objectives of this programs are to educate students to have high competence in implementing, developing and / or enrich criminology science and technology, used to understand and solve crime issues, as well as to share its application to improve the society life standard and enrich the national culture. Moreover, the students are encouraged to develop science and technology of criminology through research and education, based on the social realities faced by Indonesian society and to apply the knowledge for the social interests.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as lecturer in universities, as researcher in research institutions or government.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Degree : Doctor
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study : 6 Semesters (48 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : B

The Doctoral Program of Political Science in UI is one of the leading education and research institution of political science in Indonesia. This program has orientation on contemporary political issues, which is one of the main requirements for becoming an international research university. The main mission of this program is to produce graduates of political science who have high competence to use their knowledge and to solve problems of the nation including that requires multidisciplinary approach as well as are able to compete in international level. To reach its objectives, this program prepares graduates to master in...
This course is designed to produce graduates who are independent in developing their critical analysis skill, good at communicating and have a high social care. Moreover, the program trains students to have high competence in analytical and research skill in order to create their own job field in social research. The other objectives are to develop analysis and theory of the development of Indonesian society and its relation to other societies, as well as having high integrity and concern to apply their knowledge for the improvement of society’s welfare.

CAREER OUTLOOK
The graduates of this program can work as lecturer in universities, as researcher in research institutions or industries.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Lecture, seminar and dissertation.

SPECIFIC ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
• Acquire master in communication or equivalent from local or overseas university with accreditation and approved by the department of education (Depdiknas)
• Good at writing or reading in English
• Make a proposal for research
• Have a Recommendation Letter from 2 (two) person who has Doctoral/S3 title.
• Pass from several tests and interview held by University
The Faculty of Administrative Sciences Universitas Indonesia was one of the eight departments within the Faculty of Social and Political Science. On the 10th of March 2015, the university officiated the establishment of the Faculty of Administrative Sciences (FIA) UI. FIA provides knowledge and research-based education in strategic governance and policy represented by three programs: Public Administration, Business Administration and Fiscal Administration. FIA UI also offers graduate and postgraduate (Master and Doctorate) program in these three areas of study.

The faculty’s underpinning missions incorporate in works to provide education on administrative sciences, policy studies and strategic governance on a competitive level, to conduct researches on areas related to administrative sciences, policy studies and strategic governance to advance knowledge and contribute to greater society and to get the outcome of competent graduates with proficient knowledge in administrative sciences, moral integrity, sound ability in inter and multidisciplinary approaches, and internationally competitive.

RESEARCH INTERESTS
- Fiscal Administration Reform
- Added Value Tax Policy to Improve Food Security
- Corporate Governance and Banking Performance
- Leadership Roles in Local Government

FACULTY CONTACT
Faculty of Administrative Sciences Gedung Prof. Dr. Mr. Prajudi Atmosudirjo, Komplek Fakultas Ilmu Sosial and Ilmu Politik Kampus UI Depok, 16424, Indonesia
Tel: +62.21.78849087
Fax: +62.21.78849050
Email: adm@ui.ac.id
Website: http://fia.ui.ac.id/
Graduates in Public Administration are prepared to have competencies with theoretical framework and practical knowledge on implementing business strategy and governance which include internal (functions of business) and external governance (societal governance) of business organization, with considerations to social and ethical norms. Students’ skills on conducting business research using various social and science approaches, collaborating with primary and secondary social stakeholders, and adapting to the needs of these stakeholders are emphasized.

Students are equipped with skills to analyze business organizational change which is based on knowledge, information technology and talent management as well as to organize information relevant for decision making process and to propose ideas for a sound business decision to achieve high performance business organization.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of Business Administration can pursue careers in various setting of corporation, especially, in the area of Sales Management, Human Resources Management, business process consulting in either private or government sector.

**FISCAL ADMINISTRATION**

This program provides students with theoretical framework and practical knowledge on analyzing fiscal policies based on fiscal theories using various analytical tools, communicating and elaborating fiscal policies to business and community at large, applying fiscal theories and policies using multidisciplinary approaches and conducting preliminary research in the areas of fiscal policy.

Graduates of Fiscal Administration will have opportunities to pursue careers as fiscal administrator and budget management in various setting of corporation and organization such as government offices, educational institutions, non-profit organizations, and other public service offices.

Graduates in Business Administration are prepared to have competencies with theoretical framework and practical knowledge on analyzing interactions amongst actors in public governance, such as in policy making and public services management, using social, economic, cultural, political and national security dimensions and political economy perspective. Students are trained to analyze and evaluate the cycle of public policy using quantitative (e.g. costs benefit analysis, analytical hierarchy process) and qualitative methods (e.g. participatory impact analysis, case study).

The curriculum is designed to equip students with competencies to review relevant regulations and impacts of policy analysis in the form of policy memo, policy brief, or policy paper with end goal to develop policy draft; to organize projects in order to implement public policy and improve the performance of public service, including planning, budgeting, allocating resources, implementing and evaluating; to analyze risks and public policy implementation and implement risk-mitigation program; and; finally to recommend ideas for policy and public services management reform.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of Public Administration can pursue careers in public offices, government offices, government consulting agencies, and various private industries.

Graduates in Public Administration can pursue advanced careers in public offices, government offices, government institutions, non-profit organizations, and other public service offices.

This master degree provides students with proficient knowledge and skill on developing (reconstructing) models, strategies, or innovations in areas of public policy and governance in all level of governments using various approaches, e.g., legal approach, managerial approach and/or political approach; formulating public policy alternatives based on good governance principles using different methods, e.g., scenario planning, dynamic system; constructing strategic plan for the implementation of a short-term public policy (program, activity, and action plan); performing ab ICT-based evaluation on public policy to outline the outcome and impact of respective policy; and designing a change management project plan using participatory impact analysis approach aiming at solving public issues (e.g. public services, development) individually or collectively.

The curriculum will also emphasize on research activities which involves designing and performing research in areas of public administration studies individually or collaboratively using quantitative or mix research methods.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**

Graduates of Master’s Degree in Public Administration can pursue advanced careers in public offices, government offices, government consulting agencies, and various private industries.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION STUDIES

Degree: Magister/Master
Campus Location: Depok
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This master degree provides students with proficient knowledge and skill on areas within business policy and governance, which include internal (functions of business) and external (societal governance) governance of business organization, with considerations to social and ethical norms.

Students will study how to administer business researches using various social and science approaches, collaborating with primary and secondary social stakeholders, adapting to the needs of these stakeholders and obtaining international recognition in the form of academic journal publications; to facilitate organizational transformation which is based on knowledge, information technology and talent management; and to promote informed and sound decision making to achieve high performance business organization.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Master’s Degree in Business Administration can pursue advanced careers in various setting of corporation, especially in the area of Sales Management, Human Resources Management, business process consulting in either private or government sector.

FISCAL ADMINISTRATION STUDIES

Degree: Magister/Master
Campus Location: Depok
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime
Length of Study: 4 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This master degree provides students with proficient knowledge and skill on evaluating fiscal policies based on fiscal theories using various analytical tools. This study will equip students with skills to evaluate the administration of fiscals and to identify (potential) problems to generate solutions for betterment of fiscal administration governance.

In addition, this study delivers skills on designing research plan on areas related to fiscal administration study and performing relevant research individually and collaboratively as well as preparing a brief policy based on individual or collective research.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Fiscal Administration will have opportunities to pursue advanced careers in budget management in various setting of corporation and organization such as government offices, educational institutions, non-profit organizations, and other public service offices.

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION STUDIES

Degree: Doktor/Doctor
Campus Location: Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule: Morning/Daytime/Evening
Length of Study: 6 Semesters
Language: Indonesian
Accreditation: A

This advanced study in Public Administration provides students with proficient knowledge and skill on the following; designing concept, model, strategy, or innovation in areas of public.

This study delivers skills on designing research plan on areas related to fiscal administration study and performing relevant research individually and collaboratively as well as preparing a brief policy based on individual or collective research.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of Fiscal Administration will have opportunities to pursue advanced careers in budget management in various setting of corporation and organization such as government offices, educational institutions, non-profit organizations, and other public service offices.

DOCTORAL DEGREE

LIST OF EXCHANGE PARTNER UNIVERSITIES

Japan
- Akita International University
- Chuo University
- Hiroshima University
- Hitotsubashi University
- Juntendo University
- Kagoshima University
- Keio University
- Kobe University
- Kumamoto University
- Kyoto University
- Meiji University
- Nagaoka University
- Nagasaki University
- Nagoya University
- NAISt
- NAIST
- Nanzan University
- Okayama University
- Osaka University
- Rikkyo University
- Ritsumeikan University
- Shizuoka University
- Sophia University
- Tohoku University
- Tokyo Institute of Technology
- Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology
- Tokyo University of Foreign Studies
- University of Tokyo
- University of Tsukuba
- Waseda University
- Yamaguchi University
- Yamashita Prefectural University

Malaysia
- Universiti Teknologi Mara
- Taylor's University

The Philippines
- University De Ateneo Manila

Portugal
- Universidade do Minho

Russia
- Belgorod State University of Arts and Culture
- Lomonosov Moscow State University
These programs are a center of excellence of multidisciplinary disciplines at Universitas Indonesia. The graduates are expected to have competence strategic studies while globally competitive. The programs are also the center of education and studies for global studies and culture that supports UI as a research university with an international standard.

The offered programs are:
- American Studies
- European Studies
- Gender Studies
- Islamic and Middle Eastern Studies
- Japanese Studies
- National Resilience
- Police Studies
- Population and Manpower Studies
- Urban Studies

CONTACT
Kajian Strategik dan Global
Gedung Program Pascasarjana
Jalan Salemba Raya Nomor 4
Jakarta 10430, Indonesia

Tel. : +62.21.3100059, 3924710
Fax. : +62.21.31922269
Website : http://www.pps.ui.ac.id/
Email : humas.ppsui@gmail.com
This program is designed to formulate students’ critical thinking about various phenomena related to the United States of contemporary global issues with an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approach so that it can play a role in various international networks in the capacity as a researcher, public intellectual and organizational manager.

In general, the purpose of the course is to teach the core subjects-core competencies such as the ability to analyze social phenomena and expression of American culture in terms of the theory and methodology of American Area Studies.

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates of the program have the opportunities to pursue higher careers in diplomatic missions, international Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), international agencies, mass media and education field.

**EUROPEAN STUDIES**
**Degree :** Magister Sains (Master of Science)
**Campus Location :** Salemba Campus
**Lecture Schedule :** Morning/Daytime
**Length of Study :** 4 Semesters (42 credits)
**Language :** Indonesian
**Accreditation :** A

European Studies University of Indonesia provides an European studies for master program. The vision is to realizing the best European studies in Indonesia. The mission of this study is to build mutual understanding and cooperation between European countries and Indonesia and can compete with similar programs abroad in the era of globalization. Furthermore, the aim of this study is to produce experts in various fields of European studies, having extensive knowledge and can follow the developments taking place in Europe, and professionally capable of analyzing the political situation, economy, law and culture in Europe in the era of globalization is full dynamics.

This program provides four areas of specificity: European economic, European International Relations, European law, and Culture of Europe. Participants can choose one field of specificity, with a note that specificity is offered only opened when the number of number of participants has met the minimum quota of 4 persons. Participants can choose one of the fields of special interest. European Masters Program in Area Studies can be completed over 4 semesters (42 credits).

**CAREER OUTLOOK**
Graduates of the program have the opportunities to pursue higher careers in diplomatic missions, international Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), international agencies, mass media and education field.

**ISLAMIC AND MIDDLE EASTERN STUDIES**
**Degree :** Magister Sains (Master of Science)
**Campus Location :** Salemba Campus
**Lecture Schedule :** Morning/Daytime
**Length of Study :** 4 semesters (40 credits)
**Language :** Indonesian

UI Master of Japanese Studies Program aims to produce graduates who have competence in developing science and research in Japanese studies innovatively by using interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary approaches. The students
are trained to be an academic and professional who can compete in national and international level. This study also highly support research related to Japanese studies which is useful for the society. This course also provides discussion forum, seminar, and other activities to nurture students' competence. Moreover, this study also give the opportunity for students to choose one from these concentration program : Society and Japanese Culture, Japanese Corporate Culture, Diplomatic and Japanese Political Culture, and Japanese Language and Culture.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of the program have the opportunities to pursue higher careers in diplomatic missions, international Non-Governmental Organizations (NGO), international agencies, mass media and education field.

NATIONAL RESILIENCE
Degree : Magister Sains (Master of Science)
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Daytime/Night
Length of Study : 4 semesters (42 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

This program nurtures students' competence in understanding and analyzing concepts and theories of development planning as well as national resilience planning. Students are also trained to analyze in detail the strategic environment and how it is related in affecting the existence of a nation or region and the challenges in the future. Moreover, this study provides students with knowledge of how to decide the allocation of resources efficiently and also to analyze the policy for the national safety institution either government or private.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this field have opportunity to pursue higher career in various areas and occupations including police corps, national defense-related institutions or research and education.

TERRORISM AND INTERNATIONAL SECURITY
Degree : Magister Sains (Master of Science)
Campus Location : Depok Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 semesters (45 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

Program Studi Kajian Terorisme is the only master’s degree study in Indonesia that offers analytical framework to understand the development of terrorism concept, policy options on contra-terrorism and comparative studies on terrorism cases. This study covers three parts, namely, Conceptual Framework, Understanding of Policy and Elaboration of Case Studies.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have opportunities to pursue higher careers in social services in governmental and non-governmental organizations, education and training industry, mass-media and journalism, research and survey companies, police and national defense forces.

POLICE STUDIES
Degree : Magister Sains (Master of Science)
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 semesters (42 credits)
Language : Indonesian
Accreditation : A

UI Master Program of Police Studies aims at developing the Police Studies in Indonesia as inter-field science (interdisciplinary science) as well as multi-field (multidisciplinary science), providing an educational approach to the field and bring together a multi-field theory, empirical research and normative analysis, developing programs research with a true understanding of social science research methods (social science methods), research design, and statistics, and responding to the needs of the people of Indonesia to produce graduates who excel and are able to compete nationally and internationally, in facing of the challenges of the 21st century on the subject of crime and threats to justice, as well as the disruption of social order. The special programs are Police Administration, Police Laws, and Security Management.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of this field have opportunity to pursue higher career in various areas and occupations including police corps, national defense-related institutions or research and education.

URBAN STUDIES
Degree : Magister Sains (Master of Science)
Campus Location : Salemba Campus
Lecture Schedule : Morning/Daytime
Length of Study : 4 semesters (42 credits)
Language : Indonesian

In Indonesia next decade will be experiencing increasingly rapid growth along with the growth of the countries in the Asia Pacific region, which today is led by China and India. Envisioned to be a leading study program in the field of urban with an interdisciplinary approaches, this study has missions in preparing students to become members of society have a moral as well as academic and or professional capability in urban areas who are able to compete internationally, in discovering, developing, creating superior work in urban areas by integrating science, technology and socio-cultural, in developing sensitivity and concern for the lives of the urban community, and also playing a role in improving the world civilization always uphold tolerance, ethics and peace. This program has concentrations in : Urban studies, Management of Urban Development, and Urban Asset Management.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates have opportunities to pursue higher careers in social services in governmental and non-governmental organizations, development consultancies or research and survey companies.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Test, Final Test, Assignment, Seminar, Practical Exam*, Project Proposal® and Master Thesis

* Gender Studies, Terrorism and International Security, Urban Studies
Environmental Science Program University of Indonesia (PSIL) is the first Environmental study program in Indonesia, which offers master’s and doctorate’s degree. This Program has 3 specialization, namely: Environmental Management Industries (MLI), Planning Sustainable Development (ESD), and Environmental Protection (PL).

CONTACT
Kajian Ilmu Lingkungan
Kampus UI Salemba – Gedung C (FKG) Lt. 5 dan 6
Jl. Salemba Raya No. 4 – Jakarta Pusat 10430, Indonesia
Tel. : +62 21 31930251
Fax. : +62 21 31930251
Website : http://psil.pps.ui.ac.id/
Email : psil@ui.ac.id
Environmental Science Program graduates are expected to have an understanding and are able to play a role in the development of the field of environmental science; able to increase the role and professional services with reasoning and assessment of environmental science; able to formulate approaches and strategies in terms of managing a wide range of environmental issues on the basis of scientific reasoning; able to develop their professional performance in a wider spectrum on the basis of their expertise.

The advanced studies on environmental allows students and graduates to focus on research and to have in-depth understanding in the development of the field of environmental science; elaborated ability to increase the role and professional services with reasoning and assessment of environmental science; higher skills to formulate approaches and strategies in terms of managing a wide range of environmental issues on the basis of scientific reasoning; stronger ability to develop their professional performance in a wider spectrum on the basis of their expertise.

CAREER OUTLOOK
Graduates of the program have the opportunities to pursue higher career in environment consultancies, government institutions or involve in research and education.

GENERAL ASSESSMENTS
Mid Test, Final Test, Assignment, Seminar, and Master Thesis.
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION

As part of the global education community, Universitas Indonesia welcomes international applicants to study at Universitas Indonesia. You will be regarded as an international applicant if you do not hold an Indonesian nationality status.

To be eligible for admission, candidates must demonstrate good academic competence which is proven by high academic merit.

International applicants must apply directly to Universitas Indonesia by submitting a set of application documents online (please go to page 96 for application guide). International applicants are not required to sit for the entry test for admission. However, the university conducts assessment of application documents which is the basis on which eligibility for admission is decided.

International applicants must meet the academic and language requirements and commit to comply with particular regulations of the Indonesian government related to education policy in order to apply for a degree at Universitas Indonesia.

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS

1. Academic Requirements
   In general, the Admission Office of Universitas Indonesia assesses international applications which meet the following qualifications.
   • Graduating from nationally accredited high schools.
   • Completed General Certificate of Education (A Level), the Advanced International Certificate of Education at a Pass level or above.
   Note: SAT result is to be provided by Bachelor applicants who do not hold certificate of A Level or STPM or equivalent.
   • Graduates of Diploma Program of European Baccalaureate,
     Diploma Program of International Baccalaureate
   • Passing international education qualifications equivalent to any of the above

2. English Language Requirements
   Although the Regular Bachelor Program is delivered in the Indonesian language, candidates must demonstrate adequate English proficiency since there are a number of departments requiring students to take mandatory courses in English.
In general, candidates must meet the requirement of obtaining ITP/International TOEFL with a minimum score of 500 (PBT); 173 (CBT); 60 (iBT) or IELTS minimum score of 5.5.

Applicants of International Bachelor Programs must obtain ITP/International TOEFL with a minimum score of 550 (PBT); 213 (CBT); 80 (iBT) or IELTS minimum score of 6.0.

3. Indonesian Language Requirements
In addition to the previous language requirements, applicants of Regular Bachelor Programs where the language of instruction is Indonesian must meet one of the following requirements:
- Obtaining certificate of BIPA 3 (BIPA is an Indonesian language preparatory class for non-native speakers)
- Obtaining certificate of TIBA (TIBA is an Indonesian language proficiency test for non-native speakers)

4. Application Checklist for Bachelor Programs Application
A scanned of the following documents must be uploaded while making an application:
- High School certificate and score transcript.
- SAT/A level/STPM or equivalent test certificate.
- Passport.
- TOEFL/IELTS certificate.
- TIBA Certificate or BIPA 3 Completion Certificate for Regular Bachelor Program applications.
- Recent Photograph.
- Application fee payment receipt.

5. Closing Date of Application Submission
The standard deadline of Master and Doctoral Program application submission is as follows:
- Middle of April for first semester
- Middle of November for second semester

Notes:
- Please visit www.ui.ac.id for more information about the important dates of application.
- Programs offered in first semester may not be offered in second semester.

6. Closing Date of Application Submission
The standard deadline of Master and Doctoral Program application submission is as follows:
- Middle of April for first semester
- Middle of November for second semester

7. Application Guide
- Visit http://admission.ui.ac.id
- Create an account by clicking “Register”.
- Fill up User Registration Form to create username and password.
- Enter the website and view application periods.
- Select program you wish to apply.
- Confirm application by clicking on “Apply for this program”.
- Complete the form by clicking “Finish and Save”.
- Pay application fee USD 50 by money transfer to the following account number:
  - Bank Name: BNI
  - Branch: UI Depok
  - Account Name: Universitas Indonesia
  - Account No: 127.300.0035
  - Swift Code: BNIINIDJAUID
- Upload the application fee payment receipt.
- Check your application status by logging in your application account.

Notes:
- Make sure the email address you register is in use. To view or edit your application, login by using the same username and password.
- We will verify your payment and you should get a notification on this account after your payment is successfully verified.
- The application fee is non-refundable.
APPLICATION OUTCOME

RECEIVING LETTER OF OFFER/ LETTER OF CONDITIONAL OFFER
After the eligibility for admission assessment, you will be notified of the result of your application in a written letter by email and postal address. The university will send you either a Letter of Offer or a Letter of Conditional Offer for successful applicants.

• **Letter of Offer** will allow you the next process for admission to Universitas Indonesia. It contains information about the tuition fees, orientation details, enrollment information, Pick-up Arrangements Application Form, list of accommodation, Housing Form, Flight Form and Acceptance/Rejection of Offer Form.

• **Letter of Conditional Offer** specifies the outstanding requirements or documents that you must meet before the university issues a Letter of Offer. You cannot proceed to the next process of admission before the Letter of Offer is addressed to you.

ACCEPTING OR REJECTING THE OFFER
As you accept the offer stipulated in the Letter of Offer, you will have to complete the Acceptance/Rejection of Offer Form and return it to the International Office of Universitas Indonesia. In the case that you reject the offer, you will also need to return the Acceptance/Rejection of Offer form. Please note that if you do not return the form until the prescribed date, you will be considered to reject the offer, which will terminate the next process of your admission.

DEFERRING THE OFFER
For a certain reason, you may wish to postpone your plan to study at Universitas Indonesia. Should this happen, you must notify the International Office by submitting an Admission Deferment Form. You can defer your admission up to one year from the first offer date. If you wish to postpone for more than a year, you will have to start the application procedure from the beginning. The university will disregard your previous application and will assess your submitted application for the new academic year.

RECEIVING LETTER OF ACCEPTANCE
The Letter of Acceptance will be sent to you as soon as you have submitted the Acceptance of Offer Form.

ORIENTATION PROGRAMS
International Programs are held to assist you in preparing your academic career at the university. It will also provide you with useful information and programs on how to adjust yourself to the university culture, be informed about the immigration services and recreational activities.

ADMINISTRATION REGISTRATION AND DATE(S)
Administration registration is compulsory and is done as you are accepted as a student of Universitas Indonesia and your admission is issued in an accession to the list of student acceptance of international applicants (Letter of Acceptance). The date(s) of Administration Registration will be stated in the Letter of Acceptance addressed to you.

ACADEMIC REGISTRATION DATE(S)
Academic registration is necessary for choosing your subjects and is done under the supervision of an academic supervisor. The Academic Registration is done online on student website.

STUDENT EXCHANGE CONSORTIUMS

### AUN – ACTS

- Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Brunei Darussalam
- Royal University of Law and Economics, Kamboja
- Royal University of Phnom Penh, Kamboja
- Institut Teknologi Bandung, Indonesia
- Universitas Airlangga, Indonesia
- Universitas Gadjah Mada, Indonesia
- Universitas Indonesia, Indonesia
- National University of Laos, Laos
- Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Malaysia
- Universiti Putra Malaysia, Malaysia
- Universiti Sains Malaysia, Malaysia
- University of Malaya, Malaysia
- Universiti Utara Malaysia, Malaysia
- Institute of Economics, Myanmar
- University of Yangon, Myanmar
- University of Mandalay, Myanmar
- Ateneo de Manila University, Filipina
- De La Salle University, Filipina
- University of the Philippines, Filipina
- Nanyang technological University, Singapura
- National University of Singapore, Singapura
- Singapore Management University, Singapura
- Burapha University, Thailand
- Chiang Mai University, Thailand
- Chulalongkorn University, Thailand
- Mahidol University, Thailand
- Prince of Songkla University, Thailand
- Can Tho University, Vietnam
- Vietnam National University – Hanoi, Vietnam
- Vietnam National University – Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam
International students studying at Universitas Indonesia can enjoy academic life while experiencing the multi-cultural blend of the Indonesian society. Universitas Indonesia welcomes international students to join our academic community as we believe the harmony of global communication begins from the understanding of multi-cultural perspectives with academic life as one of its starting point.

INTERNATIONAL OFFICE

International Office is a unit at Universitas Indonesia that is established to support the university’s internationalization. Activities that correspond to international mobility, international engagement, international teaching and learning and international knowledge transfer are centered at the International Office. Services provided for international students include international application and admission, international orientation (assisting international students during administration and academic registration), providing information on accommodation and assisting students’ immigration matters. UI International Office also facilitates student exchange as well as study-abroad programs and other international activities.

International Office
Gedung Pusat Administrasi (Central Administration Building)
1st Floor, Universitas Indonesia, Depok, Jawa Barat 16424
Tel. +62.21.7888.0139
Fax. +62.21.7888.0139
Email. io-ui@ui.ac.id

VISA AND IMMIGRATION

Prior to your departure to Indonesia, you need to have the following documents.

• Study Permit
• Calling/Telex Visa

Notes:

• Study Permit is issued by the Directorate General of Higher Education (DIKTI) office
• Calling/Telex Visa is issued by the Directorate General of Immigration of Indonesia and sent to the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in your country upon issuance of your Study Permit. Prior to your departure, you need to collect the Calling/Telex Visa at the Embassy of the Republic of Indonesia in your country to enter Indonesia.
• International Office will help international students in applying for Study Permit and Calling/Telex Visa. Immigration handling fees apply.
International Office provides assistance in taking care of immigration matters should you require it. Prior to arriving in Indonesia there are some documents that you should prepare and these are:

- Limited Stay Visa (Izin Tinggal Terbatas – KITAS)
- Local Police Report (STM)
- Local Government Report (SKPPS/SKTT)

**PRE-DEPARTURE INFORMATION**

You may need to check the following items before you leave your home country:

**FINANCIAL SECURITY**

1. **Personal Account for Cash**
   
   It will take a few days before you are financially settled after your arrival in Indonesia. Meanwhile, you will definitely need easy access to your financial source to cover immediate expenses when you are abroad. It would be more convenient if you have a relevant international account from your country or a bank account corresponding to banks in Indonesia. Ensure that cash access is easy, for example from ATMs or money transfer. A number of banks with an international network are available in Indonesia.

   You may need to seek as much information as possible before deciding which bank you can trust to manage your cash abroad. If you have limited knowledge about it, you can obtain advice from your current bank.

2. **Corresponding Accounts to Universitas Indonesia**

   Apart from that, we also recommend that you open an account in one of the banks that has cooperation with Universitas Indonesia as this partnership has facilitated students in paying their academic fees. Since the payment is done by host-to-host (online) system, having an account in one of these banks will provide convenience whenever you need to pay academic fees each semester.

   However, opening an account in Indonesian local banks may take time. You need to provide a copy of KITAS (Limited Stay Permit) and a copy of your passport. The minimum amount of money that you have to deposit in your account may vary.
*Please note that if you do not have an account in one of the university's corresponding banks, you have to pay academic fees by cash. Paying academic fees by bank draft is not acceptable.

INSURANCE
We recommend that you take an insurance policy before you leave your home country. However, you need to ensure that the insurance covers services worldwide. There are quite a number of reputable international insurance companies available in Indonesia.

COMMUNICATION DEVICE
When you arrive in Indonesia, you may want to let your family or friends know that you have arrived safely. In case of emergency, you may need to contact persons in your home country and for this reason you will need to bring a communication device that allows you to keep in touch with them. Most cellular device providers operate globally and should you have any problem with it, you can find the service center without any difficulties.

PERSONAL BELONGINGS
You do not have to bring too many personal items for your necessities in Indonesia. Universitas Indonesia is located nearby malls and shopping centers that provide customers with daily requirements, clothing and electronic equipments. Indonesia is a country with a tropical season and is usually rainy from October to March and sunny from April to September. So, you do not need to bring too many seasonal clothing.

DOCUMENTS TO BRING
As an international student, you will need to bring documents such as important legal personal identification, records relevant to your education, documents related to your admission to Universitas Indonesia and financial documents. However, you should have your own checklist of documents that you consider important according to your needs.

ARRIVING IN INDONESIA
We understand that as an international student, you will encounter cross cultural differences and realize that you need to adjust yourself to the new environment. We will do our best to provide you with a comprehensive information to allow for a smooth arrival in Indonesia.

EXCHANGING CURRENCY
Students are strongly advised to bring enough Rupiah as they arrive in Indonesia. If you do not bring any Rupiah currency with you, you are advised to change some money. Money changing facility is available at Jakarta's Soekarno Hatta Airport. At the airport, money-changer rates are usually slightly higher for cash. Compare this with the banks and money changers in the city who offer the most competitive exchange rates.

PICK – UP SERVICE
As an international student, you will need to adapt and to settle in to a new environment. The university provides pick-up arrangement upon request. It is organized to facilitate you getting to the place of residence safely. Please contact International Office for further information regarding the pick – up service.

ACCOMMODATION
International Office provides information and accommodation options. We will help you reserve your preferred accommodation upon request. If you need our assistance to secure your accommodation, please notify International Office.

CAMPUS LOCATION
Universitas Indonesia has two campuses; one is in Jakarta and the second one is in Depok. Depok campus is a green campus covering 320 hectares maintaining the ecology conservation by utilizing only 25 percent of the area for academic, research and student activities. Most of the faculties are located at Depok Campus while Salemba, in Central Jakarta, has been the home for the Faculty of Medicine and several graduate programs.

HOW TO GET TO UI

1. How to get to UI Depok Campus

   • By Car
     The trip will take about one hour from Jakarta city center on the regular road or about 30 minutes by the inner city toll road. From Jakarta International Airport the trip takes about one and a half to two hours via toll road. Traveling by taxi from the airport will cost around Rp.200, 000. Please provide the taxi driver with money for toll fees of approximately Rp 20,000,-. After exiting all toll gates, the driver will give you the change, should there be any.

   • By Train
     Take any regular (Jabotabek) trains (stretching from Kota to Bogor ) to Depok/Bogor. Hop off at Ul or Pondok Cina station. Every point in the campus is accessible by yellow campus bus which serves for free.

How to get to UI Salemba Campus

The campus is located at Jalan Salemba 4, Central Jakarta.

   • By car
     From Jakarta International airport, the trip normally takes one hour by tollroad.

   • By train
     Take any regular (Jabotabek) train to Cikini station. The campus is only within short distance, but is a bit too far to walk there. Take bus no. 502 and pay Rp 2,000, hop off at the Salemba traffic light intersection (you should alert the conductor) or simply take a taxi.
The tables show Academic Fees payable by international students of Bachelor, Master, and Doctoral programs applicable for 2017 Academic Year. The fees are valid for tuition in the respective year and published as indicative fees information for the forthcoming Academic Year. The university reviews the fees annually and reserves the right to revise the presented information. Please contact International Office at io-ui@ui.ac.id for further information.

Source: Rector's Decree No. 25 Year 2017 on Study Fees

INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC FEES
(APPLICABLE FOR 2017/2018 ACADEMIC YEAR)

International Prospectus
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY/COURSES (UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS)</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUITION FEE (Payable per semester)</td>
<td>ADMISSION FEE (Payable for the 1st semester only)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CLUSTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE

#### FACULTY OF MEDICINE
- **MEDICAL SCIENCE**
  - Regular: IDR 40,000,000
  - International: IDR 100,000,000

#### FACULTY OF DENTISTRY
- **DENTISTRY**
  - Regular: IDR 30,000,000
  - International: IDR 60,000,000

#### FACULTY OF NURSING
- **NURSING SCIENCE**
  - Regular: IDR 15,000,000
  - International: IDR 25,000,000

#### FACULTY OF PHARMACY
- **PHARMACY**
  - Regular: IDR 20,000,000
  - International: IDR 10,000,000

### CLUSTER OF TECHNOLOGICAL SCIENCE

#### FACULTY OF MATHEMATICS AND NATURAL SCIENCES
- **MATHEMATICS**
  - Regular: IDR 20,000,000
  - International: IDR 17,500,000

#### FACULTY OF ENGINEERING
- **CIVIL ENGINEERING**
  - Regular: IDR 20,000,000
  - International: IDR 25,000,000

#### FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE
- **COMPUTER SCIENCE**
  - Regular: IDR 36,500,000
  - International: IDR 36,500,000
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY/COURSES (UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS)</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUITION FEE (Payable per semester)</td>
<td>ADMISSION FEE (Payable for the 1st semester only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FACULTY OF LAW</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAW</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FACULTY OF ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECONOMICS</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCOUNTING</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLAMIC ECONOMICS</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISLAMIC BUSINESS</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FACULTY OF HUMANITIES</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARABIC STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDONESIAN STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAVANESE STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHINESE STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAPANESE STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENGLISH STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRENCH STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GERMANY STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RUSSIAN STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUTCH STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KOREAN STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHEOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIBRARY SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORY SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILOSOPHY</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 15,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FACULTY OF PSYCHOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>IDR 28,750,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FACULTY OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLITICAL SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMINOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL WELFARE STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIAL</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL RELATION</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FACULTY OF ADMINISTRATION SCIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FISCAL ADMINISTRATION</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## FACULTY/COURSES

### (GRADUATE PROGRAMS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF MEDICINE</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIOMEDICAL SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NUTRITION</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL MEDICINE</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL EDUCATION</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLINICAL MEDICINE</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICAL</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF DENTISTRY</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BASIC DENTISTRY</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 50,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY DENTISTRY</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 50,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF NURSING</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NURSING SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF PHARMACY</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PHARMACY</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HERBAL</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF PUBLIC HEALTH</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PUBLIC HEALTH</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL HEALTH</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATION</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EPIDEMIOLOGY</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### CLUSTER OF TECHNOLOGICAL SCIENCE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF MATHEMATIC AND NATURAL SCIENCE</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MATHEMATICS</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSIC</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMISTRY</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOGRAPHY</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCEANOGRAPHY</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATERIAL SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF ENGINEERING</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIVIL ENGINEERING</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MECHANICAL ENGINEERING</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELECTRONICAL ENGINEERING</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>METALLURGY ENGINEERING</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHITECTURE</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL ENGINEERING</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 40,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FACULTY OF COMPUTER SCIENCE</th>
<th>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</th>
<th>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COMPUTER SCIENCE</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACULTY/COURSES (GRADUATE PROGRAMS)</td>
<td>REGULAR (BAHASA INDONESIA CLASSES)</td>
<td>INTERNATIONAL (ENGLISH CLASSES)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TUITION FEE (Payable per semester)</td>
<td>ADMISSION FEE (Payable for the 1st semester only)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLUSTER OF SOCIAL AND HUMANITIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAW</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 25,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOTARY</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECONOMICS</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLANNING AND PUBLIC POLICY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANAGEMENT SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER OF MANAGEMENT</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MM-MBA (ENGLISH CLASSES)</td>
<td>IDR 45,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 28,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCOUNTING SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER OF ACCOUNTING</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER OF POPULATION AND LABOR ECONOMICS</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 10,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACULTY OF HUMANITIES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCHEOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISTORY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHILOSOPHY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINGUISTICS</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LITERATURE STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH EAST ASIA AREA STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACULTY OF PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 35,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACULTY OF SOCIAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNICATION SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POLITICAL SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIMINOLOGY</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL WELFARE STUDIES</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIAL</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACULTY OF ADMINISTRATION SCIENCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATION SCIENCE</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Clusters of Social and Humanities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School of Strategic and Global Studies</th>
<th>Regular (Bahasa Indonesia Classes)</th>
<th>International (English Classes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuition Fee</strong> (Payable per semester)</td>
<td><strong>Admission Fee</strong> (Payable for the 1st semester only)</td>
<td><strong>Tuition Fee</strong> (Payable per semester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Police Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Resilience Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Area Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe Area Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan Area Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and Islamic Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terrorism Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School of Environmental Studies</th>
<th>Regular (Bahasa Indonesia Classes)</th>
<th>International (English Classes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tuition Fee</strong> (Payable per semester)</td>
<td><strong>Admission Fee</strong> (Payable for the 1st semester only)</td>
<td><strong>Tuition Fee</strong> (Payable per semester)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Studies</td>
<td>IDR 30,000,000</td>
<td>IDR 20,000,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UI offers opportunities for you to experience studying at UI for one or two semesters. It combines the experience of university life at one of Indonesia’s leading universities with the unique opportunity to live in Jakarta, the capital of Indonesia and Depok, the historical town. This program also offers you an exciting experience to enrich your university life and develop your international outlook.

STUDENT EXCHANGE PROGRAM

We have signed agreement with universities overseas on student exchange programs allowing students from more than 30 universities in Asia, Europe, and Australia to study at UI. Our exchange students are not charged for academic fees during the study at UI. Yet, you may be obliged to pay tuition fees to the home university. By the end of the program, you will be given a certificate of completion which can be used for credit transfer process to the home university.

This program offers you an opportunity to study at UI for one/two semesters and take a wide range of undergraduate or graduate program courses. To be able to participate in this program, you should be registered as a student in one of UI partner universities. Please check International Office in your university whether you are able to participate under this term.

As an exchange student, you can:
• study at UI for one or two semesters
• take a wide range of undergraduate or graduate courses
• obtain credit for study at UI towards your home university degree
• enhance your educational experience as well as career opportunities
• make new friends and take experience in learning diverse cultures

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
In general, you must:
• have completed at least one year of full-time study at the time of application
• be nominated by the exchange office at your university (Director of International Office or equivalent)
• have achieved a minimum GPA of 3.00 or higher (on a 4-point scale, or its equivalent)
• meet language requirements of the offered courses
• be able to self-finance or sponsored during the period of study at UI
• be willing to abide by UI rules and regulations
• have overseas health insurance
For application, you need to submit the following documents:

- Completed application form
- Certificate of enrollment from your university
- Certified university transcript (in English)
- 2 (two) letter of recommendation (UI form)
- 1 (one) copy of passport
- Certificate of health
- Statement of financial guarantee
- 2 (two) current passport photos
- A statement of purpose (in Indonesian language/English, 500 words, explaining your purpose of study)

- 1 (one) copy of evidence of English proficiency (min. TOEFL score of 500, IELTS of 5.5)
- A letter from Indonesia embassy in your country stating your nationality and willingness to learn at UI
- Completed Learning Agreement (if credit transfer is needed)
- Completed housing form

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Application materials for the regular semester program should be sent to the International Office (IO), where the admission process will be handled. IO will issue admission package to you after your application has been approved by the related faculty. The official letter of acceptance will be provided by IO since you will need our letter in order to obtain a Socio-Cultural Visa to enter Indonesia. Once you arrive at UI, we will serve as your point of contact during your stay.

STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM
If you are not able to participate under exchange scheme, you may have the opportunity to apply in our study abroad program where you can also take some courses for one/two semesters at UI. If you are interested in joining this program, you are required to pay the tuition fee for international students depending on your period of study at UI. By the end of the program, you will also be given a certificate of completion which can be used for credit transfer process to the home university.

By joining the program, you can:

- study at UI for one or two semesters
- take a wide range of undergraduate or graduate courses
- obtain credit for study at UI towards your home university degree
- enhance your educational experience as well as career opportunities
- make new friends and take experience in learning diverse cultures

APPLICATION PROCEDURE
Application materials for the regular semester program should be sent to the International Office (IO), where the admission process will be handled. IO will issue admission package to you after your application has been approved by the related faculty. The official letter of acceptance will be provided by IO since you will need our letter in order to obtain a Socio-Cultural Visa to enter Indonesia. Once you arrive at UI, we will serve as your point of contact during your stay.

UI-CREATES SHORT COURSE AND GLOBAL INTERNSHIP
We invite international students to join our UI-CREATES program, offering a comprehensive and integrated learning on various subjects at our campus. UI-CREATES is a two or three-week credit earning short mobility program in which students can earn 3 credits or 6 credits after completion. We also invite international students and partner university to join our customized short course program covering studies about contemporary Indonesia in its different aspects, such as economy, law, arts and popular culture, history, social, and politics. Indonesian cultural aspects, such as language and traditional customs are also explored through excursions or homestay programs. Internship program is also offered in our Global Internship Program. This program allows students to have work experience at reputable Indonesian companies, locally-based international companies, and other institutions related to the subject taken. After completion of the program, the students can earn 2 credits.

UI-CREATES consists of three sub-programs

- Pre-Program Students are required to submit an essay regarding their perception about Indonesia and Universitas Indonesia.
- Main Program Main program is conducted in 2 or 3 weeks depending on the type of the shortcourse. Other than taking the offered courses, students will also learn about Indonesian Language and Culture, have some cultural visits, and short internship program at Indonesian Government offices and Private Institutions related to the courses they are taking. In addition, students will present the result of their study in front of the class.
- Post-Program Students are required to submit papers about their opinion and the benefits of the UI-CREATES program.

ELIGIBILITY

- Students from undergraduate/graduate program in all field of studies
- Have at least completed 2 semesters at their home universities (sophomore)
- Recommended by their home university, proven with a nomination / recommendation letter
- English proficient, proven by language certificates of at least: TOEFL ITP: 510, TOEFL CBT: 180, TOEFL iBT: 64, TOEFL PBT: 510, IELTS: 5.0, TOEIC: 600

Universitas Indonesia provides scholarship to cover accommodation fee (terms and conditions applied, according to agreements with home universities).

HOW TO APPLY
email to: ui-creates@ui.ac.id or register online at http://international.ui.ac.id/UI-CREATES.html

REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
For application, you need to submit the following documents:

- Completed application form
- Certificate of enrollment from your university
- Certified university transcript (in English)
- 2 (two) letter of recommendation (UI form)
- 1 (one) copy of passport
- Certificate of health
- Statement of financial guarantee
- 2 (two) current passport photos
- A statement of purpose (in Indonesian language/English, 500 words, explaining your purpose of study)

- 1 (one) copy of evidence of English proficiency (min. TOEFL score of 500, IELTS of 5.5)
- A letter from Indonesia embassy in your country stating your nationality and willingness to learn at UI
- Completed Learning Agreement (if credit transfer is needed)
- Completed housing form

APPLICATION PROCEDURES
In general, you must:

- have completed at least one year of full-time study at the time of application
- have achieved a minimum GPA of 3.00 or higher (on a 4-point scale, or its equivalent)
- meet language requirements of the offered courses
- be able to self-finance or sponsored during period of study at UI
- be willing to abide by UI rules and regulations
- have overseas health insurance
VISITING SCHOLARS PROGRAM

Universitas Indonesia recently launched a funded visiting scholar program called UI RESOLV. UI-RESOLV is a visiting scholar program particularly designed to facilitate international academics and researchers to conduct various activities for two weeks at Universitas Indonesia and to support UI scholars visiting our partner universities.

INBOUND MOBILITY PROGRAM

We are pleased to invite academics and researchers of overseas universities to exchange expertise, carry out research with UI academics counterparts, deliver lectures, and engage with UI students.

Universitas Indonesia offers support for two-week long visit period that includes accommodation, local transportation arranged by hosting Faculties and stipend.

ELIGIBILITY

To be eligible for this program applicants must meet at least one of the following categories:

- Be a faculty member of overseas universities that are affiliated in an organization/association with UI
- Be a faculty member of overseas universities that have agreements (MOU/AOI) with UI
- Be a faculty member of overseas universities who is proposed by UI faculties
- Be a faculty member of any prominent overseas university

OUTBOUND MOBILITY PROGRAM

We are pleased to facilitate UI scholars and researchers to exchange expertise and carry out research with overseas partners, deliver lectures, and engage with international students.

Universitas Indonesia offers support for a two-week long visit that includes travel allowance, lump sum (including accommodation).

ELIGIBILITY

UI faculty members should have activities in universities within these categories:

- Universities that are affiliated in an organization/association with UI
- Universities that have agreements (MOU/AOI) with UI
- Other universities with strong justification of the benefit

• Faculty members who have not participated in the UI-RESOLV outbound program is preferred

HOW TO APPLY

Online application: http://international.ui.ac.id/resolv-program.html

Include the following documents as attachment when applying:

- CV
- Letter of recommendation from faculty
- Copy of passport (identity page)
- Proposed activities during visit
- Summary of proposed research*
- Relevant correspondence with related faculty members from partner universities (if any)

Applicants might need to contact faculty members at foreign universities before making an application to seek mutual research interests. Both parties need to ensure the proposed research area concurs with their interests and expertise. In addition, foreign partners can propose UI faculty members to be assigned to their universities.

Activities

- Designing joint research proposal
- Building teaching material
- Curriculum building
- Curriculum development
- Lecturing
- Workshop
- Developing joint publication

Preferred research areas

- Health Sciences
- Social and Political Sciences
- Natural Sciences, Engineering, and Technology

STUDENT EXCHANGE CONSORTIUMS

AIMS7

Malaysia
- Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia
- Universiti Malaya
- Universiti Putra Malaysia
- Universiti Sains Malaysia
- Universiti Teknologi Malaysia
- Universiti Teknologi MARA

Indonesia
- Ahmad Dahlan University
- BINUS University
- Bogor Agricultural University
- Maranatha Christian University
- Gadjah Mada University
- Universitas Indonesia

Thailand
- Kasetsart University
- Thammasat University
- Prince of Songkla University
- Mahidol University
- Mae Fah Luang University
- Chulalongkorn University

Japan
- Waseda University
- Tsukuba University
- Ritsumeikan University
ASK US AND MAKE A NOTE!